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I. Summary sf Findings
;

_Z.,.
Duringthe 1976-77 school year, all se.dotd-grade pupils (299,258) and third-
grade pupils (284,712) in Californiyipubric schools were tested in reading
achievement. All pupils in grades'six (310,843) and&rade, twelve <243,137)
were tasted 'in the basic skills "of reading, written expression, spelling,' and

.

mathematics.''

Grades ao and Three Results

Reading achievement test scores for second- and third-grade'pupils have been
improvi g steadily since statewide testing in pose grades began in 1966. This
trend h s continued through 1977. Table 1 shows that the overall gain of
second -trade pupils was .7 percent correct and that the overa,Ipl gain of pupils
in,grad three was .3'percent correct. These gains reflect pupil.performance
on the Ialifo,rnia Assessment Program Reading Test, which was constructed speti-
fically to assess the broad range of reading programs' in California's public
schoolS.

Special kwa\ting studies were,conducted to determine, the relationship Qf the
perform ce of California pupils to the 1973 (the latest year ftam which com-
parable figures are aavailable) performance of a sample of pupils across the
nation. Themediansecondand third-grade pupils in California were determined 44

,

tobe a the-55th 'and 56th percentile ranks, respectively: In 1975-'76 the
median second-aadd.third-grade pupils were at the 54th and 5th percentile ranks,
respect vely4 ', . . ..

,,

.

Grade i Rlesults

All se dents in grade six took the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6, another
test d veloped (in'1974-76) specifically for the California ,Assessment Program.
Table shows that the scores of California sixth-grade stddents improved in
written expression and mathematics, declined slightly in reading, and rempined
the same in spelling. The gain in'writteft expression (1.1 percent correct) --

was quite substantial, while the gain in mathematics (.3 percent correct) and
the loss in reading (.2 percent correct) were somewhat less so.

The re ults,of an equating study provided a'basis for comparing California
.

gtuden s with 'a national sample of students tested in 1973, the most, recent
year f omwhich.national dorms were available. c The median sixth-grade.stutent
in California is now above the 1973 national median in all areas. In.eading

0

. the me ian sixth 'grader in California remained at the 53rd percentile). The
median sixth-grade student moved from -the 49th to the 51st percenilOank in
writte expression and from the 50th to the 51st percentile rank in liatliematics.

44



2 Student Achievement in California Schools

Grade [welre Results

All students in grade twelve took the same test that was administered in 1975-
76- -the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12. Table 1 shows that, the scores in all
four contentareas declined In 1976-77. (This resu't follows an increase in
1975-76.) The greatest decline was in spelling, the smallest in written'expres-

,

sion.

Equating studies conducted in 1974-75 provided a basis for comparing tht per-
formance of California twelfth graders with that of'national none-samples
tested in 1962 and 1970. On the basisof the 1962 norms, the median twelfth-

.

grade student in California in 196-77 was at the 42nd percentile rank in
,reading, the 33rd percentile rank inritten expression, and the 43rd percentile
rank in mathematics. These ranks represent a one percentile decline since
1975-76., Comparisons with-two other tests with 1970 norms placed California
twelfth-grade students even lower: at the 33rd and 36th percentiles in reading;
atthe 26th and 28th percentiles in written expression; and at .the *-Ist,and
43rd percentiles in mathematics.

Subgroup Analyses

'

Statewide test performance was analyzed separately-for several different sub-
groups ofpupils, schools, and districts. A summary of the main findings is
preselited beim/ Out see note-following*).

1. .Girls scored higher than boys in reading, and boys scored higher
than girls in,mathematics. _.These patterns were basically the
same in 1975-76.

2 There was a fairly direct reLationship between test scores dnd
parental occupational level: The higher the parent's occupational
level, as defined chiefly by the amount of education required
for the parent's occupation, the higher the student's test scores.
furthermore, the schools with the greatest proportion,,of high-
scoring students made the mos progre'ss over the previous year.

3. Schools with ,a high proportion of students from homes receiving
Aid to Families with Dependent Children.(AFDC) scored lower
than the other schools did. Additionally, schools with, high
proportions of students from AFDC families made leSs progress
than schools with low proportions of such students.

14,

4. As a group, pupils who spoke Japanese or Chinese in addition to
fluent English scored highest of all; pupils-who spoke only'
English scored nearly as high. The students Who spoke limited
EngliSh and 'another language scored substantiaLly lower than
thee grOups and made the leasrprogress in 1976 -77.

Within the two categories Of "fluent English and another language"
and "limited English andanother language," those students wh6se
other language was Spanish scored substantially 16wer than those
whose other language was other than Spanish. Further, a greater

4",
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Table 1

Number: of Students Tested and Average Percent of Questio Answered'
Correctly by Grade Level and Content Area for 1975-76 .nd 1976-77

Grade level and
content area

Number
tested

Aveiagepe ent of questidns
ans -red co 'rre

1975-76 1976-77 Difference'

Grde2 -- Reading

Grade 3 -- Reading

Grade 6

Reading

Written Expression

299,258

:284,712

310,843

67.7

81.4

66.1

62.5

68.4

81.7

65.9,

63.6

+ .7

+ :3

- .2.

+1.1

-Spelling 63.6 63.6 -0-

Mathematics
, 57.4 57.7 + ,3 4j

Grade 12 243,137
at

Reading 64.L 63.6 - .5

Written Expression 62.3 61.9 - .4

Spelling 68.0' 66.8 P -1,2

Mathematics 67.0 66.3' - .7
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Student'Achievement in California Schools

proportion of 'all students were coded in these categories in'
1976-77, especially in,the limited-English-speaking category.

5. The schools that had high scores in 1975-76 made,greater gains
' in 1976-77 than the schools had low scores in 1975-76.

6. Pupil mobility in the lower grades4increased from 1975-76 to
1976-77. :Although-the more mobile students scored lower than-

_ the more stable PUpils, the more mobile students made slightly
greater progress in 1976-77..

0
7. The students in-uniffed districts tended to score lower and

made smaller gains 'than those in elementary or high school
-.4stficts. It should be noted that the stident poptlatioas,of
iinified districts included a large proportion of disadvantaged
Students living in the most highly populated cities in California.

'8. Small schools usuallyescored higher than large schools and made
more `progress from 1975-76 to 1976-77. Correspondingly, the
argest schools scored the' lowest and reglistered the smallest'
gains; especially at the-elementary level: Again, these pat-
terns probably reflect the types of students enrolled more -

than'the effect.of size--that is,a very large schools had the
greatst prOportion of students from AFDC families and students
mho spoke limited English.

.* Caution: The findings in this section are highly susceptible of
misinterpretetion., They simply describe the achievement patterns
of California students and schools; they do not contain an explana-
tion of the causes of the patterns or how they might be changed.
Simple and apparently obvious conclusions are likely to be wrong,
since the findings usually are presented for only one factor at a
time, and, as always,the achievement pAtern6 result from combi-
nations of many factors. For example, one might conclude from the
data in this report that school size is a major determiner of
pupil achievement levels. A combination of factors, however, such
as the social and economic background of pupils' families, appears
instead mare nearly to account for most of the test score dif-
ferencesartiong schools of different sizes. In fact, school size
apparently just happens generally to correlate with these other,
more significant factors--and the same is true for certain'other
individual factors, such as pupil mobility and school district

.organizational structure.

The major portion of this report is devoted to anCahalysis of the specific test
findings for each subject area. Example test questiotis are presented to
lustrate the relative' strengths and weaknesses of California students. The
discussi6n of results foreaCh content area is based heavily on the comments
of recognized authorities,who reviewed the findings and pointed out implica-
tions for the improvement of Callifornia school programs.

10
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II. Introduction to the Report

t.

.4,

This t-4drt presents the results for the third full year of the California
AssessMent Program. The readerix:attention is-called to several features of
the report which have already become traditional. _'

- i..
....,...

Detailed Findings. Information is presented not only for 'the major .

content areas of reading, written expression, and MatheMatida ImIt 4so,

,
for a variety of skill areas within each major area. .

C

National Comparisons. , Although tests were-developed specifically to
- correspond to the skills and c %ncepts being taught in California schools,

special studies have been conducted to show how the performance of
California students compares 'with that df recently tested samples
'of students trom throughout the nation.

,

.

Expert Opinions. Recognized authorities'in each professional field'
haN)espresented their interpretations of the'resultsfor'each of the eon-
tent areas by identifying are of relatively satiSfactory performance
and areas'thatnneed attent/on. . Test questiond and scores are given in /
the appendixes to illustrate the nature and range of skills mastered
by California students. -

,

,

Several special features of the 1976-77 report are also worth noting.

More Examples.
i
Sever readers: comment,ed ep'on the value'K,..

seeing actual test- items and the way California students responded
to those dtemS. *A greater number and variety of these examples are
presented this year.

/

.
.

A

-New National Comparisons. A. combination Ofnew equating studies ,

and refinements of the equating procedures have made it possible to
present the current'performance of Californik students in relation

- to .the most current national norms. .

-
5omparable.Results. The development and refining of the tests used in
the California Assessment Program have reached the point where they.'
can be used without revision for a period of years. All results in'
this report are Comparable to those of 1975-7f4

Subgroup Analysi s. With the stability of the tests it has become "
. -

. possible and appropriate to examineiche differences,in standing'and

in rate of progress am6ng various subgroupspf-pupils and various types

of'schoOls and districts.
40
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6, , Student Achievement in California %pools
. ,

., , .
.Development of the California ASsessment Program *,

.
,4, or r , .,

The-California Asdessffient Program was first fully implemented in 1974-75 In
design, development, and prOcecires, 'it is unique in.the nation. The-,assessment

111was,designed with several criteria in mind: (1) It must'be relevant
to CaliforniaschoolS; (2), It must cover the full range of instruqtional objec-
tives;. (3) It,must provide program-diagnostic information at thp local and state i
'levels ; and (4)' It must take only .a minimum of testing time.- -This section
describes the process of deVelRping such Z'program.

L

Background.and Assumptions

Thenew assessment program had its foundatipnin two legislative acts: (1) the
California School Testing Act of 1969, a- revision of a 1961 law which first re-
quired an ackrievement testing program in the public schools; and (2) .the Miller-

,

Unruh Basic.koding Act, which originally required reading tests in grades one,
two,'and three:' The testing program was revised by 1972 legislation, and major
changes were made in the program as a result of that legislation. *

\
The changes In the statwide'testitv,program.were based on the principle that
an efficient tate testing program has to be limited in scqpe--that is, limited
primarily to the task.of. furnishing useful information to Fate-level policy-'

' makers and dectsion-makers. It was-assumed that the program'could not meet
all of the many/ information needs of local school distract personnel and that
assessment information needed. at the ciavroom leve1.0151d best be 011ected ,1;y''

school
. ,

local personnel. v.
A,

. .

.7-- .

designed:In spite of this assumpti he program was designed Co'repOrt as muc formatiOn
as posgIble to' ldcal.persolihel. Sinceall students, at a grade level1 all schooYS
were tested, it was possible to provide very detailed' analytical reports for each
school to supplement locallyobtailitLed iufdrmation In fact the r.esults of a

, Survey of all districts in California showed that ost dis cts have found this .

unique information very useful in evalLting and r visinw grams.` Board members
and other local citizens have relied heavily_upon s esults in'making .1,-,

judgments about 1pc"al needs and accpmplishments primarily bec o. the uniform
and comparable nature of the,information provided.'

- .

# .

y

Reasons for Revising the Testing Program
.

,

. ,
. . , .. .

Two major problems were addressed throughsthe revision, of the statewide tes
program: .

.
,

. % 1' . * .
,

1.

1

Te§e. relevancy awl breadth. The inEomplete thatch between the relatively V
.

darro range of.skills measured by any one puh ishedioiandardlzed test,
on the'onehand, and the variety,of instruction 1 prograts itICalifornia

.. schools, on the other, made it difficult to assess thelskills-of Galif-
.4. ornla students or the effectiveness of the programsaii0 any, degree pf \,..

...assurance of fairness. Furthermore, it was not poOrPille,tp asses'S the

relative strengths and weaknesses of California stuaents in order to

'have,an indicatipn of how instructional programs sliould be redirected,

.#, ' 4°
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.,r ,

since the standardized tests be,Ing used yielded only total scobres

,v >
_

2. Testing!time. Previous testing instruments required an inordinate
amount of p40.1 time for the testing Process--Inotdinate,at least,
in relation t6 the usefulness of the results. The use of new _ r

.
testing technique-zoned matrix sampling has now'reduced the amount'
of ,besting time at certain grade levels fromAs much as three pnd one-

e a half hours to30 minutes. Under this sampling method,,all students at

.alrade levelsin a schools are, tested, buteach'student takes only
) :a portio4 of, the total test. Results for an individual student cannot

be Qbtaj.ned, but quite.atcutate estimates of the Overall performance
' of groupt4 of,students can be coMputed,

Development of tile New Tests

The ,development of tests related to California goals And objectives followed '.
a rigorous procedure. The major stepsare outlined below!

.

1. Statewide committees of content area experts were formed and charged
with the task of translating and delineating the general goals found
in state"adupted cutticulum frameiiorksinto more specific objectTlies
appropriate' for assessment.

14/

2. ese specific objectives, or test' content specifications, were then
eviewed by, personnel in all California school, districts for complete-

/nes& and relevance'to their. instructional programs,. The revised
specifications served as the basic gq.delines for.selecting and'
developing pools of .test items. These documents were subsequently
printed and distributed to all school districts under' the general

. title Test Content P'pecifications. *

3. These content specifications were sent to. major testpublishers yho
identified those test questions which matched the specifications.
These were submitted to the Department of Eduoation for review,.

4. From the initially large pools of items, teams of.classroom teachers
reviewed and selected the items that wev most appropriate for

, California students.

' 5. These items were then reviewed by linguists and minority group testing
experts for any subtle biases against students of different" langdage

4 or culeural,baekgrounds.

c.

6. The final pools of items, several hundred at each grade level were then

divided into several stoit tests orYforMs--from 10 to frper grade level.
All to rms were made equivalent in difficulty and in.coverage ot
major area's.

13
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The National' Norm Dilemma

Sgte 1962, the first year of statewide testing in California, all \tests adopted

for use had been commercially published instruments with°"national" norms. The

new tests described in this report were constrqEted specifically for use in
California schools. The decision todevelop tests rather than use commercial -
"off-the-.shelf" tests with national norms was'not made,, casually. Comparison
to national averages are not only interesting ,but are useful as a basis .for judging
the overall-relative effectiveness of California's instructional programs. Fur-

_ thermore, California law (Education Code sections 60663 and 60640) requires that
such informatiqp be made available.

1.1

A real dilemma, one with both philosophical and technical aspects, faces anyone
who would measure the basic skills of California students: to .choose a test

which has national norms but fails to address all the skills taught in California
schoole,',or to develop a relevant test which does not allow-easy and immediate
national comparisons. Assessment programs in other states are about equally
divided between these two approaches. After eleven years of using "tests with
national norms but less than satisfactory coverage of the skills being taught
in California schools and after observing the difficulties faced by other states
in interpreting the results from their own tests without national norms the,coprse
to be followed was obvious:» Develop a test which fits the in.,,,*tructional programs
of most California schools and then find a way to compare those resultsiko national
norms.

A plan whiciLcould .accomplish this (allow one to have one's cake and eat it too)
had to overcome two main problems with the national norms associated with published
standardized tests.

1.' No single test IS given to all students in the country. ,Of necessity,

a publisher's norm'is, 't erefore, only an estimate of what the distribution
of scores would be like f, in fact, the test d been taken by all
students in the Unitea"StateS.1 For this reason, norms vary from pub-'
fisher to publisher, sometimes inthe extreme. California's own recent
history, the'Stanford Reading Test was administered to all second-grade
pupils'in the 1969-70 school year, and the median California p\upil .

scored at the 38th percentile of that publisher's norms. In the'following

year the Cooperative Prcimary Reading Test was administered to all second-
.

grade pupils. The median California pupil scored at the 50th pefcentile

of that publisher's norms. The.d1fferent result was clearly a reflection

more of the difference in norms than o'f the difference in reading 'achieve-

ment.

2. second problem with norms,is that they are not updated very often.
For instance, the Cooperative Primary Reading Test was normed during

the 1965-66 school year. As a result, when those norms are referred to,

it must be clearly understood that the comparisons being madeoare to
the publisher's estimate of what scores on that test would have been

if administered to All pupils in the country at that time. If reading

scores for the nation had dropped. continuowely since 1965-66, an

"avenge" score for California pupils might, in fact, reflect achieve-

ment far above cutrent nationwide averages.

14
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The resulting plan is straightforward and efficient. It involves the equating
of the California tests to.standardized tests with .pational norms and updating
those comparisons as new norms or new tests become available. The equating Process
requires that a'sample of pupils take both the California test and one of the other
tests. The effect of the statistical analyses f011owing the'testing is to show
.11(YA California students would have scored j.f they had all taken the standardized
'test. Following recent refinements to the equating procedures, a study now has
to be conducted only, once, but the annual 'progress on the California test can
be tFanslated into the appropriAe national percentile ranks (against the year
in wk,ich the publiiher's test wes nonmed, or course,, not against the national
performance for that year. The latter would be the most useful information, but
it is simply not obtainable).

This solution has several advantages.: (1) the national comparisons are more
timely since they can be updated as new norms become available; (2) the estimates
are more stable since they do not depend on the repiesentativeness of a single
publisher's sample; and (3)'it allows California schools to be.assessed with a

test which fits the objectives of the instructional program,and simultaneously,
with almost no additional testing, allows that performance to be compared to
national norms.

Essential InforTation About the'Numbers Used in This Report,

The Percent Correct. Score.' Te statistic used in this report to indicate the
achievement levels of California pupils is the "average percent correct score."
Fora given set of test questions, this number is the percentage of correct test
responses, with one response being equal to the answer of one student to one
question, and the total number of responses being equal to the number of students
multiplied by the number of items on the test. For example, if three students
took a test with ten questions and if each of the three answered five of the

, .ten questions correctly, the total number of 'responses would be 30, the total
number correct would be 15,- and the.average percent correct score would be 50.
It can also be said that the average student answered,50 percent of the questions
correctly; or that, on the average, 50 percent of the questions were-answered cor-
rectly.

The average percent correct score and the simultaneous presentatiRn of illustrative,
test questions or exercises are designed to'add to the clarity and usefulness of
the findings. It should be easier, as a result, to see what California students
are able to do., Unfortunately, this method is so new in educational evaluation
and assessment thaf.guidelines and rule-of-thumb benchmarks Ore not available.
Each-reader will have to evaluate the adequacy of the results. The emphasis is
on establishing realistic and necessary levels of actual competence rather than
on the traditional comparing of results to a national norm.

How High is High? It will be noted that most of the average percent Torrdct
scores hover around the 60s and 70s; however, some are down in the 30s, and

some are up in the 90s. Two points must be kept in mind in interpreting these

figures: 4

1. The major reason that the average scores are in the. 60s and 70s,

1
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rather than the 90s, is that the aims of the instructional progiams

at each level in California- schools go beyond the basic,.minime,

%flevels of performs ce expected-of all students. In reading, for

example, those skil which are mastered by most students by the end

of the second grade are not even tested in the sixth grade. Testing

time is too valuable and the scoring and the processing tdoexpensive to
justify gathering information which does not add to what is already

.known about California students.

2. It should be obvious that'high scores in particular suWill areas
do not necessarily indicate effective'prpgrams; or low scores, they

14%4%
opposite. .Some tasks are inherently more'difiicult. In reading,

for example, it is not'considered outstanding that by the end of
gyade three, pearly all students can iMmediately recognize and read.
certain short words; nor is it at all disappointing that only about
60 percent can answer certain questiOns requiring a student to recognize
cause-and-effect relationships among. sentences.,

Interpretations of Experts. The overall results and especially the differences
among various subcontent or skill areas have been reviewed by special advisory
committees of highly reuected educators in each field. It is hoped that their .

comments about the adecluatST of the findings and their discussion of thek/mplications
for shifts in program emphasis will be helpful both to the professional educator
and the lay citizen concerhed with education in California:. Obviously, holievei,
not all readers will agree with the opinions of the specialists. Any discussion
or inquiry which is stimulated by these opinions is useful in that it will hell:

to clarify the proper Objectives of'the schools and foster realistic expectations
of them.

16
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Reading Achievement for Grades Two-and Three

SynotWis of Findings -

,74

Over the last llyears, reading achievement test scores in grades two and three
have silown slow but steady Improvement.. Second -grade scores increased slightly
(.7 percent) from 1975-76 to 1976-77, which translated into a gain of onf
percentile point on national norms. Thus, the median second -grade pupil Mnved

t, from phe 54th to the, 55th, percentile rank--five percentile points above the
national average. Third-grade scores increased ,3 percent from 1975-76 to 1976-77,
which, also translated into a gain of one percentile point on national norms.
The median third-grade pupil now ranks at the 56th percentile--six percentile,
points above the national average. See Chapter VIII, "Comparisons with National
Norms," for details. r

A

5

Test Scope

The Reading Test: Second and Third Gradesis the instrument developed specifically
to assess reading achievement atthe end of the second and third grades in
California's elementary schools. It was designed to assess#a wide variety, of
objectives disChssed broadly in Framework it Reading for the Elementary and
Secondary Schools of California (Sacramento: California State Department of
Education, 1973) and specified, with the help of the Reading Assessment Advisory
Committee, in Test Content Specifications for California State Reading Tests
SaOramento, California Stage Department of Education, 1975). Both the objectives
afid the 250 test items than were used to assess them fall into one of six major .

skill areas: phdnetic analysis, structural analysis, vocabulary, literal
comprehension, Interpretive-critical`comprehension, or study-locational.

Comparison of 1g75-76 and 1976-77 Results, Grades Two and Three

The results of second-grade performance on'ehe total reading test and In e ach
of the major skill areas for 1974-75, 1975-76, and 1976 -77 are shown in Table 2.

. Thus, changes in performance from year to year over this time span are also
presented in Table 2.

The data in this table reveal a slight increase in overall second-grade reading
performance from 1974-75 to 1975-76 ( +.1 percent correct) and from 1975-76 to
1976-77 (4-.7 percent correct). From1974-75 to 1976-77 there was a total
increase of .8 percent correct. Skill area scores either increased or remained
the same from 1974-75 to 1975=76 and from 1975 -76 to 1976-77 for all skill
areas except vocabulary and-literal comprehension. Both of these skill areas
registered slight declines from 1974-7:5 to 1975-76 however both registered

. larger increases from 1975-76 to 1976-77 resulting in a total increase of .9
in both skill areas from 1934-75 to 197.6 -77.

17



Table 2

Grade Two Reading Test Results for 1974-75, 1975-76, and 1176-77,

/

-Skill area .

Number
of

questions

. Average r

percent correct
Gain (+) or los14 (7) in 'score

1974 -75 to

1975-76
1975-76'to
19,6-77, .

1974-75 to
1976-77 '1974-75 1975-76 1976-77

<--

TOTAL*

Word identification

.. Sight words_

Phonetic analysis

Structural analysis

.
..._

Vdcabulary
.

.

domprehension

Literal.

Interpreiive

Study locational

,

,

.

'

.

250

60

. 5 ..

ks
.

10'

.

60

110

77,

33

20

,

-0

.

4

67.6

Abl

75.4

8?.9

76.5

65.8

67.7

A.

6lA3

62.5

58.7
\

75.5

'

67.7

75.5

84.5

76.5

66.3

67.6 .

61.3

62.3

59.1

77.2

68.4

:7.63,2
1 4

85.4
o

77.1

67.5

68.6

62.4

63.4

60.0

77.9

t
r

+ .1

+''.1

'+ .6

+ .5

- .1 ../'+1.0

-0-

- .2

+ .4

+1.7

, + .7*,-:

..

+ .7,
, -

+°.9

4". .6:

.14.2

- +1.1

A -4.1

+ .9

+ .

r'' - -
, + .8 .

+ .8

+1.5

+ .6
.

. +1.7

. + .9

+1.1

+ .9
.

+1.3

+2.4

'

lb

A
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Table 3

Grade Three Readizg_ Test Results for 1974-75, 1975-76, and 1976-77

Skill area

TOTAL

Word identification

Sight words

Phonetic analysis

Structural analysis

Vocabulary

Comprehension

Literal

Interpretive

Study locat!nal

Number
of

questions

2.5(),

60

5

45

10

60

110

77

33

20 .

Average
percent correct

Gain L +) or loss (-) i score

1974-75

Yip

81:3

85.8

92.7

86.1

80.9

77.9

74.9

88.0

(1975-76 1976-77

81.4 81.7

85.6 '85.49

92.6 92.9

85.'9 86.2

80:8 81.1

.82.9 83.4

76.7 77.1

77.5, 78.0

74.9. 75.0

88.0 88.8 7

1974-75 to
1975-76

1975-76 to 1 74T75 to
197 1976-77

+ '.3 +

+ + .1

+.3 1111i, -+ .2

+ .1

+ .2

+ .8

+

+ .1

+ .1

_./

A,9r
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c)

'The results= of thkrd=grade.performanteon the totai\reading test and in eaCh-,

' of tHeMajor ski,Ql areas for 1974454/1975-76, and 1976-77 are shown in Table 3.
Thus, as',Was'the case for grade tt.ib, changes in performance from year to-year
over this time Oaare also immediately apparent frotHthertabIe.'

' 4

As is evldept frOmTable 3, the4\49aaa slight increase in overall third-grade
reading performance from 1974!-751to. 1975 -76 (.1percent) and from 19751=76 to,,
1976:77 (-34.percent),*yieldfng a total increase of +.4 percent Correct from.
1974-75 to 1476-77. 40om',1974-75 to 1975-76 slight declines were registered in
all of the skill areas except vocabulary, in which the percent correct score
increased 'slightly (.3 Oerient), and interpretive comprehension antstudyi

41w

locationllakillih,:wflicE the scores remained the same. From 19'5 -76 0
t976-77 increases were registered in all of thes'skill areas, which resulted
'in total gains inall-of the skill areas from 1974-75 to 1976-77.

Discussion and Analysis of Reading Test Results, Grades Two and Three

The members of the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee have consistently
asserted that the ultimate'aim of all reading instruction is comprehension;.
that is, the ability of pupils to understand written material. However, compre-
hension depends upon the mastery og many interrelated skills. Therefore, the
following discussion illustrates some of the skills that second- and third-
grade pupils have and have not mastered. The reader may wish to refer to
Appendix A for additional information and examples pertaining to each of the

skill areas:

Phonetic Analysis

Forty-five of the 250 questions one the second- and third-grade Reading Test
required the pupils to match soun!s with letters or with combinations of letters.
Since the initial phases of reading instruction usually focus upon such sound-
symbol correspondences, one would expect scores in this area to be among the
highest on the test. The skill area score data in TableV2 and 3 ,reveal

-.that this is, in fact, the case for both grade two (77.1kpercent'correct) 044
grade three (86.2 percent correct). While the scores on most phonetic analysis
questions were generally high, the range of the scores'was;enevertheless, quite
broad--from a high of 98 ercdint correct to a low of 49percent correct.. For

--example, almost all seco - and third-graders demonstrated mastery on questions
that required them to ch pictures with initial consonants, as is illustrated

Iby Example A.

Example A 0 Look at Bo* 5. Marti the one that goes
best with the picture. Mark the one that
goes best with the picture. ,

d

C)

Grade 2: 2)

Grade (

k h

,

( 2) (96)'

( 1) (98)

2 ")0,



Reading Results, Grades Two and Three., 1'5

The task itz Example A required the pupils to identify the, word represented
by the picture and to match the word with its beginning letter (in this case,

. the consonant "h"); Thl item data indicate that by the end of third grade,
Lalmos-ta1-1=puili-la---havemas-t-e-redroteitemeofth-isnature-.

,Some phonetic' analysis questions, however, iwere more di4ficult than that4shown,
in Example A. , For instance; ten items required the pupils tb match ailkor4-
vowel sound (pronOuncedby a teacher) with its, corresponding letter in,a-three-

'4 letter word. The task in Example B is illustrative4pf this tpe of item.

to

Example B tiook,at Box 1. Mark the word that has
the same sound' in it middle aecut.
Maik the ward4hat has the same sound in its
middle 'a5 cut.

tun- fin ran

O r)

Grade 2: (84) ( 9) Ne, ( 7).
Grade 3:. (91) ( 5) . ( 4)

a;

Items like Example B were more complex than those like Example A because (1) they,
involved Words rather than a single letter; anti (2) vowels. .(which vary colibiderably

in sound from word to word) were being tested rather than consonants (which as
a rule tend to be more consistent in sound from word to wor9). As,the ,item
datareveal, about 84 petcent of the second graders and a:VIA 91 percent, of
the third graders performed successfully on questions of this,type..

The ten items that required pupils to diScriminate between different sound 'of
the same vowel were even more difficult. Example C is such an 'item.

Ex;mple C ok at Box,2. *" Mark the worst' that has
the same sound in nVdle as like.
Mark the word that has-the same sound in its
middle as like.

mpe. ,ror' hch

00
Grade 2: (Y2) ( 5) ,..(23)

Grade (80) ( 2) (18)
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The type of item in Example C4 tested Pupils' mastery of amore advanced phonetic
skill in the context Of slightly,longer words. The increased degree4of difficulty
was reflected by still lower'percent correct scares as shown in the item data

ereenteoreet for grade two; 80 percent -correct for grade three) for
`Example C.

4, a

Structural Analysis -,

While the phonetic analysis questions'on the.Reading Test assessed the pupils'
awareness of sound-letter correspondences, the structural analysis-items tested
their kniWittige.of word parts, such as roots,. suffixes, prefixes, contractions,
and thelentnte of compound Words. As was true of the phonetic,alalysis skill
area, some struc"%ral analysis'questions werp=more difficult than others.
For example, a majority of second- and third- graders - correctly identified the
'following contraction in Example D.

,

Exampl' D

t
sr

Look at Box 6. "" Mark the word' thit
means the same, as the word that under-

*** Mirk the sword that mews the
same as the word that is underlined.

that's

.... )

that is that is not that was
., ( ;

, . 0
Grade 2: (85) (10) ( 5)
'Grade 3: (93) ( 3) ( 4)

144..../

As

,

However., not .'as many pupils at either grade level recognized the Cortect
division of a compound word into its component parts, 'u is illugtrated.'by

- .

Example E.

4

Example E

e

upstairs,

. .
ups I tilirs )st ' airs up f staies

,) c) .' 4
Grade 2: (22) (13) 0 (65)

Grade 3: (14) ( 4) :(82)

22 .
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:After reviewing second- and third -grade scores on the-Aructural analysi
questions, members of the Reading Assessment Advisory' Committee judged that .

scores should be still higher in this skill area since the cluster of, structural
analysis skills constitutes a fundamental building block Of reading comprehension.

Vocabulary

The 60 vocabulary questions required the pupils to identify the meanings of
words in a variety of formats,- This ability to acognize,word meanings is
another fundamental building block of literal comprehension. The difficulty
of the vocabulary queitions'appeared to depend upon the difficulty of the test
word and the testing format used. For example, 75 percent of the second-graders
aid "90 percent 8r-the third-graders demonstrated an understanding of the word
"small" in the fey.lowfmg item.

'

Example F

However, fewer- pupils identified the meaning of the more difficult ord;"bashfUl"
An Example G.

Look at Box 9. Mark 1-he word that
means the same as the..wdrd that is under--
Ilned Mark the word that means the
same as the'word ttrat is underlined

Ne

pink

a small cake

butter littlebirthday
0 0 )

Grade 2: ( 3) (I ND ( 5) (75)
Grade 3: ( 1) ( 6)o ( 3) (90)

0

Example G 4

re

Ten of the` vocabulary questions tested the pupils' understanding Of.antonyms.

', a bashful boy

brave

Grade 2:'(30)
Grade 3: (16)

shy

(56)

(75)

nnw

' '

( .6)

,( 4)

noisy
0
( 8)

(5)
4

4

A Question of'this type is given in Example H.

23
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ExSiple_H Look at Box 12. Mark the word that
means the opposite of the word that is

41.derlined Mark the wmd tha_t_means -

the opposite of the word that is underlined

begin

end 01,1,n stilt t

) rm

Grade (61) (15) (24)

Grade 3: (75) -6) (19)

Questions such as that in Example H requi- red the pupils not only? to Identify
tie meaning of the test word but also to determine a word opposite in meaning
from it. H'i'de extra complexity of the task may be the reason that the percent
correct'score on such an, easy word is so close to the score on.the more difficult
vocabulary item in Example G.

Several vocabulliry items were tested in still another format. On these items
the ls were aequired to select a word for a given blank in a sentence:

e E illustrates this kind,of vocabulary question.

Example I We are go),ng to have_____for supper;

dish until soup stones

0 0 ()

-Grade 2: (10) ( 5) (77) ( 8)

Grade 3: ( 4) - ( 2) (89) ( 5)

t

Literal Comprehension

.O.

While the phonetic analysis, structural analysis, ad vocabulary questions
focused upon sound-letter correspondences, pafts of words, and word meanings;
the 77 literal comprehension items'required the pupils*to identify explicitly
stated elements in larger units of material, such as sefdences and paragraphs.
Given the increase in skill complexity, it is logical to expect lower,average
percent correct scores for this area than for the less complex skill areas
already discussed. The data in Tables 2 and 3 confirm this expectation with
an averige percent correct score of 63.4 in the second grade and 78.0 in the
third grade.

24
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.1

However, withft the skill area of literal comprehension, t testest questions\rAried
'considerably in complexity. ConSider, for-instance,, he question in Example J.,

19 ,

itxample J-

Read the story and answer the question.'

Bonnie is-a spaniel -dog., . .

1

She likes to go'in the water. r:

She rolls in puddles and tries to get into the children's plastic wading pool.
At the beach she likes to have sticks thrown into the water:
Then she can run out and get thein.

She rolls in
Grade 2 Grade 3

(14) . ( 7) Opools.
(75) (88) puddles.
(11) (.5) C),the ocean

All of the information that the pupils needed-to answer the above question"isw
contained verbatim in the thikd sentence of`the passage (underlined here-for
the reader's convenience). Since:theltem is a rote literal comprehension item
involving-A perceptual match)beAgeen words in the item stem and.words'in the r,

pasSage, the high percent correct scores were not surprising.

The literal comprehension question in Example K ,was more difficult than that in
Example J.SF,,

\,

4 'AK

-111
-0,

Example K
r

Read the story and answer the.q9estions.

..
, Did you ever see a mouse that couldfly?A bat istorfietimes called a flying mouse.

A bat is a fUrry animal. it has no feathers. instead, its wings are made from skin. The
skin stretches from the tips oJ its front legs to the tips of its batik legs.

Some bats,are'as 'tiny as.mice. Others can spread their; wings nearly as wide as an
eagle can. .

A bat is not like flying fish or flying squirrels. Those animals glide only a little way.
But a banis like birds andSome insects. It can stay up in the,air as lopgas_it wants to.

INN
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'Example K (cone.)
,

Grade 2'

-714----

Flying squirrels-cancs
Grade 3

---7--Cgtxte.-a S-Jortg' as-t ity %van/

(64). , -.glide only alittle way.
(11) 0 fly, like hinds
(10) ()fly like fits.

koanswer'the qastion in ExaMple K, thtipupils had to put together two ,sentences
, .- -,

.

(underlined here for the readir's,convenience), a process which involved.rec9g-,
ni.zing that "those animals" refers back to"flying fish!' and "flying squirrel's."
Only 49 percent of the,second-gradersand 64 percent of the third - graders `0'

managed the task successfully. , 1

IP . _7. .."'
"

Other'literal comprehension questions required the pupils to identify action /
sequences from the sehtlince order of a story. Exa le L reveals that this
type of item was also difficult for many second- a third-gradrs. '

xample L'

Read the story and apswertthe- questions.

My mother,has many friends. They always sa o me, "Why, Davie, how
you've grown!"

I decided to play a trick-on them. t
One day these women were at our house; I wehiarIcTialiihello `to them, Then I rushed

out before theyri.ild say a word. .

-

,

I went to my little brother. I dressed tiiruain my sl-j-irt and papts. Then he went to see
e, my. mother's friends.

"Why, Davie, how you've ..."
They stopped. I had not grown; I had gotten smaller. They were fooled. And they

never said it again., .. -

'

Grade 2 Grade 3
Which happened first?

,615 Davie-- decided to fool the women.
(23)

.(69)

(15) 0 Davie gave his brother his clothes:
(15) ( 9) 0 The women never said it again.
(14) , ( -7) The women were fooled. ,f""

I

to

A

26
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,

41, After reviewAgthe perforManCe of the second- and third-grade pupils on the
---,,,

Merit-comprehension questions, the memberd of the Reading Assessment Advisory
Committee concljded*that the performance of both second- and third-graders
was adequate in this skill area.

P

( t. k. .

4 '4,
i

- Interpretive-Critical Comprehension
4

.

4 .s i
The 33 int erpretive-critical iomprehonsion questions required the pupils to
makeApferenced from explicit eleffients in'a passage. The increased difficulty
of thd'qUfstions inthis skill area was ieflected)in the low average percent'
correct scores (66.0 percent) for the categdty. As was true of the literal

- Fomprehension-questions,. some interpretive-critical comprehension questions
were easier than others fdr the pupils. Example M illustrates one of the easier

. interpretive- critical 5uestions. r / . c

et-,

Egample M a ,

e ' v.
Read the story and answer the Avestions.

,,,

.

0 1 4
; a

-\ °pee there waN
.
httle"bety who had a.big prbblem., Every

0

tiThe the boy tried to talk
his words,came out backwards.1No one could uerclei stand what he was sayings .

The little boy'iparents took him to thebest doctors in theounty. The doctors could
. find no way to help the-little btty.

One nighthe little boy bad,a dream, He cyeamed that if he walked backwards people
would understand what hewaS saVirtg. 4

. I

.
When hf.,, awoke theTtext morning he decided to see .if his dream would come true.

He walked backward to the-kitchen-'He spoke to his-mot,her and father. Guess what?
They could him! C. s

.

At the eV of the story the little boy,
Grade 2*-- Grade F3 probably felt
(71) , (84) *happy.,
(15) '( .7) 'L.) unhappy' r
( 4) ( 3) 0 angry,
(10) (6). 0 sad.

r

I

7o answer th above question correctly, the pupils had to (1) comprehend the

/
. .

story;and_ 21 infet how the outcome of the events would make the tittle boy

(it

feel. Thus; 'he item was a discriminating test oftheir overall comprehension.

. of the pat, e. As the item-data reveal, 7i percent of the second-graders and
84 percent of'tht third-graderq handled this question successfully.

0
, .

27.
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While over two-thirds of both the second= and third-grade pupils correctly
answered the questionlin Example M, fewer students successfully lhalidled a
similar item in Example N.

Example N
.

Read the story and answer the questions.

Ben and Billy climbed down a rope into the cave. lt,was cord and dark, damp
and quiet.

"Swell house for a ghoit," Ben whispered. He shined the flashlight all arounc7.
The room was filled with rocks. There were pink ones and green ones, and,

other colors- too. Some,of the rocks were bigger than the boys, but somerwere the size
of potatoes.

All of,a-sudden, something soft and wet dropped on BeriZs head. "What's th t?"
asked Billy.

. "Let's get out of here fast," Ben shouted. But as he started to run, he dropped the
flashlight. It smashed on the cave floor._Now they couldn't see, anything at all.

,st

After the flashlight dropped;
Ben probably felt

Grade 2 Grade 3

(22) . (15) C)hoOeful.
(18) (14) () calm.
( 8) < 5) C)ptoud.
(52) (66) helpless.

.)

The lower percent correct scores on thequestion in Example N probably reflect ,

greater,deAree.of complexity in the passage as well as more difficult vocabulary
.in the four responpe optidhs. An even more difficult comprehension question
required the pupils to.derive a conclusion from factual informatiOn, as illustrated
by. Example 0.

Example 0

Read the story and answer the questions.

Most people believe that earthworms are of little use except for fish bait. aut
scientists have found that they arevery important. Earthworms eat soil. They make
the soil better by grinding it up as it passes throUgh their bodies.- The holes that
earthworms make as they burrow in the earth make it easier for the roots of plants c
to enter the soil. Earthworms use leaves to line their underground homes, These
leaves/make the soil, richer. Scientists' have found that earthwoims are the earth's
plow

16ien.They
keep stirring up the soil which helps to raise better crops.
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Example0 (cont.)
.

Grade 2 Grade 3

Etirthworms should have no trouble
finding .

(10) ( 7) C)connpan-y.

(24) (19) ()crops.
..(56) (67)-, fo6d.
(10) -# ( 7) ()fishermen.

23

Only 56 percent of the second-graders and 67 percent qf the third-graders selected
the best answer an. the inferential question it-C.-Example O.

The members of the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee concluded that, given
the difficulty of the interpretive-critical questions,:California's second,

.

and third-graders are doing very well.

20, <
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IV. Reading Achievement for Grades Six cold Twelve

SynOpsis of Findings

A

In spite of a very slight decline (.2 percent.00rrect) in sixth grade reading
.scores, the median sixth-grade student in California continues to rank at the
'53rd percentile on national norms' in reading achievement--three points above
the national average. On the other hand, a decline of .5'percent correct in
twelfth-grade reading scores translated into a-loss of one percentile point
on national norms.- Thus, the median twelfthgrade student dropped from the
42nd to the 41st percentile and is now 9'percentile points below the national
average. See Chapter V/II, "Comparisons with National Norms," for details.'

Since 1974-75 the members of the Reading Asseiament Advisory Committee have
reviewed and analyzed, statewide reading 'results. .By weighing percent correct
scores for each item against their exjctations ofstudene pelformance at different
ages, the committee members have been able to identify areas of relative strength
and weakness. While such judgments reported here, are based upon the Committee'i
analysis, the Department of Education assumes full responsibility for the content
of this- report.

IA the review of sixth-grade results, the members of the Reading Assessments,
Advisory Committee were'generally satisfied with sixthgrade reading performance.
However,_they, suggested increased instructions). emphasis in the following skill
areas as a'means of improving the reading comprehension abilities of sixth-
grade students: (1) structural analysis,(recognizing the meanings of roots,
suffixes, and prefixes); (2) vocabulary (developing kriowledge of word meanings
and the use of context clues); and (3) inteSpretive-;critical comprehehsion
(interpreting, evaluating, and inferring from information and ideas stated in
written material).

Twelfth'grade performance measured up to the expectations of the Reading Assess-
ment Advisory Committee in most reading skill-areaS. The members of'the committee
observed that twelfth-grade performance was generally strong on questions requiring
them to identify easily detectable, explicitly stated elements in written material
presented in a straightforward manner., The committee noted, however, that
performance tended to be weaker on tasks 'requirinestudents to read carefully,
infer conclusions from details, and use subtle'clues in detecting the' author's
attitude or implicit intent.,

3 0
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Reading Results for Grade Six

Test Scope

)-

The reading section of the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 consisted of 128
questions. .NZhe items were selected to assess a wide variety of objectives
discussed broadly in Framework in Reading for the Elementary and Secondary
Schools of California (Sacramento: California State Department of Education,
1973)'and specified, with the help of the Reading Assessment Advisory Cbmmittee,
in:Test Content Specifications for California State Reading Tests (Sacramento:
-California State Department of Education, 1975). Both the objectives and
theques,tions used to assess them fall into one of five major skill areas:
Word identification, vocabulary, literal comprehensioll, interpretive-critical
comprehension, and study-locational skills. The emphasis assigned to each O \
the skill areas on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 is presented graphically
in Figurel.

Word
identification
(18.items)

1

1- Comprehension
(interpretive--

Comprehension \ critical)
(literal) \ (30 items)
(39 Items)

Comprehension
(69'4tems)

-Fig. t. Number of questions, by skill area: in the reading portion of the Ster;ey ofBasic Skills: Grade 6
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Comparison of 1975-76 and 1976-77 Results, Grade Six

The results of sixth-grade performance on the totali eading test and in each of
the skill areas for 1975-76 and 1976-77 are presentedin Table 4. The changes

in overallperformarice and skill area performance also are shown in Table 4.

Table 4
.1

0 Reading Performance of California Sixth -Grade Students
A .on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade,6

Skill area Number-of'
questions

Average percent
correct

Gain (+) or loss
, in score

74 -2 0

(-)

+2 1+41975-76 1976-77
1

.

TOTAL READING (128) (66.1) (65.9) ( -0.2)

.

Word . .

.

.

Identification 18 ,74:3 74.2 -0.1
.

,

Vocabulary . 25-- 6767.1. 66.3 ' -0.8
. .

.

A
o '..

Comprehension 69
1

64.9 64.9 0.0 ,
.

. .

Literal 39 67.4 61.2 -0.2 _

t .

Interpretive- .

Critical
.

,

30

16

61.8

60.0

62.0(
.

59.8

+0.2

-0.2

,

,

I

,Study-Locational
,

The data in*TabVb 4 reveal a'very,elight decline of .2 percent correct in
overall sixth-grade reading performance. The loss in the aea-4 literal com-
prehension was balanced by an equivalent gain in interpre'tive-critical compre-
hensioffc resulting in no change for the total comprehension skill area.
Performance in all' the other skill areas, declined slightly. The largest.decline
(.8 percent correct) was in the area of yocabulaty:

, t-

Discussion and Analysis of Skill Area Results, Grade 4

The members of the Reading Assessment Adviso4 Committee have consistently
stressed that comprehension the ability to understand written material, is the,
ultimate goal of all reading instruction. However, comprehension is a complex
Process. composed'of'an interlocking hierarchy of skills. Therefore, the following:
discussion is de.signed to illustrate patterns that are characteristic of sixth-
grade reading performance in the areas of word identification, vocabulary,
literal comprehension, and interpretive-critical comprehension, which constitute
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i

.-4
the hierarchy of Skill areas testedon the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6.
These skill area are clisctiSsed below in the order of their complexity moving
from lesser to greater degrefs of complexity.' The reader may wish to refikr to
Appendix B for additional 'information and examples pertaining to each of theF
skill tareas. '

..
Woid -Identification. Eighteen of the 128 questions on the sixth -grade reading
test assessed word` identification skills; i.e., recognittion of-sound- letter
correspondencit and knowledge of word parts. Because the questions required
students to process infrermation at the word level only, one would expect per- 0 .

formance to be highest in this area. As the data An Table 4 reveal, this was
the case. e percent correct for word identifiation, 74.2 percent correct,
was higher than the average skill area scores in the other areas.. HoWever,
Since some of the questions were harder than others, scores did vary considerably--
frOm 90.percent correct to 49percent correct.

, .

The following three prefix questions (examples A? 8, and C) illustrate the range
of performance. (The corresponding test passages aeeomitted,here for tjae
reader' s convenience. ) The percent of students who selected each response is
shown tlio the left of each response.

1

-Example_A

Example B

Example C

We 'know from thq,prefix dis in the word
disagreeable in paragraph 3 that the odor of a
sponge would

( 4) °agree with (*her animals.
(83) knot agree with otiMer animals.
( 6) °often agree with other animals.
( 7) °probably agree with other.animals.

We know from the prefix un in the word
undyed that the woolen cloth was

( 7) 0 dyed apart.
( 7) °dyed back.
(14) °dyed over again.
(72) not dyed.

We know from the prefix semi in semicircle
that it was in the shape of a

(16) 0 whole circle.
(58) half circle.
(14) 0 quarter circle.
(12) 0 big circle.

I

3
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The examples abo e
depended primaril

A similar_pattern
quettions, as the
ponding test pass

Example D

Example E

Example F.

Student Achievement in California Schools

suggest that variations in performance on prefix questions
upon theJparticulariprefix beingteste.

of variable performance was evident on the cluster of suffix
Dallowing three examples (D, E, and F) illustrate (ehe.corres-
ges sre omitted):

Irt the third sentence the suffix est in the
word fattest means:

(13) O'having more fat
( 3) 0 having le's§ fat

3) O'having the least fat
(81) having the most at

The word investigator means:

( 5) 0 investigation
(78) one who investigates
( 8) 0 the act of investigating
( 9) 0 to investigate

The ending of the word
Make the word mean:

8)0 harmful
(67) without harm
( 3)0 very harmful
( 1)0 more harmful
(21)0 less harmful

harmless helps to

While the scues on most word identification questions were generally high, they
are representative of a skill area that is probably more amenable to instruction
than some of the more complex reading skills. The members of the Reading'
Assessment Advisory Committee noted in Student Achievement in California Schools:
1975-76 Annual Report (Sacramento:Aalifornia State Department of Education,
1976,.p. 19) that increased instructional emphasis in the meanings of roots,
suffixes, and prefixes may constitute one relativelyeifficient means of helping
students improve their reading comprehension abilities.
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Vocabulary. T*25 vocabulary questions on 'the sixth-grade reading test required
students to identify the meanings of words as they were used in a paragraph.
As can be-,seen from Table 4, the average score for vocabulary was 66.3,percent
correct. While scores of 60 percent correct or above were obtained on 21,.-of
the 25 vocabulary questions, the range of scores ran from a high of 85.2percent
correct to a low of 19.9 percent correct.' The percent correct .scqres, appeared
to vary with the difficulty of the,test word and with the degree to
context clues could be used. SI

The easiest vocabulary item on the sixth ;grade teat is shown below (Example G):

Example G Squirrels are found practically ev,eriwhereex-
cept in the distant countries of Mad?gascar and
,4ustralia. The common squirrel of Europe and
North Asia is dusky red in color. In North Amer-
ica the gray squirrel Is seen more-often.

But the most beautiful Squirrel in all the world
is the raffalii squirrel. This little animal lives
only in hot jungle countries and is almost as
brightly colorer: as a bird. Its head, back, and
tail are black as coal. its sides and shoulders
are a snowy white, and its underparts are a'deep
and lovely red.

Of all the squirrels in the world the raffalii has
she easiest life. Squirrels in northerr. countries
must store away enough food to proldide for the
;ong winters. But the raffalii never t'u.s to worry
about food for there is always plenty.

T fall' does not evert haveto build a house
'.0 . Other squirrels must find a hollow in
a tree or dig out a hole in some fallen, log in the
woods. The raffalii's home is already there for
him. It consists of the basket ferns that grow in
the d'a\mp branches of jungle trees. These soft
ferns ate really shaped like small bask ets. So all
the little raffalii has' to do.vvhen he wants to go
to bed is jump into one of thein and be,rocked
to sleep in a ready-made treetop cradle!

The word tail in the second paragraph means:

( 4)0story (85). part of an animal's body
2) 0 follow ( 9)0 the back of a bird

As one can see frac, the item data, 4, percent of the studenti- Confused "tail"
with 'tale "; 2 pendent conNseethe noun and verb usages of the world "tail";
and 9 percent knew the meaning of the word btit failed to detect its isage -in
the context of this particular passage.
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Even more students failed to use the context clues providedju the'f al.lowing
item (Example H);

Example H

C.

Can bees see colors? If they can, cplortvision
is probably useful to them. If bees can see
colors, they prob.ably find flowers more easily.
Bees fly,' from flower to flower gathering nectar,
a sweet substanc ed in making horiey. In the
procesS they transfer pollen rom. 'flower to
flower. If it were not for the pollinating process,
plants couldn't make seeds.

To find out if bees can see color, some inves-
tigators placed two squares of paper-one ,blue
and ode green-in the bottom of a cage of bees.
T,hey set a tiny dish on each square. They f. d
the dish on the blue square with a solut
sugar and water and left the dish on t e green
square empty.

At first the bees landed on both squares. But
soon they were all clustered on the blue square,
feeding on the sugar water. After a while the in-
vestigators emptied the dish suga -.water but
left the dish in the cage. The ees still landed
only on the blue square. Even w n the squares
were moved to different places in I- e cage, he-
bees went to the blue square.

The investigators knew, however, that. many
animals can't see color; they see things only in
different shades of gray. Perhaps the bees could
tell the squares apart because they sari.green and
blue as different shades of 'gray. The investi-
gators replaced the green,square with many gray
squares, each a different shade. On each gray
square they put .an empty dish; on tie one bkie
square they also put an emptyl-dish, As t efore,
the bees locied only on the blue squEr4.

The word nectar means:

(76)0 a'sweet substance
(11)0 honey
(11)0 pollen
( 2)0 seeds

0

S

4

o,

i\

To answer correctly the question in Example H, students did not have to know
the nceaning of the word "nectar"; they' merely needed to of the definition

.4,2ff of the word in the phrase following it in the passage (underlined here for the
teader's convenience). While over three-fourths of California's sixth-gtaders
responded correctly,. the fact that one-fourth of them failek to make use .of
such an obvious context clue is noteworthy.
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On many other vocab ry questions, students could not rely tota
clues. For example, ,cmthe.following item (Examprle I), students
the meaning of the test word, or they were likely to miscue on a
and-select one of'the distractors,

Example I

A

Can you imagine a perfect little deer no taller
than the average ,book? Can you picture a deer'
standing erect with all four feet on the palm of a
man's hand? the mouse deer of Malaya is just
that size. He measures about eight inches at the
shoulder, has pencil sized legs and tiny cloven
hoofs.

The pliple of Malaya have built up many folk
tales and legends about the mouse deer or
'pelandok, as they call the attractive little animal.
He is like "Reynard the Fox" in European
fables, and like "Br'er Rabbit" in American-
stories. He is, of course, a harmless little animal,
and having no means of defense, has a great
many enemies including a few natives who some-
times have a dinner of pelandok stew.

vok

....The word average means:

(10) 0.pencil- or pen-sized
(65) . middle or typical
(16) 0 little or small
( 9)0 the size- of a man's hand or foot

ame committee members expressed surprise that only 65 percent of the students
correctly identified the meaning of the-word "average" on this question,

31
4

lly on context
had to know
context clue

Sixth-grade students' performance on these and other vodhb ulary items suggests
two additional strategies for itnengthening students' comprehension skills:
(1) increased instructional emphasis in the use of caTtext clues; and (2) increased
instructional emphasis in general vocabulary development.

Literal Comprehension. While the word identification and vocabulary questions
focussed upon individual words and parts of words, the 39 literal comprehension
questions required students to identify explicitly stated elements in till

larger units of material, such as sentences and clusters of sentences.
ave e'Oercent correct for literal comprehension was 67.2, and the scores
range from a high of 91 percent correct to a law of 32 percent correct.

,Scores over 60 percent correct wereobtained on about three-fourths of the
39 litTral comprehension quaFtions.. A major factor that affected the-difficulty
of the literal comprehension\questions was the amount of information upon which
a given Question (was based. Some questions were based upon information contained
within a single sentence, whereas others were\based on information from a_

;
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series of sentknces. Forexampre, the following literal comprehension question_
(prample J) could be answered by referring to a single sentence (underlined-
here for the reader's convenience).

Example J A new kind of star is shining over New York
City. It is at the top of a tall, steel tower.on an
office building. It can be seen from a distance of
five miles and tells by changing its color what
kind of weather New Yoilc City is going to have.

Clear weather is coming if the star is green.
Orange means the weather will be cloudy. If the
star is flashing orange, New York children wear
rubbers and raincoats because rain is on the way.
When the star is flashing Nyhite, snow is on the
way and children get out their sleds. This is the
most modern way to predict what the weather is
going to be. For a long time radio and newspapers
were theprincipal sources of information con-
cerning the weather. Now a new way his been
found.

How would you like to have a star tell you
when you cart go on your picnic? Maybe the star
will tell you the weather is unsuitable and you
will have to eat yourpicnic lunch ;inside.

A green star shining atop the building means

( 4) 0 children should wear their bOOts.
( 2) 0 snow..
(91) clek weather.
( 3) 0 children should get out their sleds. ,

'No e

On this paiticuiar question 91 percent of the qudepts eelected the correct
response. .However, another literal question which was based upon the same
pasSage proved to be more difficult. This question (presented below as
Example K) was derived from the first three sentences of the passage shown
in Example J. The_literal comprehension task in this item involved relating
the word "It" in the third sentence back.to its referent, "A, new kind of star"
in the first sentence.

What can be seen from a distance of five miles?

( 6)0 New York City
(14)0 A steel tower
( 5)0 An office building
(7) A new kind of star

3 8'
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A lesser proportion of students (abotit three-fourths) successfully haridled the
more complex literal comprehension item. Therefore,. one can see that (all
other things being equal) it is gerrerally easier for students to process
information contained within a single sentence than it is for. them to identify
the referents of particular wo.rds'appearing in different sentences. Student.
performance on this question duggests-that helping students understand the
relationships between words and their referents is another important strategy
for improving students' comprehens ion ab aes

Another major factor that affected the difficult f of the literal comprehension
questibns was the overall difficulty, (or readability level) of the test passages.
Example J, for instance, is a within-sentence literal comprehension question
based on a pasiage with anestimated sixth-grade readability level) The
following item (Example L) is also a within-sentence literal comprehension
question, but it is% based upon a passage `with an estimated seventh-grade read-
ability level,

Example L

awe

Can you imagine,i perfect little deer no taller
than the average book? Can you picture a deer
standing erect with all four feet oh the palm of a
man's hand? The mouse deer of Malaya is just
that size. He measures about eight inches at the
shoulder, has pencil -sized legs and .tiny cloven
hoofs.

The people of Malaya have built up many folk
tales and legends about the rcibuse deer or
pelandok, as they catithe attractive little animal.
He is like "Reynard the Fox" in European
fables, and like "Br'er Rabbit" in American
stories. He is, of course, a harmless little animal,
and having no means of defense, has a great
many enemies including a few natives who some-
times have a dinner of pelandok stew.

A pelandok is a:

(13) 0 ,fox
( 6) 0 folk tale
(71) 111 mouse deer
( 1) 0 country
( in O ra it

,

Whereas 91 percent of the students selected the correct answer in Example J,
' only 71 percent successfully handled the same kind of question.which was based

upon more difficult material. The difference in scores on these two items

1
The readability estimates in this document were determined from the La
Readability Graph; ighich is based on the average number of syllables and
avendke number of sentences per 100 words. )
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reveals the inverse relationship between comprehension and reaciability; that
is, as the difficulty of reading material increases, students' comprehension -
of the mattriaVdecreases. .

. ', . .
.

--y

. fInterpretive-Critical Comprehension. The moRt Officult and complex reading
comprehension'skill area is interpretive-crificalltcoraprehension. The -30 ,,

.--interpretive- critical comprehension, questions on the sixth-grade reading test ..-:.
,,,____/" required students not only to comp*eliend explicitly -stated material .in a passage

.. * -but, also to draw inferences from-that material. As one might ,e t, .this
skill area was more difficult for students than atiy of the prevTly mentioned
skill areas;. The average percent correct for interpreavetcriacal comprehension
was 62.0; scores ranged from a high of 90 percint correct t a bow cof q.C.I.,lercent
correct. . ''1/47,

. .. ,.

r ''- 9 CI
' ;::,

The 90 percent correct sere was achieved on the 'uestion its Ex le M.; This
item was based upon a passage that is pr ably' r nt: . ve of some -of/ tfiitot
easier reading materials encountered by s th-gr s. e quettion asked, -
students to detei-mine what the story was 'm stly about, Sr/nee all the options
given were mentioned in the passage, the students had to weigh the various
choices and decide which one represented the main idea., Thus, the item appears
to be a good test of the students' overall comprehension of the passage.

C's

Example M- My name is James, same 'as my father's. My'
mother calls me Jinimy. My father is called Jim'.
He,always_wakes me up in the morning. He calls'
me Jim. I hope I'm like him when I row up. ,

My father works as a platmberktf helper, and
for extra money', he is a night watchman. Mother
says that Daddy works very hard to make.Aso--
happy, and Daddy says the same thing about,
'Mother. Both Daddy and Mother say that we
make them happy because we are their children.

'On Sunday we all go to church togethermy
father, mother, my older sister, and my younger
brothers, Jerry and Willie, and I. When we,come
home, we haite a gOod dinner. We have fun on
Sundays. Daddy and Mother don't have to go to
work then. They have time to play with us or
take us for a ride in the car.

410

The story tells ttie most about
.

( 2),0 what slumber doe\s.
(90) a happy family.
( 2)0 going to church.
( 6)0 a hard jo6.

e

. °
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Another i erpretive-critical comprehension question based upon the same
passage presented More-difficulty. This question (Example N) required students
to make an inferenee from the first sentence of the third paragraph (underlined
,in the passage for the reader's convenience).

se

35

Example You can, tell from the story that James is the

( 9) 0 oldest child.
(71) 4110 second oldest child.`
(12) 0 third oldest child.
( 8) 0 youngest child.

While 90 percent successfully identified the main idea of the passage, only
71 percent of the students reached a correct conclusion from a detail contained-,
within the same passage.: Thus, 29 percent failed to make'the correct inference
from the key information provided of failed to local" the, sentence containing
the key }reformation in the firsts place.

47.

The item below (Example 0) illustrates one of the most difficult questions. orp.
etit test... 4.

Example 0

10,

My mother liked to tell about, one visit they
made to Chief Pereshonts' grave. The children-
were always half afraid of this deep cavern in the
black rock, because they had been told that
Pereshonts' squiw and horse had been killed and

"bdried with him. Mother's sister Patty was a
daredevil; so when one of the cousins dared her'
to enter the grave, down she went. She tailed up
descriptionsof the skeletons, and 'they realized
that what they hid been tald was true. This gay.e
theth a strange feeling, and they were in a hurry
to ,leave. But Patty took her time coming out of
the_grave.,,She brought a skull which she said was
that of Pereshonts, and she dhased them all
home with it.

Grandmother shuddered when Patty set the
thing On the mantle, and' Great-Aunt Mary
teased, saying, that Pereshonts' ghost would
come for it. Patty scoffed at the idea Of ghosts
and calmly ate her supper. She put the skull on
her bedpost that night.

In the night she woke my mother.and whis-
pered, "Listen!" There was a tap-tap-tapping on
the window. After a time it came again, like the
sound of a fist on the ,glass. The girls hid their
heads under the covers and clung to each other.
They did nosleep for what seemed like hours.

'44
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,Example 0
(cont.)

O

Student Achievement in CalifornidSthocils

When my mother finally awoke, the sun was
<NI Patty was gone, and so was the skull. For
Vie first time, my mother noticed the pear on the
tree that grew near the house. The slightest
breeze 'made it tap on the window. When Patty
came back, she admitted that she had returned
Pereshonts' skull to the grave. She would never
admit anything about what had happened in the
night.

"I want the skull to be there when our chil-
dren go to look," she explained.

It was therewhen we went years later.

4.

What appears to be the writer's feeling toward
Patty?

(34)0 Loving and amused
( 9)0 Jealous
(23)0 Severely critical
(34)b Scornful

About, one-third of- California' s sixth-graders successfully identified the writer' s

attitude in the story. Student performance on the above cp.i!estion suggests that
many students may need considerable instructional assistance in learning how
to*detect a writer's attitude or point of view. Moreover, uneven performance

throughoutttle interpretive- critical comprehension skill area has prompted
the members of the Reading-Assessment Advisory Committee to observe that
greatef instructional emphasis is needed in the critical skills of interpreting,
evaluating, Etna inferring from information and ideas stated in written material.

4
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Reading Results for, Grade Twelve

Test Scope

The reading section of the Survey of,Basic'Skills: Grade 12 consisted of 141
questions. The items were designed tp assess a wid-range of objectives,dis-
cussed broadly in Framework in Reading for the Elementary and Secondary Schools
of California and specified, with the help of the Reading Assessment Advisory
Committee, in Test Content Specifications for California State Reading Tests
(1975). As shown in Figure 2 both the objectlyes and the questions used to
assess the achievement of thAbjectives fall Into one of four reading skill
areas: vocabulary, literal comprehension, interpretive-Critical comprehension;
and study-locational skills. Figure 2 also illustrates the relative degrees of
emphasis placed upon each of the skill areas on the Survey of Basic Skills:
Grade 12.

11.

Vocabulary
(31 items)

COmpiehension
(interpretive-
critical)
(50 items)

Comprehension
(97 items)

Fig. 2. Number of questions, by Atli area, in the reading portion of the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12
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Comparison of 1975-76 and 1976-77 Results, Grade Twelve

Twelfth-grade results on the total-reading test and in each of the skill areas,
for 1975-76 and 1976-77 are presented in Tablg 5. The year7to-Year changes
in overall performance and skill area performance are also shown ip Table 5.

Table 5

Reading,Performance of California. Twelfth-Grade Students
on the Surverof Basic Skills:. Grade 12

Skill area
re.--. Number of

questions

Average percent
correct

. Gain (-0 or loss (-)
in score' y

-4 -2 0 +2 +4,1975-76 1976-77

TOTAL READING (141) (64.4) (63.6) (-0.5) 1

Vocabulary 31 61.3 6.0.9 -0.4 i

.Comprehension 97 64.5 63.9 -0.6 1
. .

Literal. 47 69.2 68.9 -0.3 1

.
or.

Interpretive-
Critical

50,
60.1 59.3 -0.8

.

Study-Locational. 13 4 .4
)
67.2 '-1.2

.As the data in Table 5 indicate, twelfth=grade r ading scores declined slightly
in all skill areas from 1975-76 to 1976 -77. Thy largest. decline was 'iii the
study-locational area, which involves such study skills as the ability to use
the dictionary, parts of a book, and reference materials.

Discussion and6AralYsis of Skill Area'Results::Grade Twelve

4
While the members of the Reading Aisessment Adviso ry Committee have stressed
the importance of comprehension at all grade levels,-'they have emphasized it ,

to the greatest extent at the twelfth grade: he composition of
,
the twelfth-

.

grade reading test reflects this emphasis. As one can see from Figure 2,
97 of the-141 reading queitions measured eithet literal or interpretivel-critical
comprehension. Because of this emphasis the following discussion pertains'
only to the performance of California's eelftb-gradera in fhe'area of compre-
hension.

. .

lilt

The comprehension questions were based upon passages dr wn from a variety of
materials including essays, poems,,newspaper articles,' ,a vertisements, recipes,
charts, and graphs. A number of comprehension

A
I'

questionViollowed each passage.

i. .
/
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2
The questions Nre classified as either literal .or interpretive-critical.
The literal comprehension questidns required students to identify explicitly
stated elements in material, whereas the interpretive-critical comprehension
question& required students to infer new interpretatiops or conclusions from
explicitly stated material. All other things being equal, the additional
-reasoning required to answer the interpretive.- critical comprehension questions
typically renders them ,more difficult than-the literal comprehension question,
Thud, the committee was not surprised that. the average percent correct for the
literal comprehension questions was 69.0, while the average percent. correct
for.the interpretive-critical comprehension items was 59.3 (a 9.7 Rercentage
point differential between the averages'of the two categories).'

.A few actual test questions are included in the f011owing discussion to illus-
trate the patterns that are characteristic of twelfth-grade students' ,performance
-in't.he literal and interpretive-critical comprehension skill areas. The reader
may yish to refer to Appendix C for further descriptions of thekill areas .
tested, more detailed test results, and additional,lillustrative test questions.

Literal Comprehension.: .Even though the literal comprehension questions were
generally easierfor students than were the interpretive-critical comprehension
questions, the scores on the 47 literal items varied from a high of 93 percen
correct to a low of 23 percent ,correct.

The high in the rangesmentioned above is iliustipated in the following question
(Example A) .

Example 4'

The insurance afforded is only wi,h respect to such of the following coverages at are indicated by specific premium charge or.cha. ges.
The limit of.the'ltompany's Itabili'y against each such coverage shall be as stated h'eilson, subject to all the terms of this policy hiving
reference thereto. . .
A. BODILY INJURY

LIABILITY
PROPEL TY
DAM AG E.

-

C. MEDICAL
PAYMENTS

D. (1) COMPREHENSIVE
EXCLUDING
COLUSION

12) PERSONAL EFFECTS

E. COLLISION

.

F. UNINSURCO
MOTORISTS

COVERAGE'.

Thousand
Each

Person

f

525

Thousand
Each

Occurrence

e

$50

Thousand
Each

Occurrence

$10

ti

EiCh
Person

$1,000

11/ Actual Cash Value
12) MO

Actual Cash
Value
Less

.

S100
Deductible

Thousand
Each

Person

SIO

Thousand
Each

Accident

$20

Limits of

Liability--.,--
Total Premitn

6

S143.40$37.80 $25.00

.

59.00

,..

$20.50 S45.10

.

$6.00

4

What is the maximum amount p'r person for
which this policy covers medical bills?

(93)$1,000 ( 3) CD $10,000
( 2)0$5,000 ( 2) 0 $25,000

t /5
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. . ..

The question in Example A required stud9ts,to locate the column headed "Medical
Payments" and the am9 nt,listed directly under "Each Person." Therefore, the

"task was primarily one of perceptually matching key words in the question with
key words on the insurance form. .

. . .

-1,. .

Most literal comprehension questions were more difficult than that in Example A..
Whereas the question in Example A was based upon easily detectable info on,,,.

the following item:(Example B) was based upon a sentence "buried" in a ffr- r

"'paragraph passage with,a ninth-grade readability. level. Thus, the.passage is
' typical of material 'that might be found in a ninth-grade science textbook

:t

and is illustrative of reading that students are often required to do in
school. The que s fon in Example B is a literal comprehension question based
upon specific information in the secopd sentence of the thitd paragraph (under-

, lined here for the reader's convenience). ,

Example B Some members of the irect world have been
equipped by nature with special weapons that
protect them against their enemies, and others
have been made distasteful or even poisonous.'
However, certain insects that are both tasty and
weaponless have been giver` unusual and effec-
tive means for remaining' alive. Alnong these
means are protective coloration, mimicry, and
protective resemblance.

Protective coloration` blends the insect with
his environment'. For example, there are Putter-
flies that, though' strikingly beautiful in flight,

4Lshow only dull,colors when, flying wings folded,
lir they rest on the bark of alitree or shrub.

Some butterflies, such as the monarch, are
Ntremely distasteful to birds. The quite tasty
viceroy, however, escapes harm by mimicking
the offensive monarch:

The 'walking leaf avoids the hungry birds'
attention by looking like- a green leaf, and the

,

butterfly known as the dead leaf is ignored
because he so closely, resembles the texture and
shape of dead leaves on-the branches that are his
usual resting place.

Which, if any, is the major protection of the
viceroy?

4-

(.7) 0 protective coloration
(72) mimicry
( 9) 0 protective resemblance
( 2) 0 repulsive appearance
(10) 0 Noneof these

tdr
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On they qtlestion giVen above, 72 percent of the, students correctly selected
"mimicry." An analysis of the taskand errors suggests that the, other 28
percent of the population either failed to locate the sentence containing
information about the viceroy or failed to discriminate between,"mimicry"
and other distractors, such as "protective coloration" and "protective resemblance!"

The following test question, (Example C) illu'etrates still another kind of diffi-
culty presented in some of the literal comAehension items. The question is a
deceptively simple one that asks students to identify four ingredients that
are to be combined after the first step of the recipe. In fact, it is a
question that demands .fairly'careful reading, or the reader is likely to select
the fifth option,

Example C

O

°N.

ENGLISH MUFFINS

1. 'package active dry yeast
1/cup warm water
11/2 cups milk; scalded

,

2 tablespoons sugar
2 teaspoons salt
% cup shortening
63/4 6 cups sifted all purpose flour_

Soften yeast in water. Combine 'next 4 ingre-
dients; cordiolukewarm: Stir in 2 cups flour;
beat well. Add yeast; mix. n gh of
remaining flour to make a oderately stiff
dough. Turn out on a. lightly 'floured surface;
knead till smooth 8 to 10 'nuns). Place in
lightly greased bowl, turning dough Once. Cover;
let rise till double(1% hours).

Punch crown;cover and let rest10 minutes-. Roll
.

to slightly less than 1/2. inch thick on lightly
floured surface. Cut with a 3-inch 'round Cutter.
(Reroll edges.) Cover and let rise till very light
(1% hours). Bake on top of range on medium
hot greased griddle; turn frequeptly till done,
about 30 minutes: Coal thoroughly. Split with
a fork; toast ph both sides. Serve at pride. Makes
2 dozen.

'-
After softenirig the yeast in the water, what
four ingredients are combined next?

(33) Scalded milk, sugar, salt, shortening
( 6) 0 Yeast, warm water, scalded milkagar
( 3), 02 cops flour, scalded milk,.sugar,. salt
( 3) 02 caps flour, warm water, scalded milk,

t sugar
(55)-.0 None of these
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A close study of the-above item and'its error pattern suggeitAhat the large..
proportion (55 percent) of students who:selected the fifth option probably
failed to observe that the water-wa's used in the first step of the recipe
and were consequently lookinefor "water, milk, sugar, and salt"; sincelehat,
particular combination of ingredients was not listed, they selected "None of
these." After observing twelfth -glade students' performance on items like.
this one, the members of the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee surmised
that many of California's twelfth-graders do not read carefully for,detail.

Interpretive-Critical Comprehension. On the average the interpretive-critical
comprehension questions were more difficult than the-literal comprehension
items. As was the case for the literal comprehension skill area, the range of.
scoresfpn the interpretive - critical' comprehension items was a wide one--from
a high of 92 *cent cetrect to a low of 23 percent correct. Thus, it is
evident that the interpretive-critital comprehension questions included some
easy, some moderately easy, and some difficult items. The question below
(Example D) proved to be easy for, most students,

Example D

0

Skiing has recently become one of the
more popular sports, in the United States.
Because of its popularity, thousands of
winter vacationers are flying north rather
than south. In many .areas, reservations are
required months ahead of time.

I I discovered the accommodation shortage
through an unfortunate experience. On a
sunny Saturday morning I set out from
Denver for the beckoning stopfts of Aepen,
Colorado. After passing signs for other ski
areas, I finally reached -,my th,stirration.
Naturally I lost no ti heading for the
nearest tow. After a stimu ng afternoon of
miscalculated stem turns I was famished.
Well, one thing led to another and it must
have been eight o'clock before I concerned
myself with a bedfor my bruised and aching
bones.

III It took precisely one phone call to ascer-
tain the lack of lodgings in the Aspen area.
I had but 'one -recourse. My auto and I ,
started the treacherous jaunt over the pass
and back toward Denver. Along the way, r
went begging for a bed. Finally a jolly inn-
keeper took pity and for only,thioy dollars
a night allowed me the privilege of staying in
a musty, dirty, bathless room above his
tavern.

48
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The author's problem would have been avoided
if he fiak

( 4) Onot tired himself out skiing.--
( ()taken a bus instead of'driving.
( 1) Olooked-for food as soon as he arriveg..
(92) goal ranged for accommodations well ahead of

- his trip,,

The question tested not only the students' overall comprehension of the author's
problem but also their, ability to infer how the problem might have been avoided
in the firstplaCe. On thts item 92 percent of the students responded correctly
and thereby demonstrated their grasp..of the primary message of the article.
The performance of twelfth-grade students on items such as this one his led
the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee to conclude that twelfth-graders are
generally fairly skilled at identifying the main idea or explicit intent of
an article. ,

In some written materials main ideas are implied rather than explicitly stated
. . ,

and must be inferred or interpreted from subtle clUes. As one might expect,
students encountered more difficulty on such questions, as illustrated by the
follaWing (Example E):

. ,

Example E APPARENTLY WITH NO SURPRISE

Apparently with no sutprise
To any happy flower,
The frost beheads it at its play
In accidental power.
The blond assassin passes on,
The sun proceeds unmoved
To measure off another day
For an approving God.

by Emily Dickinson

The MAIN idea of the poem i3 that

3) 0 God is cruel.
(24) 0 forces in nature are kind.
(11) 0 the sun punishes frost. -
(62) Alb nature is. indifferent.

Comprehedding this poem involves certain aesthetic appreciation skills, such
as,understanding the figurative language "The blond assassin" and detecting,
the irony in the last line. On this item P2 percent,of the students correctly
equated the main idea of the poem with "nature is indifferent." The very.great

.49
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q

difference between the correct answer and the other three options sdgge-sts
that the remaining 38 per.cent of the students were very confused by the poem.t

This item illustrates a common difficulty demonstrated by students on a, variety

of other items that required them to use subtle crues in detecting the author's

attitude. This apparent Weakness was noted by the Reading Assessment Advisory
Committee in the 1975-76 Annual Report. (See p. 28.)

The members of the committee-have also noted 'that students seem. to en.cou ter-I
even more .difficulty on questions that require them to draw inferences f o

details (Example F).

Example F

O

The thirty years from 1455 to 1485 were a
period of almost constant civil war a/hymen the
supporters of two branches of the royal family
the house of Lancaster apd the houseof York,
This fighting usually called the War of the
Roses, because the -house of Lancaster had a red
rose as its badge, and-le house of York a white
rose. At the end of it, Henry Tudor; who e-

longed to the Lancasie, branch- 9f the fa ily,
.came to the throne' as Henry' VII. He married
Elizabeth, Oho belonged' to the York branch,
and thus helped to heal the wounds of the
prolonged conflict. Its chief result was the wiping
ou '4of many noble families and the reduction
of he power of these lord; and barons so that a
king could have' his Own wey without much
trouble.

Henry VII's reign (1485=1509) wa,s.a,,time of
rebuilding for England. He kept order in the
country and strengthened ttie'''tiqyal power by
special courts and eConorni01 marlagement.C, In
his reign John Cabot mad is 'farg s trip acro. ss

the Atlanticthe first o m- oiler rbpeans to
th continenT of North. A eri ere

Columbus had reached on mibea4
Islands, Henry's economy is se try ift
his diary when 'Cabot came bac o h rn that
found the neN isle, £10"less th !ars.'
for discovering a continentbut o St,
didn't know how importantlthis di very,was
going to be in the history of Englan

According t thd pissa , Henry It
the time o 7

,(30) Ca r elution against the nobility.
(31) 0 the'settiement of New England.'
(26) 0 the voyages of Columbus. .. .

(13) 0 the destruction of the hOuse of York°.

, \

I

r.
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The key to' the question in Example F is containedin the underlined sentence,,
above. One can see that answering this question correctly depended upon
(1) reading carefully enough to notice the stated dates; (2)Icnowing the time
Of the voyages of Columbus; and (3) putting fogether'the two pieces Of'infor-
mation, As the iten data reveal, just over one-fourth of the students chose
the correct ansvier. The performance of twelfth-grade students on such items
has led the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee to observe that California
high school seniors may be weak on tasks that require them to read carefu y
and draw inferences from details.

A

2

4..

ra t
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V. Written ExpressionAAchievement for Grades Six. and Twelve*

Synopsis of Findings .

Over the past few yeirs, both sixth- and-twelfth-grade written expression
achievement scores in California have been below national norms. In 1976-77
the median sixth-grade student in California moved from the 49th to the 51st
percentile--above the national' average for the first time. The median twelfth-
grade student in California, however; moved from the 34th to.the 33rd percentile
in written expression - -17 points below the national average.

Every year since 1974-75,.the members of the English Language Assessment
Advisory Conzaittee_have reviewed-thestatewide written expression test results.
By examining thej.976-77 stores for each question-in-the light of the maturity
of most eleven- and seventeen-year-olds in wtitten expression, the committee
members discerned patterns of strength and, weakness in the performance of students
at both grade %vele'. However, the members of the committee have always quali-
fied such interpretations with the reservation that. some aspetts of instruction
and learning in the language arts are not.being tapped by objective testing.
Thus, the committee's judgments wer - restricted to only those aspects of written
expressioh that are amenable to measurement through multiple-choice questions.
While the discussion of skill -area strengths and.weaknesses is based upon the
committee's' judgments, the Department of Education qtcepts' full 'responsibility
for'the fnte etations in this report.

-----#

Af4i reviewing the written expression results for gra six students, the
English' Language Assessment Advisory Committee conclude hat sixth-graders
displayed'a respectable tommand of the follawing four writ en expression skill

(axeas: . (
,..._---.....

- e --- .
"\f, . . .

Wo d forms (selecting the appropriate, suffix fdr a word in a given
se tence) 4

Standard Englistrusage (selecting fora sentence the verb or pronoun
which reflects standard English usage)

Sentence recognition (recognizing complete sentences, fragments, run-ons,
and normal English word order in 'sentences)

Sentence manipulation (selecting the most effective sentence'or'sentence
,

bJ.ement) . - - , ,

A.......--

On the other hand, the committee judged that increased instructional emphasis
is needed in the following areas at the upper elementary level:

Language- choices (selecting the most.vivid verb or specific n'oun'for a-.

' given sentence; identifying attitudes conveyed by words or groups of

52
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words; identifying the audience intended by the author of a prose
passage or letter)

, Capitalization (recognizing words in a sentence which should be capitalized)

4
Punctuation (identifying errors in the use of the period, question mark,

4 exclamation point,.comma, apostrophe, and quotation marks).

The members of the committee were less pleased with twelfth-grade students'
performance in,written expression than they were with the performance of sixth-
graders. The committee judged that the performanCe of twelfth-grade students
was stronvin the following skill areas:

Word forms (selecting the correct inflectional suffix for-a word in a
sentence)

Sentence recognition (discriMinating between complete and incomplete
sentences)

. Paragraphs (identifying irrelevant material in a paragraph; selecting
the'summary'statement of a paragraph; and sequencing elements within
a paragraph)

The committee members kited, however, that increased instructional emphasis is
needed in the following areasat the secondary level:

4111
Words forms (using the full resources of the dictionary)

Language choices Ohtermining the most speCifielbr general word from a
list of semantically related words; inferring the implied attitude of
a writer from the language choices used in a pasle)

_

Sentence. manipulation (rejecting awkward,"stilted, and wordy sentences
in favor of"econamical and direct statements

Paragraphs (recognizing the use and purpose'of transitional wordi,in
paragraphs; identifying inconsistent yerb tenses from sentence to
sentence within a paragraph)

4"

, Punctuationtand capitalization (recognizing the basic conventions of
punctuation and capitalization)

a
The Pattern of strengths and weaknesses in twelfth-grade studehts' written
expression performance continues to parallel a finding, reportbd by the National
Assessment of Educational Progress, that while many seventeen - year -olds have
mastered the basics of written English, they seldom go beyond the basics. .
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Written Expi.itasion Results for Grale Si' x.
A

A

Test Scope
C

--_ X
The written. expression section of the urvey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 consist

ir/
of 128 questions. The -items were cted to assess a broad array of objectives
compiled by the English Language A essment Advisory, Committee and published
in Test Content Specifications for the Survey of Basic Skills: Written Expression
and Spelling, Grades Six and Twelve (Sacramento: California State Department of
Education, 1975). Both the objectives and he items used/to assess the objectives
fell into one of seven major skill areas: word forms, language choices, standard.
usage, sentence recognition, sentence manipplation, capitalization, and pudttu-
ation. The relative degree of emphasis asdigned to each of the skill areas on
the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 is presented graph(cally in Figure,3.

+0.

J

.

Word forms
(16 items)

Standard sage
(16 items)

a

Punctuat
4(18 it

Capftalization
(14 items)

.
Fig. 3. Number of questions, by skill area, in the written expression section of the Survey of Basic Skills, Grade,6,

Language
choices
(26 items)

Sentence
manipulation
(16 items)

Sentence
recognition
(22 items)

L

1

P -

4

5 4, *re
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Comparison of 1975-76 1976-77 Results,,Gvide Six

Tht risutt'of sixth-grade performance on the total written expression test'
and in each of the skill areas for 1975-76 and 1976-77 are presented in Table 6.
Yearyto-year-changes in overall performance ani'in siall area performance are
shown in the table.

Table 6

WrittenExiression and Spelling Performance of California
Sixth-Grade Students_onthe Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6
.

Skill. area _Number of

questions

Average percent
correct/

Gain (+) or loss (-).
in score

-4 -2 0' +2 +41975-76 .1976-77
* '

TOTALWRITTEN "-
EXPRESSION

Word fords

Standard usage

..

Language choices

Sentence recogn

Sentence
manipulation

Ctpttalization

Punctuation

to mt. SPELLING

Relationships

Wordlorming

.

ion'

.

,. ,

,

,

.

(128)

16

16

? 26e

22

16

14

18

%,...,

(64) ,

. .

35.

29 .

..

(62.5)

.°82.4

75.3
,

54.4

62.3

61.7

57.4

52.4

(63.6),

58.1
.

70.2

'(63.6)

82.3

75.3

56.5

63:0

:

62.6

58.4

. 52.5

403. b).

58:1
.

70.3

(+1.1)

-0.1

'0.0

. +2.1
,..

+0.7
'

+0.9

.
.

+1.0

+0.1

(0,0)

0.0

+0.1

`..

---,..,

.

,-.

P.

JO

,

I

.

.

1

U

U
r -

,.

1 .

.,

,,

'

ti

The data in Table 6 reveal that the written expression scores of sixthIgiade
.. A

students increased 1.1 percent in 1976-77. With the exception of word forms-
and standArd usage, student performance imprinted slightly in all .of the written
express'ion skill areas. The greatest increase's, were in language choices (2.1
percent correct.), capitalization -41 ;& percent correct), sentence manipulation *
(0.9 percent correct) and sentence reco tion (0.7 percent correct).

4
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Members of the English Language Assessment Advisory Committee rei4iewed the
1976-77 assessment results as-they have done for'the two previous year's. The
committee members judged the adequacy of 'student performance in light of the
inherent difficulty of the Skills, the particular items that were usedto
Measure each skill, and changes in performance from 1975-76 to 1976-77.

Actual testuestions are provided 1n the. following discussion to illustrate
the committee's conclusions about sixth-grade students' performance in the various
written expression skill areas. For each illustrative question the percent of
the student's who selected each response is indicated in patentheses before each
response, and the bubble next to the correct answer is shaded. Additional
descriptions of the skill areas-tested, more detailed test results`, and illus-
trative test questions are included-in Appendtk D of this report.

Word Forms. Thee 16 word farm questions` required the studehts.to'select the
appropriate suffix (-ed, -ing, -s, -er, -est, -'s) for a word in a given
sentence. The members of the English Language Assqssment Advisory Committee
expected this bind of task td present little difficulty to native,speakers of
English:, Their expectation was confirmed; on 12 of the 16 questions,' the average
percent scores ranged from 80 to 95 percent. Examples A and B illustrate two
"typical" word form questions.

Agek Example A

4

c

' -

Example B

The explorers had a new world.

( ,2) 0 discovery
( 1) 0 discovering
(95) discovered'
( 2) CD discovers

She was struggling

(14) 0 wild
(81) 411 wildly
( 3) 0 wilder
( (2) 0 wildest

,While most sixth-grade students handled this..type of qUestir successfully,
many student did experience difficulty with a few word form items. Fin example,
Almost half of the sixth-graders selected an inappropriate suffix fork the,

f.

'fallowing sentence.

4

Example C "That's all he talks about," the kids would
say

(34) 0 grumpy
( 5) 0 grumpiest
( 5) 0 grumpier
(56) grumpily

5v

4

.4
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An examination of the error pattern for Example C stioWs that approximately
one-third of the students selected "grumpy," a Word that is fairly similar in
sound to the adverbial form "grumpily" which is the correct response. After

reviewifig the percent correct scores and error patterns on the entire cluster
of word form questions, members of the English Language Assessment Advisory
Commit oncluded that sixth-graders' performance 'in this skill area was

consis e t with their expectationis.

Stands Usa e. 'Like the word form questions, most of4the 16.standard usage
questions required the students to select the appropriate word for a given blank

in a sentence. In the,standsrd usage area, :however, most of the items tequired
the students to select either a verb or pronoun usage which reflects standard
English usage. At least 80 percent of the students selected the correct English

usage on 11 of the 16 standard usage questions. Examples D (pronoun usage)

and E (verb usage) are "typical" standard usage questions.

Example D

Example E

are good friends.

(90) Daisy and I
(10)0 Daisy and me

The doctors -everything possible.

(82) I did
(18) 0 done

7 .

While most standard usage questions yielded scores of 80 to 90 percent correct,
as in Examples D and E, a few items, such as Example F, proved to be more

difficult for students.

Example F. are throwing a party.

(61)0 Us girls
(39)4110.Wgirk

On this Question% just over one-third of Califo'rnia'n sixth-graders correctly
selected "We girls" instead of "Us girls" for a nominative_ position in a-sentende.
Since stiudent'performance on standard English usage questions is affected so
greatly by the linguistic background of the home, members of the committee
judged that the overall performance of sixth-graders in this area was quite

- good.
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.

,
, Language Choices, The 26 language choice questions assessed` students' sensi-
tivity to the special effects, created by particular word choices in written
language. These included (1) selecting the moat vivid verb or specific noun

..for a sentence;' (2) identifying attitudes conveyed by words or groups. of words;
and (3) identifying the.'audience intended by, the author of a prose passageor ,

letter.

Items which required students to select the most vivid verb or specific noun
for a sentence are illustratedby Examples G and H. la

a

iXample G

Example H

*P.

,

Pretend that you are writing a story sill in the oval
nrxt to the word that will give your reader the best
pictute of what's happening.

EXAMPLE

The snake across the grass.

O moved
slithered

' C.,) went

The logs on the fire popped and .

,(66)1111/hissed
(31) CD-btrrIiikl

3) °heated
A

.
e.

Pretend that you are writing a story. Fill in the oval
next to the word or words that will give your reader
the clearest.most specific and concrete picture.

1
EXAMPLE:

At the bottom of her lunch sack she found

CD some food
a carrot

of a snack
CD a vegetable

l'could smell cooking.

(65) 0 bacon and eggs ,
( 9) 0 a hot meal
(10) 0 some good food
(16) 0 breakfast

58'
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While-1.xth-grade- students' rferformarice on th8 language choice questions varied
considerably from question to question, .imprevement was shown on over half of
the 'item's.

,
Sometimes riti4g

'
other considerations govern the appropriateness' of par-..

:ticular word choices, such as the audience for whom one is Writing (Example I)
andthe attitude(s) one wisher to cony (Example J).-

nip

ExarRple -

. .

,My dumb little brother .let my pet snake
loose. I was ready to wring his neck.

the writer is probably writing

( 2)' to a business.
(14) 0 for a science assignment.
( 3) 0 to a newspaper.
(81) 0 to a friend.

Which of the followirigliest shows that Martin
'felt bad? ;

8

"I can't go to school today," Martin .

. NI

(75)0 gfoanad
( 5)0 stated
(13)0said
(.7)0.declated

7)

Table 6 shows s-that while lang ge choipas was the second most 'Iif idult'written
expression skill area"for sixth-graders ,,it was the only one in which the students'

,averagepercent correet score improved mere than 2 percentage points from 1975-76,
to 1976-77. After. reviewing the results in language choices item by item, the
members ofethe English Larituage Assessment AdYisory Committee were pleased with
the improvement shown but indicated that all'of the language choice subskills,
including sensitivity to audience, should receive continuing instructional

( emphasis,

-,
Sentence-Recognition. The 22 sentence recognition items r s'required the students
to discriminfte between English and non-English word order,- identify complete
or incomplete ftentences , recognize run-on sentences, and identify inappropriate,
form clasi words.. Of these, the easiest questions were those that required th'e'
students to recognize non-English word order, as in Example K.

9
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Example K

4.

?

Student Acbigimment in California Schools

Fill in the oval next to the word group which is not
a sentence.,

( 3)2 The young boy wrote the story during
the test at'school.

4)9 Puring .the test at s hoot the young
boy wrote the story.

(88) arThe story wrote the young boy during
the test at school.

( 5)10 The spry was written by, the young
boy during the test at schdol.

f

The scores on the* ether sentence recognition questions in this Parttculat (sub-
, 1 .

skill area were very homogeneous,4 varying onlir from ,$,6 to 88 percent
i

ent correct.
_..1_

s.

The members of the English Language_Assessment Advisory Committee have stated
that discriminating between English ward order a'nd non-English word order should
'be an easy task for native speakers of English. Example K illustrates that
this was the case for most *G88 percent) of the sixth-graders tested.

However; other questions in the area of sentence recognition proved to be more
difficult *for students. For-. example,' some questions required the Students to,
determine the number of sentences contained in a series of two or more rdn-on
sentences, as in Example -L.

Example L 'In the following items, there are two cif
more 'sentenc'es which need to' be separate

from each other with periods and capital'
letters. Fill in the oval next to the
number which tells how many SENTENCES,
there should be.

The bus will 'stop on this corner my house is
just up the street and over the ht.!' its the red

( 8) 0 1 (62)0 3
(20) 0 2 , . (10) 0 4

Because of the Inherent difficulty of the task in Example L, thesinAbers of the
conhnittee were not disappointed with the percent of students who responded
correctly on this and similar items,

Other- ,sentence recognition questions required, the students to discriminate
between comprete and incomplete sentences. Eamples M and N illustrate typical
performance On such items.

'&0
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f

Example M , Fill in the oval next to the group of words whiCh
needs more words to make it a coMplete.sentence.

- (12) 0 They brought a present.
(18) 0 We are hajpy. '
'( 9) 0 Barry is not here.
(61) In the dark of the night.,

55

d

Example N Fill in the oval next to the word group which is a
Complete sentence.

( 5) 0 Happily skipping down our street.
(31) I did it.
(20) 0 Happily singing and skipping down our

. ' . street.
(49 0 Skipping down our street and singing

happily.
V.

s;

An analysis of both.of the above items and their error patterntsuggests.that
many students relied more heaWily upon the length and sound of a word cluster
than upon its structural components in determining Whether or not a sentence
was complete. t ,.

Table 6 shows that sixth-tgrade students made gains of .7 percent correct in
the area of sentence recognition. Some members of the English Language Assess-
ment Advisory ComMittee expressed satisfaction with student performance in
this area; however, a few members of the committee concluded'that erformance
,levelS on items such as Example N'indicate/that upper elementary st dents need
increased instructional assistance in 'learning to recognize senten s as a
fundamental skill of written expression.

.

Sentence Manipulation. On the- 16 sentence manipulation.items, the students
were asked to select the most effective sentence or sentence element and to
expand a sentence by modifying elements. The average percent correct for this
category was 62.6, which was .9 percent higher than the average in 1975-76.,

4

There waea considefabfe spread of performance (45 to 85 per-cent correct) on
the nine questions that required the students to select the most effective
statemeht of an idea. Both the high and low percent correct scores are presented
below in Examples 0 and P

NA'

6164.
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Example, 0

Example P

Student, Achievement in California Schools

Fill in the oval next to the seritence'which is the
simplest, least wordy, and easiest to understand.

t. (10)0 The popcorn was burned by,_Mary in the
kitchen,

(85) Mary burned the popcorn in-the kitchen.
( 310 Iri the kitchen was Mary villho bur ed the

popcorn.
( 2)0 Burning the popcorn in the kite en was

Mary.

(15)0 The man who took the money stashed
tbe money in the closet.

'(45)11, The thief stashed the loot in the closet.
( 6) 0 The loot was hidden by the man in a

small room with a door on it.
(34) The money which had seen stolen was

stashed'in the closet by the thief.

L.

The English Linguage Assessment Advisory Committee expressed satisfaction
with sixth-grade performance -on "these and other, questiOns that required thl
students to discriminate between clear, concise statements and wordier formu-
lations of the same idea. The members of the committee noted that scores were

4
generally lower, on the qentence modificatjon items that involved expanding a
sentence through the use of modifying eldments in response to a particular
information need. Such an item is provided in ExImple Q.

Example Q Fill in the oval next to the group of wo'rds that best
answers the question.

The man ate his supper.

How would you change this sentence if you
wanted to describe how the man ate?

(31) 0 The hungry man ate his supper.
(51).0 The man ate his skipper greedily.
( 8)0 The man ate his hot supper.
(10) 0 The man ate his supper of par

beans.

62
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The low percent correct scores in this tubskill area were coPsistent TAith the
expectations of the English Language Assessment Advisory Committee ,since sixtlii-

graders ate.stiti. developing maturity in their ability to modify words and
structures.

Capitalization. The 14 capitalization questions required students to recognize
words in a sentence that should be capitalized (such as the beginningord-of
a sentence, names of persons and places, gays of the week, and months of the
year). The majority ok'capi'talization items yielded scores that were quite
homogeneous (between 50 and 65 percent correct). Example R is a "typical"
capitalization question.

Example R In the following sentences, you are to look for mis-
takes in capitalization. When you find a mistake, fill
in the oval next to the line with the mistake. If there
is no mistake, fill in the fourth oval.

(59) we bre learning
( 5) 0 about all the planets
(15) 0 in our solar system.
(Z1) 0 (NoThistakes)

4 .

The members of the English Language Assessment Advisory Comknittee indicated
's that they would like to see better performance on items such as Example R.
however, they were somewhat encouraged by the slight average gain "(1.0 percent
correct) that was made in the area of capitalizatidn./

L

Punctuation. There was almost no change (.1 percept increase) in the area,of
-punctuskion., which continued 'to ,,e the Lost difficult skill area for sixth-

graders with an average 'percent.c9rrect score of 52.5. The 18 punctuqlon
questions required the students to recognize errors in the use of the (period,
question mark, exclatnation pint, c apostrophe, and quotation marks.
Examples S-, T, and U illustrate the ra ge of student performance .on the
punctuation items.

Example S

41

The following sentences may have a tiitake in
punctuation (perziods, commas: apostroVhes,. etc.).
When you find a mistake, fill in the oval next to the
line with the mistake. If there is no mistake, fill in
the fourth oval.

,(.4) 0 My favorite snacks.
( 7) CD to eat after sool
(75) ID are oranges aNles and peanuts.
(14) 0.(No mistakes)

G3
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Example T

Example U

8tuderit Achievement in California Schools

o

( "8)0 Fishing for bass can be ple.nty
0640 of fun but 1.woilld rather go
-( 8)0 swimming when the day is hot.
(28)0 (No mistakes) t

(
(17) 0 "Run, Pedro, run!" we
(13) 0 shouted. But Pedro acted
(32) as as if he hadnt heard us.
(38) 0: (No mistakes)

1

\\:

Members of the committee expressed continued concern over sixth -grade
performance in the area of punctuation, since the mastery of Such basic skills
is important, if students are to proof-read their own writing effectively..

-11

1
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Test Scope

1

Written Expression Results for Grade Twelve

6

for

The written expression Iection of t e rvey of Basic Skills: Grade 12
consists .of 142 questions. The'ititswere selected to assess a wide variety
of objectives compiled by the English Lanikage Asgessment _Advisory ommittee
and published in Test Content Specifications for the Survey of Basi Skills:
Written Expression-andSpelling, Grades Six and Twelvh. Both 'the jectives
and the items used to assess the,achievement of the objectgres fe into one
of .six major skill areas: word farms, language choiCes, sente e recognition,
sentence manipulation; paragraphs, and capitalization and punctuation. The
emphasis plated .upon each of the skill areas in the Survey of Basic Skills:
Grade 12 is shown -in l'igure 4.

Tr'
Word

'forms
(24 items)

Capitalization .

Ind punctuation
(28 yerns)

Language 4S)

chpices
1(32 items)

Sentence
manipulation
(12ttems)

4G
Paragraphs
(26 items)

Sentence
recognitiori
(20 items)

,

Fig. 4. Number of questions, by skill area, in the written expression section of the Survey of Basic Skills; Grade 12

65-
I .

.6,
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. Conlnarison of 1975-76 and 1976-77 Result, Grade Twelve

The results of twelfth-gradestYdents, performance od the total written expression
\ test and in eact-of the skill'areas for 1975-76 and 1976-77 are presented in
/ Table 7. Year-to=year changes in overall performance and in skill-area perform-
ance are Also stpOwn in the table.

1'46

Table 7

Written Expression and Spelling Performance of California
Twelfth-Grade Students on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12

A

Skill area

-

Number of
.Av rage percent ,

orrect
Gain (+) or loss (-)

in score ,

-4 -2 0 +2

.

+4questions.1975- 6 1976-77
.

/''''
.

TOTAL WRITTEN
EXPRESSION. (142) (62.3) (61.9) (-0.4)

.

.

Word forms 414 72.6 72.1 -0.5 '
...,

Language choices 32 66 9o 667. , -0.2
.

,. .

Sentence recognition 20 67.3 67.7 +0.4

Sentence manipulation 12- 42.9 0.0 ...-

- .

Paragraphs 26 59.9 59.1 -0.8 t

h.

Capitalization and
. --

punctuation 28 54.6 54.3 -0.3

4't,

TOTAL SPELLING (72) (68.0) (66.8) -1:2

/

The data in Table 7 shbw that the performance of twelfth-grade students in'
written expression declined slightly. Slight decreases were noted in all of
the skill areas except sentence iecognition and sentence manipulation.

Discussion-and Analysis_ of Skill Area Results, Grade Twelve

Methbers of the English Language-Assessment Advisory Committee reviewed the

1976-77 twelfth -grade writtenexpressibn results, as they did for grade six.
The committee members again 40ged the adequacy of student performance, in
light of the inherent difficulty of each skill, the particular items used to

`assess each skill,and changes in performance from 1975-76 to 1976-77.
,

Actual tes t questions are presen ed in the foblowing analysis to des cribe the
4 skill areas .as completely as.poi ible.and to illustrate the committee's conclusions

66.
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about twelfth-grade students' performance kl.written expression. For each
example the percent of students who marked' each response is indicated in
parentheses before each responSe, and the bubble next to the correct answer
has been \shaded. Appendix E contains additional descriptions of the skill

'areas tgscea, more detailed test results, and Additional illustratiye test
questions. .

Word Firm.' The 24 word form questions required the- twelfth-graders to perform
a-Variety of_operations with words. Eleven of the items asked students to
select the form of the word that was grammatically correct in a given sentence.
The vast majority-of twelfth-graders successfully handled items of this type
as shown in Example A,

Example- A

tt

:

Select the form of, the word Which best corn
ptetes the following sentence.

The girl did her work very
r

( 1) 0 cheerfulness (, 6) CD cheerful
(92) AD cheerfully ( 1),,0 cheer

In spite, of the fact that scores 'declined in , this subskill area, the committee
judged that twelfth-graders were still demonstrating mastery in the placement
of...a.gfixes. The committee also noted that twelfth-grade performance was
stabAe on items requiring students to discriminate between form class words and
structure words. Example B illustrates this,subskill.

Example B For the following, items,, select the one word which
DOES NOT belong with the others.

(85) hand ( 6) Clough
( 3) 0 and, ( 6) 0.fo

Of greater concern to the committee, however, was twelfth-grade ,perfornence
on a variety of dictionary usage questions. Example C is a- typical dictionary
usage item.

6.7
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Example C 'pad the dictionary 6--iiry below and answer the
elated questions.

10.

cop per (kop'er), n. [AS. coper, copor, fr. L.
cuprum, Cyprus, anciently renowned for, its
,copper mines.) 1. A common metal, reddish in
color,- and one Of the best conductor , of heat
and electricity. 2. Something made ,6f copper:
a copper (or bronze) coinp-a large oiler, as `for
laundry or for cooking (now usually made' df
iron), 3. The color of copper.-v. t. 1. To cover,.
coat, or sheathe with copper. 2. U.S. To bet
against; - trig, used in faro. - cop per,.adj. .-

The dictionary entry above indicates that
"copper': should be-pronounced with the stress

( 9) Con both syllables.
(69) on the first syllable only,
( 4) :Don the second syllable only,
(18) °between the first and second syllables.

Ire

'
As- the item data 'reveal, 31 .percent of the students failed ,t6 deisermine from 4

a pronunciation key whic't syllable. in a word should ''receive the stress. The
scores on items such as EXample C led the _English Language Assessment Advisory
Committee to conclude that additional instructional emphasis which woul nable
students to Yap the full resources of the dictionary is needed at the pe ndary
level.

Language Choices. The 32 language cho e questions assessed the st.udents'

.serisitivity to the effects- of partic ar word choices in a variety of contexts.
Thirteen of the questions required the students to identify the attitude. or
tone conveyed by words, sentences, and entire Passages., Student performance
on these questions ranged from a low of 30 percent correct to s-high of 8a-
ptrcent,eorreCt.

Example D is a typical
correctly.

Example D

is*

age choice item that plait twelfth-gradstrs matked

If, Which of the following words conveys
NEUTRAL meaning when describing a person's
acting ability?

(10) 0 ham
( 3) CD Star
(81) ..performer,
( 6) CD genius

.

(
err

4.
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Some items required the students to make finer discriminations than that required
in Example D and were consequtantly more diffictilt. Less, than two-thirds of the
twelfth-graders selected the best lanpage db-bice on the following question..

.s.

Example E Dr Henry J at Jewish HQS
pital in ,Cincinnai7;:Clescribed the technique in
the journal Emergency Medicine and invited
physicians to try it in real emergencies.

Which of the following terms is most respectful
in the context of the above sentence?

(62), director of surgery --
( 1) 0 chief blade
(17) 0 practitioner
(20) 0 head doctor

.0v

loof

I

.. .N...
.1,

Students encounte'red even more difficulty, on items that require them to "go
beyond" the literg meaning and distifiguisli between the attitude-of the writer
and the attitude of the character being described. Less than one-third of the
students we,te able to handle the discriminating task presented in Example F.

I

Example F Flegeby knocked and rang, acid Fledgeby
rang Old knocked, but no pne came.' Fledgeby
crossed the narrow street and looked up at
'house windows,' but nobody looked down "at
Fledgeby. He qot ciut of temper, crossed the
narrow street again; and pulled the housebell
as if it were the house's nose and he were taking
'a hint from his late experience. His ear at the
keyhole seemed, then, at last,- to- give .him
assurance that something stirred wit4in. his eye
at the Keyhole seemed to confirm his ear, for be
angrily pulled the house's oose.again, arid pulled
and pulled and.continuedto pull, until a human

----nose-ap-peared-irrthedartcrwa

Vs'hich -of; the following" words be-st describes
tne attitude of the writer..toviard the incident
he is describing?

'(< 7) 0 disapproval (62)(:) anger
( .1) 7 ha*ppirles,s: (30) amusement

.

J

4
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. .

An analysis of the error pattern on the above, item suggests that the majority
of the students miscued on the underlined sentence' (emphasized here ,f or the

reader's ,convenience), which dearibed }41edgeby's attitudet rather than that of
the writer. In so doing, they overlooked the subtle amusement conveyed by the
author with a variety of word cho'ices throughout the passage (such as "the

house's, nose" and "until a human nose appeared in the dark doorway ") The ..

members of the committee concluded" that Students need increased instru ional
assistance in learning to recognize how wore choices can be manipulated to '

convey particular attitudes in writing.
:-..

,
-,. r---,-------

Ten of the language choice questions required the students to detelinine the
racist .specific of general word from a list of semantically relate words. . The

members of theEnglish Language Assessment Advisory Committee noted* that the
performance of twelfth-graderS in this area continued to Fe disappointing.
Examples G and H illustrate an easy ant:1.a difficult question, respectively.

Example G

Example fi

Which of the.folloAng is,the most GENERAL?

(' 4)0 sports car ( 6) 0 sedan
(11)c) bus . (79)passenger vehicle

1(iPniify the clParest, most specific staternc:nt

,(1.2)0

(15)Q

(43)

fames Baldwin's Go Tell It on thelloun-'
tale is a novel of Harlem ghetto life.
James Baldwin's Go Tell It on theMoun-
fain is a- novel about a 'family in the
Harlem ghetto. f."'

James Bldwin's ao Tell It on the Mot:a
tain is a novel of the Grimes family in the
Harlem ghetto
Jares Baldwin's Go Tell t Qn the Moun
taw is a thundering novel :depicting
Parlem nhetto life.

Student performance in this skill area is a matter Of concern because if .1'

students are not able to recognize the difference between the general and
specific in language, tts in Example H., for instance, it seerasunlikely that
they will be able to achieve .apprbpaate levels.of specificity in their own
writing.

Another key factor in deterraining>the effectiveness of particular language*
choices in written- expreseion.ls an awareness of the communication needs O..
the audience. 'Thus, a cluster of questions ,reqtrired the students ,to iden,tify

the audience intended by the author. of a partictrlar passage. On four of the
five items measuring this skill., scores ranged from 82 196 percent correct.

Example I illustrates a typical "audice" question. '

1,

3

70
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The public school is taking the rap for soci-
ety's rlis..The basic institutions of society are
home, school-, and church. There is widespread
denigration of religion; the home has been frac-
tured by television, lowered standards of On-
duct, compromised moral values, a preoccupa-

,, bon with materialism, and working mothers.
Today's parents have declined their responsi-

bilities in favor of Dr. Spock, child psychologists
.and a host of liberal freethinkers. They send
their 'children to school ill-mannered and undis-
ciplined: They' canhot'openty face the fact their
children dpanot learn' because Of the Way they
were initially raised.

School As the parents' last resort in a vain
attAbt to instill values that should have been
taug at home. School have not failed. Parents
nave faiior!

The letto-, to the editor is really intended tc:
reach which of the following audiences?

( 3) O the editor of the paper
-( 4) O students
( 2) 0 Spock

. (91) 01. parents

.w
65 -

As a iesulOof the-high percent correct scores on such items, the members of
the.English Language Assessnisent'Advisory Committee 'were generally pleasedwith
twelfth-grade students' performance in this important subskill 'area. ..

-: .
.

t
. .

Sentence Recognition. The 0 sentence recognition questions assessed students
awareness -of sentences, sentence patterns, patitllel structure, rand subject-
verb agreement. The percent correct 'scores varied with the difficulty of the
question. For example, almost alt the studenti,,(86 percent) successfully
identified the incomplete'sentence it. Example J. 0,

,..

. ,. 4
.,..%

Example J

9

Identify the group of words
incOMplete or.needs additionar words to
cotplete tie meaning,

( vD Sams always hungry :.
(87)0 The hurried sounds of footsteps.
( The pfayer.knocked him dotivri.

4) 0 He crashed throigh the door.

111

7
4

5.
0
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However, fewer students accomplished this task on the;more discri nating question
below.

Example K
, -

Identify t(1.: group o'f words which is inco:-.
plate or needs additiorral words to complete!'
the meaning.

(69) Th; barking dog in the driveway.
( 6) Olt is humid.
(20) 0,Peace continues.°( 5) There is tl.f:

r

The error pattern for Example K suggests that many students relied more .
heavily upon the length of a word cluster' than upon its structural components
in determining whether 'a sentence was complete or incomplete. It may b& that

insensitivity to the grammatical structure of a sentence contributed to.
the confision displayed bey students on the following question,as well.

-

Exam\ple L Identify the group of words which bOES NO
correctly complete-the following sentence.

Eabh of the men

r- '1
(22) Ohas his work cut out feir him
(n)(Dshows great talent .

(19) Owishes for a chance to perforrh
(42) 'have multwr.k ,to do

Example Linvolved selecting a verb that would nor in r with the' subject ,

of the sentence. The success of students in doinrso, ..ver, was dependent Ili

upon their first recognizing the wofd "Each" s,s the -su ect of the sentence.

Many of those who selected the incorrect ,options (58 percent) .may Kaye incorrectly
perceived°1men" to be,the subject of the sentence.

. . ,
The members of ,the'English Lang ageAssessment Advisory Committee judged that
twelfth -grade students' pfrfo nce on the item in Example M also reflected a
lack of anilytical awareness of sentence structure,
....---.

Example M Select the sentenc% which follows the basic
pattern of the.moder.

Model: The test, although lot!, was; easy, at
least for ththe who had studied.

( 8) OBill finished the typing job, even though he
had to' Work through lunch to complete it.-

/
'72
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(24) 0Although the typing job was k3ng, it was
not complicated, so Bill stayed to finish it.
during his lunch.

(46)*The typing job, though no difficult, was
- ynusually tong, especially for Bill.

(22) OA long but uncomplicated typing job was
completed by Be:

The'above item required the stuclients'to identify the sentence that was parallel
-.in.)structure to the model. Because of the difficulty of the task, the English

committee members were not surprised that only 46 percent of the students marked
the question correctly. Moreover, the committee members were encouraged by the
larger prOportion,of students who successfully rejected the nbnparallel structure
in the follOWing item,

Example N

4

phrase CANNOT be used to Complete
the sente

Nary most enjoys playing the flute, writing-
poems, dancing fast, and

(, 8)0 dating her many'admirers
(10)0 going out on datei
(75) t9 go out on dates
( 7)0'haying men ask her out

After revie4ng twelfth-grade performance on the.entire,cluster of sentence.
recognition items, the members of the English Language Asiessment'Adviidry
Committee concluded.that twelfth-grade students' performance was generally
'stron4 on most of the#basiC sentence recognition and subjet-verb agreeMent
questions even though many students were insensitive to the grammatical structure
of sentences.

e5

. , Sentence Manipulation. The 12 sentence mar4pulation questions required the .

students to perform a variety of mental 'operations with sentences. '.This partic
ular skill area, remains ad the most diffictlt one in written expression for .1

twelfth-graders with an avenue percent correct score of 42:9. Six questions .

'required the'students to;seledt the most effective statement of Sh idea,. As.
,

was noted in past years, twelfth-graders 'consistently rejected terse, economical
statements in favor of wordy exp.tessions of. the lame idea,

, Example 0 illustrates
°this problem. '

Lib
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.

'Beloware foui.seritences.expressing the same genera
thought. 'Mark the sentence which expresses' 1.!'
thought MOST EFFECTIVELY.

(50)OShe spoke to me in a very cool mar'Jier
when we net each other yesterday.

(12) ()When we met yesterday, I was spoken to 1:
a very cool manner by her.

(15) 01-ler manner was very,cpol when- meeting
and speaking to me yesterday.

,
(23) IDYesterday she greeted me coolly.

4

Apparently, over three-fourths of California' s twelfth-graders .aquated effective-
ness with the 'wordy, passive, 'and/or awkward statements.

The students also encountered difficulty on a variety of items that required.
them, to identify the sentence that 'most effectively combined several pieces of
information. This ,type'or sentence-combining task is illustrated by Example Pk.

44.

Example- P

fl

1. Ships' logs bring back tee danger of the
whtl?ng voyages.

2. Ships" logs bring back the monotony of
the whaling voyages.

3. Ships' logs bring back the occasional excite
ment of the whaling voyages.,

4. hips' logs' were usually kepY the "first
mate.

Which of the following sentencet most effec-
tively combines the information in the above
four sentences?

(23) OShips' logs bring back the danger, monot
tiny, and, occasional excitement of the
whaling voyages and were usually kept by .

the first mate.
( 9) OShips' logs bring back the whaling voyages

and the danges, monotony, and occasional
excitement, usually kept by the first mate.

(59) Ships; logs,usually iirpt by the first mate,
bring back thd danger, monotony, and
occasional excitement 'of the whalint;
voyages.

( 9) °Usually kept: by the -first mate of the

'whalipg voyages, ships' logs bring back the
danger,, monotony, and occasional excite
ment

74
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over 40 percent
statement.
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question prtmed to be somewhat easier than that in txample 0,
of the students still failed to select the most effective

Another sentence manipulation task required the students to manipulate sentences
so as to achieve a particular relationship between them. ;''Example Q is such an

...
,item. _.

a t

Example Q follming two sentences Can he corn
bmed in a number of ways:

A. You can call Mr. Brown for a recom
mendation.

B. Mr. Brown is the owner of the B & B
Market.

Which of these combinations reduces sentence
B to a modifier?

(55) You can call Mr. Brown, owner of the B &
B Market, for a recommendation.

(11) 0 You can call Mr. Brown for a recommenda
tion; he is the owner of the B & B Market.

( 6) 0 You can call Mr. BrOwn for a recommenda-
tion; because he is the owner of the B & B
Market.

(28) 0 You can call the owner of the B & B Market,
Mr. Brown, eor a recpmmendation.

es,

to,

On'the 12 sentence manipulation items (illustrated by Examples 0, P, and Q)
scores ranged from 23 percent correct to 59 percent correct;' Thus, the members
of the English Language Assessment Advisory CommitteWconcluded as they did, in
past years, that California's ,twelfth-graders need more experience with sentence
manipulation activities in 'order to help them (1) leerA\to equate effectiveness
with economy of expression; and (2) gain control of stntence structure in their'
own writing.

1/4

Paragraphs. Twenty-six questions r quired studentsto perform a variety of
mental operations on still larger nits of discourse such as paragraphq and
passages. As one might expect, the paragraph skill area was one of the,most
difficult Portions of the test; the average,pescent correct.sco,rfor this
area was 59.1. Again, performance varied with the difficulty/A the'subskill
and with the particular test itev. assessing it. r

One cluster of q trona that most' udents hpndled successfully involved
identifying irrelevant material in a pgragralPh. Example R illustrates both
the nature ofcstich a- task and the typical lever of mastery in thig area.

ot4*.A.M.,4

M'

a

,
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Exsample R (1) During the present century, our country has
made tremendous progress in helping people
to live healthier and longer lives. (2) We have
more college graduates' now than ever before.
(3) In 1900, a 10-year-old child could expect to
live until he" was about 55 years old. (4) Today,
a 10-year-old can expect to reach the age of 75.
(5) During most of their lives, _people are
generally much healthier than they used to be.
(6) Since people are now living longer, however,
it is only natural that more people suffer from
illnesses that come with otd age. 0

Identify the sentence which is-unrelated to the
others. .

CD1 2 CD 05
( 2) (92) ( 2) ( 4)

The members of the committee were pleased that in most cases the majority of
twelfth-graders could recognize sentences that departed from the primary topic
of a paragraph. Moreover, the members of the committee judged that twelfth-
graders had maintained a satisfactory level of performance on quedtions requiring
them to identify the most effective summary statement o one or more paragraphs.
Example S is a typical item of this nature.

,Example S A sudden, sharp bear -hug is saving the lives of
people starting to choke to death on food. It is
also rescuing some drowning victims.

- The pressure from the hug causes food "to
pop out like a cork from a champagne bottle,"
says the surgeon who developed the technique.
When aaplied to drowning p rsons, "the water
gushes eut Of the mouth."

Dr. Henry J. H4imlich, the director of surgery'
at' JeiNish Hospital in 'Cincinnati, described the
technique in the journal EmerOnce Mbdicine,
and invited physicians to try it in rear emer-
gencies. 1,

fit

obviously couldn't test it on taumalis by
puttint theffi into danger, but he had shown the-
method worked on laboratory do0.

Now he has some thirty letters telling of lives,
apparently saveda peppermint dislodged from
the windpipe of:a twenty-two month old, a
piece of roast beef from the throat ,of a nind-
year-old girl, a Korean woman saved by a U.S.
Army medical corpsman in4(orea.

;tot
(.z.tet",i, I

4



Example S
(cont.)

Written Expression Results, Grade Twelye
a

Select the sentence bel 'which most eftec-
tively summarizes the first two paragraphs.

(65) A sudden, sharp .bear-hug can help save the
lives of people choking on food or, some-
times, of people drowning. -

(20),Olf you squeeze people who are chokin)ron
food or .drowning, the food or the water
gushes out "like a cork from a champagne

a bottle."
(12) OA surgeon has developed iechni ues for

giving a bearhug to people who are ,hoking
on'food.

( 3) OSome people' who are drowning may ,b
saved by a quick, bear-like hug.

71

r"->t
As the item data reveal, 35 percent of the students incorrectly selected either
the overly specific and. less important statement in the second option or the
less comprehensive statements in the third and fourth options.

A-.
Another important skill in writing paragraphs is the ability to put sentences
.into a logipal <order so as to signal sequences in time, action, or logic.
Example T is a question that assessed this ability. ,.

.,
,

-Example TA_

4
4

The, following paragraph may not b a logical
.

r.quence. Read the sentences and se the best
order fdr them. ..,

04.

i1) Ram scooped by the violent wind, pelted
against my bedroom window.' (2) The 'wind
howled and swept around, the cornep of our
house' (3) I (lay alone in 'bed frightened by
what was happening outdoors. (4) Outsi4ie it
was a dark and stormy night.'

.( ,4) 0 Correct as is (76) 4, 2, 1, 3
"(15) =,) 3, 2, 1, 4 ( 0 1, 2, 4, 3

1

e/'
,, 1

,

,

Given the difficulty of sequencing tasks, such as that in Example T, the
members of the English Language Asses -aent Advisory -Committee concluded that

the performance of twelf9-gradeis was fairly good in this area.' ..
.

.

.
The connittee members were' not as pleased, *,&ever, with the percent correct'

,.4. -.,

scores on questions that 'required students to7Wentify words serving as
it° r ...

,
1.9

.
. '.-

4 . PV7 ..
% . o3

.ft
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tk ,

transitional elements within and between paragraphs. Example U illustrates
typical perfo nce on 'this kind of 'task.

Exampl The seven sentences below are in a scrambled order.
Some of them can be put together to make a single,
unified paragrapih. Before attempting to answer any
questions, read all'of the sentences carefully.

A 1 It probably received its name from its
2 copper-colored head which is triangular
3 in shape.

B 4 Like the rattlesnake, it is a.member of
5 the pit viper family having a hollow or
6 pit between the eye and the nostril.

C 7 The copperhead was once the most common*
8,,and widely distributed of all venomous,_
9 snakes in the United States.

D 10 This may be the reason that Democrats'in_
11 the North who sympathized with the Soul
12 in the Civil War were called "coRperheads,"4--
13 for they were suspected of treachery.

E 14 Unlike the rattlesnake, it has no rattles'
15 and strikes without warning.

F 16 Augustus Thomas wrote a full-length drama
17 that he called The Copperhead. *

G 18 Today, however, it is most frequently
19 found in sparsely settled areas of the

.
20 South.

Which of the, following words serves as a tr;ar-
tional word in thb paragraph?

r-
(15)Qwhich (line 2)
(13)Orattlesnake (line 4) *

4101,.
(18)Qcopperhead (line 7
(-54).Ohowever(line 18)

As the item data reveals almost half ot-the twelfth-graders either did not knOw
the meaning of the term "transitional" or could not apply the concept when asked
to tdentj:fytransitionalwordb,in-a paragr4ph. On the basis of twelfth -grade

co this Item and others like it, the members of thyleammittee
t

,concluded that students may need increased instructional emphisil In the use ,

of trans#JO. 1 words in their own writing.

The percent cor ct scores were -eveneven lower on several questions that tested
`students' awareness of inconsistent :(7erb tense tromsentence to sentence.
Example V iLlustrates this weakness.

a

8
# _ -40.04#

r



Example V '

Written Expression Results,, Grade Twelve

(1) Winters are more severe in the high moun
_tains than they areat lower elevations. (2) Tie
first frost comes earlier in the fall. (3) Often, a
blanket of snow covered the high peaks. (4) As
soon as the danger of frost is over, crops such as

-corn and tobacco may ire. planted on the moun-
tain slopes.that are suitable for farming.

Which sentence does not agree with the time
pattern of the rest of the paragraph?

O1 O2 3 ti 0.4
( 7) (22) (28) (43)

73

A

4

The members of the Englishitangbage Assessment Advisory Committee concluded

that the weak petqormance of students on this kind of task-reveals a lack of
,analytical understanding of structure ps it relates to time patterns in paragraph

r
development,

.
, :

o

e Punctuation and Capitalization. Twenty -eight questions' sessed the students'
awareness of errors in punctuation and caplialization. Th was the second
most difficult skill area for twelfth- graders, se the avers e 'percent correct'
-score of 54.3 reflects. The percent correct scores on indiv dual items varied,
considerably, however. For instance, a majority of the students marked the
correct response in Example W.

,Example W

t

In the following senter*es which putictuation is
needed?

.

We yrsited,Taliesen West Frank Lloyd VVrigifils:
famous home in the desert.

(76) fp West, Frank
ytsited,,Taliesbn

2) O 1ous, home
(` 7) 0, e, in 41

1-

A

The memEers of the English Language Asiessment Advisory Committee obse'ved that
where punctuation coincided 'with th natUYal juncture; of spoken English (as
in Example W), many etUdentsperform d suCcessfully, lioweyer, where students
had to use knowledge of a convention as a guide .rather than the sound of oral
language, the percent correcf scores dropped, as isillusttated by the ap6strophe
item in Example,X,
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Exarripre X 1 More people know Lewis Carroll than
2 e Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, although
3.,,both of these names belonged to the

.
4 same man.
5 He gr.aduated .from Oxfor in 1854 and
6 began _teaching mathematic there the
7 next year.

C 8 During the twenty-five years he served
9 ii;as a lecturer in mathematics at'Oxford,

10 he wrote suc.books as A Syllabus of
11 Plane Algebraical Geometry and Sym-
12 polic Logic.

D 13 BLit: i. was as an thor 'children's
14 books t at he won his ame.

E 15 His boo Alice in Wonderland and
16 Through e Looking Glass, are known
17 the worl over;, and Have been trans-
18 lated into many languages.

F 1.9 These books als contained many
20 humorous poe such as Jabberwocky,
21 a poein cont ning words' that hafi
22 never been used before.

G 23' Childrdti were loVed by him, acid he
24 knew and understood their world of
25, imagination.

*Which is the correct way to write the lait word/
of line 13?

(46) children's (28) 0 childrens
( 1) childs (25).0 childrens'

.4

A

40

41,
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VI. Mathematics Achievement for Grades Six and Twelve
), . .

.1%; Synopsis of Findings '

. ,
..-*

Compared to the 1975-76 results, the overall achievement scores in mathematics
.;.during 1976r77 in California public schOOls imiinved,,slighely in grade six and

eclined slightly in grade twellie. The results from the norming studies showed
hat the score of the sixth-grade median student imprOvetin 1976-77 by one pet-

centile paint and now ranks at the 51st Orcentile-1-one point above the national
. average. The scoroof the twelfth7grade median student declined by one percentile

P point down to the43rd percentild--seven, points below the national average.

Sic 19,74-75 the Mathematics As;essment Advisory Commtttde has been asked to
review the,tatodide results and to make suggestions for improving the quality
of mathematics.programsfin California. Although the discussions,inthis chapteN
Ion mathematics achievemen't reflect the judgments of Vhe Mathematics Assessment
Advifory Committee, the Department of Education lipsumes the responsibility for
the conte ;ts of this report.

4
The 1976 -77 results on the Survey of Basic hills: Gra de 6 reveal some-signif-
icant patterns when they were compared to those of J975 -76. The committee noted
an improvement.of spores in those areas that are.generally considered most impor-
tant; for ex'ampie, in computation and application-related,skills involving whole
numbers. Also, the scores inthe area of computation with decimals and decimal,
Nplications and the scores iA measurement skills continued to imrfrove. The
improvement in decimals seem to reflect the increased emlihasis on the topics
recommended in Mathematics Framework for California Public Schools: Kindergarten
through Grade Twelve (Sacramento: California State Department ofvEducation, 1975),
add the use of the new instructional materials that were selected on the of
the criteria In that framework. Achiev'ement. Am computation and aklication-
Alateduskills with fractions declined slightly `in 1976-77., reflecting the de-
creased emphasis in this area as recommendeein Mathematics Framework for
California Public Schools., The scoresoixth-graders in the area of probability
and statistics im oved'slightly, but they were still judged to be too low.

Thy alysis e results on the Survey of asic Skills: Grade 12 indicated
than elft graders continued to perform at the same level as in 1975-76 in the
area of who e umbers, fractions, and decimals. Indeed, the committee felt that
further impro ement in these areas would be difficult to attain since the generaf

,mathskills o a large number of high school stu4ns areepot reinforced in their
high school ears. However, the 1976-77 scores did,shoxiigignificant improvement
on 'thos qu tions that.reflected realistic, life-like'situations. Achievement
in basic lip related to algebra, geometry, measurement, and probability and
statistics decreased slightly., ,1
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The.:-Mathematies--Asze'ssment-A4v-ithorx-eemmitteerecOmmend-ed---theJollowing for
improving mathematics achievement:-

I

rfr

A

1. Increased instructional ,emphasis at all aae levels on basic
, gedmetric relationships as they apilly to pra tical situations;

particular emphasis on the development and u e,of spatial re-
lationships .

2. Continued,emphasis in grades three through eight on 'decimal notation
----- and decimal computatio-n-skilis--- - 4

fI
3. Increased emphasis at all'grade levels on instruction in'the use

and understanding of basic probability and statistical terminology

.4. Continued strong emphasis at all grade levels onpxhe fundamental
skills and 'concepts of measurement ,

4
5. Increased emphasis at all grade levels on the' skills neededlpo read

and comprehend technical materials related,to mathematics

a

>.

ela

a

I 4 -

L.

p

. -
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MathematicsResults for Grade Six

Scope ;of the Grade Six 'survey d

.

The"SurVey of 'Basic Skilift:Grade 6 was,Ndeveloped siecificalli, to assess
mathematics skills taught'throUgn the 'aixthgrade level In most California

.

schools. The 160 'estions on-the Survey.veredetigned to assess students'
ski s in the ar of *it itic, geometry,measurement, and probability and
statistics. Figu e 5 illu rates the.emphasis placed on each skill area in the
total. test: In the figure the skill area of arithmetic. is subdivided into number
concepts, whole numbers; fractions, and dtcimals. Ni emphasis on each area'in
the test is consistent with the agneral mathematics curriculbM of most California
schools and the recommendations A Mathematics FramewoV for California Public
Schools. A detailed description of the Aolsillp assesseein 'the Survey is grvein
in Test-Content,SpecifIcations for the SUrve/ of Easic Skills:,MatheMatics, trades
Six and Twelve (Sacramento:Talifornia State DepartMent of-Edt!sation,1975),

Additional descriptions Of-the major skills assessed in the Survey and example
test'queptiona are included in Appendix F of thia-report.

4

Fig..5. Skill area emphases in the Ssiveys ofBasic : 6:

ti

a
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'0 .iMathematics Results,for Grade Six

Table 8'shows the mathematics achievement results of California sixth-grade
students on the'total test and in the skill areas for1975-76 and,1976-77. The
table also shows the changes incoreS from 1975-76 to 1976-77. A detailed .

breakdown of skill area results is given in Appendix F.

Table 8

Mathematics Perfardance of California Sixth-Grade Pupils
on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6'

. . \-
.

Average. percent

Skill area

F

of correct Gain(+) or loss( )
questions in Score

1975 1976-77 -4- -2 0 1+2 .+4.
.

TOTAL MATH " 4) 60) 57.4 57.1 + :3

Arithme.tic , (96) 61.0 .-61.0' 0,0 .,

. :

.4 1

Number concepts : 28'
a

65.4 65
t
5 + .1....

Whole numbers 1 , 28 '' 66.9 *67.5*: + :6 s

-Fractioni 20 49°.6 . 49.0 ' - .6

Decals -als 20' 56.3 ..57.8 .....+1.5 .

Geometry " , . 20 58.8 58,5 - .3
pi

$

.Measurement and , ' .

graphs, , . 32 52.1 53.5 +1.
,

Probability aid ' 1 7.-
.

statistics, . 12 40.4 441.9 + .5 .s.

,

.ts
.

.
.

. ,,

.

In Table 8 the scores and changesin scores are expresSed as "average percent
correct" scores; that is, the average'number of questions answered eofrectly byl
sixth-grade students as A group. The average inuent'correct score can also bd'
thought, of as the Orcent,of.students answering a ."typical" test question correctly.

4

Thus,.an increase of 1 percent from-197,16 to 1976-77 means ,that 1 percent more
','students were able toanswer a typical, test questiOn correctly in 1976-77 than

were able to do so in 1975-76:

As shown An Table 8, the overall average^percent'cOrrect score increased .3 percent.
correct from 197-.76 to 1976 -77., An analysis of this .3 perdent correct increase
on a skill area-by-Skill area basis indicateda gain in allskill areas-except .

0

fractions and geometry. The greatest gains were made in the areas of decimals

(1.5 percent correct) and measureieht and graphs, .4 percent). Thegreatest
decline (. 6`.percent correct) was in the area' of fractions.

41
7

40'

4

84
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MathematicsTesults, GrAde Six

Skill Area'Results for Grade Six
.4

In the, following paragraphs siudent 'performance is 'Aescribed for a variety ofd,
-; questions ineach'skill'area. jheperfdimance of studFnts is Indicated in..terms

'of the percent ,correct stdr,e. -For each example question presented, the percentik
of the students who chose each response is indfcated in parenthesesAbefore each
answer, and the answer si4ge'hereaponding to the correct response Kas been
shaded. A judgment as to whether the perfoi-mince on a question Was poor,Satis=

. factory, or goodvmusthe based upon the* difficulty of the task involved Fors'
example, a scorerof 80'percent correct on one question may not'be,sunerior o
a score of 50 percenecorrect'on another question unless 'the difficulty of
tasks.involved in the two questions is judged equal. Although the following
paragraphs contain.the conclusions of the Mathematics Assessment Advisory,
Cdmmittee, the reader should be able to draw his dr her own conclusionsregarding
the,students! pe;formance.

79

1

Arithmetic

The arithmetic portion of thesSurvey contained a total of 96 questions in four
skill areas: number concepts,,,ihole numbers, f4ctions; and decimals. As shown,
in Table 8, the average percedt correct score on the total arithmetic portion was
61.13, which was the same pcoreas in'1975 -76.. The performance of students in each
of the arithmetlaskill areas is discussed below'. -

NuAvr;COncepts The. average percent correct scoIe,anthe 28 number concept
questions was,65.5,iihich was slightly (.1 percent correct) higher than in 1975-76,5
The number concept ,questions can be, furtheit classified into the areas of numeration,
number theory, and numbel properties. Afer rev Owing the performance ok students
on number concept question's,' the Mathematics Assessment Advisory Committee judged
.that students generally performed satisfactlirily on such questions.

The 13 numeration questions invo recall of names of whole numbers, fractions,
or decimals; itle2tificatron of place value; and such skills as recognizing'points
on a number line. "On-a typical numeration guestion,s75:6 percent of the sixth-
grade students selected the correct answer, -This was an increae of ,6Ipercent
over 1975-16. Example Avis a typical numeration qugetion.

.

,

4/

Example A

0

`What digit is in the tens' place in,4,2637

( '9) 0Z
'( 6) 0
( 5) 0 4

(76) 6 r
( 4) 0 None of these

4111

440

I

P.

ti

0
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, 1
, .. , ,

,

Sevelity -six iSercent of the sixth-grade students marked the question in, Exmple A
correctly. It is' interesting to note that.of, those who missed the question,-9
percent appl=ied the place-value rule from the,,. left to the tight rather than from,
the r ht to the left. . - \,

4,
; t '.

. I 6
4

1 1*-. ....

The nine questions'''number theory required the,sthdents to recognize odd, even,
prime, and composite nubs,: Several of these questions required them to'
compute the lowest common multiple or. the greatest comthoh divisor. On a typical
number thedry question, 56.1 percent of the students selected the correct response.

- The performance of students on these questions remained *changed f m 1975-76 to .

1976-77. An example performance on a number theory question ( Exam le B) follows:

Example B

4ka

What is the least common, multiple Of 15 and.
18'

(72') 0 3
( 6) 0
( 4) 0 18
(18) 90

Nearly 3 percent fewer Students responded correctly on the abovequestIonoihs.
,1976-77 than in 1975-76. It, i4lalso informative to note that 72 percentLidep-',
tified the iticorrect choice that corresponded to the "greatest cammon,d7.716or

. dnstead of the "least common multiple." 'Students generally confuse thesq concepts.
,

The six number. property questihns.assessePthe students' understandinvof pitber
''.. the commutative, associative, or distributive properties. On a typical humber

property 57.8 percent of the students responded correctly. This percent
represented s slight decreaSe (.8 percent)''in performance as compared to that in
.1975=76. The following, question (Eicample C) is.a typical number property iquestion.

Example C .

11,

Select the correct name, for the missing nufn-
, ber.

CX 15 = 0 x 6

( 3) <5. -9
(59) 4, 15
(25)'0 90 1

(-6) P 540
7) 0 None of these

861
r

Its
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A-
..

For the above question the 25,percent response for the distractorthaecorresponded.
the produL of 6 and 15 indicafed that a large nuaber.OD students perhip did not

, . - ,
understand tie concept tV."commutative properSy." .

.m
.0

Whole numbers. The'allerage percent correct score on the 28 queStions on
.

whole
numberswas 67.5, which was an'increadeof .60percent correct over 1975-76: The
Mathematics AtsesSment Advisory Committee members examined,seiSretely the scores'on 0.

whole number questions that were imrely computatidnal and for those that involved 4
word-problems. In the opinion of the committee, Students did "quite well",in com-
putational tasks involving.additionsubtr4ction, and multiplication.

. 4

.

Thelf,16 computation questions on whole numbers required students to perform addition,
subtraction, multiplication'Or,division cd:whOle numbers; and the 12 application
questions required ithem bb apply arithmetic operations in solving word pioblems.
A typical computation question was 374r,ked correctly by 77.9 percent of:the students,
'which reflected a slight increase '(.5',percent) over the percent in 1975 -76. A
typical applicationquestionvas.merked correctly by 53.6 percent of the:students,
an increase of .7 percent o4ter-ehe 1975-"7<6 peiceni. Two examples incomputatiOn
(E*amplee.1) and E). and one in application (fxenp4e F) follow.

...

k

AP,

:p Example
1

268 +

.1) 996

(2)` 01.006
(95) 1,016
(2) 0 1,116

(

.The above question was marled tbrrealy,by almodt all sixth-grade student's.
Although the students'eXperienced difficulty with lorig-division problems, the
statewide scores "on such Problems Jid improve slightly in 1976-77, Thelollowing

1 %
is an example long-division problem:

. .

. . .. .
. ., , . ,.... p

As the members of the committee anticIpated, a sizable percent of s udents (19
percent) marked the fourth choice,' whicji,indicated a typical Jong d vision error .

involving A-4ero in the9uOtient.
. .. . ,

1

4

.
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The following is an example word priSrlem:

Example F .

, John has 3R7 stamps in his tmp collection, '
Greg has 224, Pete has 31a arid BOA) has,175.
The number of stamps the boys have alto-
gorhpr i CLOSEST to which of the following.
'hut ribbrs?

. .
(8) 0' 900

, t(19).0 1,000
(61) 1..100 .

(12)C 1.200
w.

.

as

The above question' involves .adding the _three numbers and then rounding off Chia
. sum ,to the' Nearest one hundied. .

.

. -)' ,. ,

Fractions The average percept .correct score'on th 20 questions on fractions
was 49 ,0 which was .6 'percent correct 'lower than the score in $975-76. The
Mathematics Assessment Advisory Committee member's noted that the lower score in
this area may be related to the recommendation in thethaqcs Framework for

1...talifornia Public Schools for decreased emphasis, fracticips in kindergarten
through grade six. , e

4. 4,, C .
.

, . e . P. . . .

e A

Thirteen of the frq,Ction questions, involved pure computation; that is, addition,
subtraction, multiplication , and division of ,numbers 'in kraction 'form. Seven
questions were application -problems; which req4red.the students to, solve word'
,pwoblems invalving .common fractions, ratio, arid percent, Atypical computation
question was marked correctly by 49:11 odrcint of te .sixth -grade 'studehts;' apt&
atypical .application question was parked 4):7,47 3 percent. Vbf -both types of'. , li

problems,.. scores declined .6 percent.., Tr06- examples 'in-computation 0ExamplesG 4-
*rid' land one in application (Example I) ark shown below. . , --\

A t 4 t \ ,
, t

Example G

. I.

Of

o

.

2_
2 X 4

(3) °
. *,

I
(78)

$
#

(14.) 0 3-

(5) 0
f

1/2

0 A

40*

88

.

- ...

,

1

.

"
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Mathematiqs Results, Grade Six
)

',Islearlyltwo -thirds of California sixth -grade students were able to apply the

Multiplication rtite for two common iafrctons. ,
04.

= '

A

,

V

.

Example H

of

(21) ,

. (45) 0

(30) 4,

(4) 0 1/2

1\1
1

The problem in Example H requires Performing the relatively difficult operation
of dividing a proper fraction by ahother"Propir fraction.

) ,

Example I Laurie has saved $5 to buy blothes thpt cost
j1 . What fraction of the total has ihe'saved?-

.. 4.
(3.-8)

(ii) 0
(22),o 25-

(49)

S

4

b.

if"

. .

The word problem in, Example I was marked correctly by 49 percent ofq.thS students.

The data indicate that nearly half if' the students didnot understind,the.meanirig,
of ':fraction of 'the total."

.

.'
, .

.

. .

,..

.

Decimals. .The ei'age percent correct scope onthe 20 decimal questions wag 57.8,'
which was signs, higher (1.5 percen correct) tha the score_in 1975-76.
The Mathematids Assessment Advisory Committee believed'tha the glyi-3,zsdecimal
questions may be the result of the new dhphasis on mettics Tath

.
programs !,

throughout tFe state. Math...tics Framework for Calitttnia ublic Schools. contains
a recommendation that increased instructional emphasis be pi =ced on the total .total

,

°'concept of ddcimal,numbers An.kindergarten,through grade s .

, /
. - , ,.....p

3 . .
9f the 20 decimal questions, 12'required the students to perform addition, sub-

.

"(traction, multiplication, and 4ivision'o/Zabers in decimal form. :The remaAnyfg ;

- --
,

4
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eight questions were application problems that 'required the students to solve
,

word problems involving decimal fraction's.

A. typical computation question was marked co rectly by 58.9 percent of the students;
this was an increase of 2.3 ,percent over the 1975-76 score. A, typical application

question was marked correctly -by'56.2 percerit of the students, which represented'

a slight (.4 percent) increase over the 1975-76 score. Two examples in decimal
computation (Exantles 3-and K) anal one word prjhlem (Example L) are given below.

> .

4

y

44.,

Example

. t

38.06,

+ 5.68

4
(2) 0 33.64 O. 43.74 (91)

(4) 0 43.64 C?` 44.74 N
1

The above question is a
the decimal

Example K

'7* r

simple problem involving an

4

equal., number of digits of ter

.006 x .08':,

,(46) 410 .009,48,

"C26) .0048

(11) Os .048 *

(7) 0 .48 .
(10) None ol these

,

;%

The above problem'on multiplication of two decimal number(involves a relatively,
diffitult operation. A significantly greater, percent (4 percent) of the students.
marked the correct answer in 1976-77 than in 1975476.

.Example L. A/ the Christmas season?the Boy Scouts cut
83 ,Christmas trees and sold them for $3.50

. 'each..1-tow rnbch did-theScou
the trees? . ,,,

(5) 0$260,50
(8)\0$289.50
(61)$290.50
( 26)0None of these.

-1

-4

receive for

"
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Tile above pro em equires the'Student to understa
formulate a mathematical etpressidn,-and then multi y
numbers. 'Sixty-one percent of the sixthgrade pupils

Mathematics Results, Grade Sxx

the reading material,.
the whole and dec
arked the correcra

kv4

Geometty

- 4
.4 -a

4

85

er.

ATheStrvey included,20 questions on geometry; eight he questions required the

----students to identgy'basic geometric setaandligu'es, the other.12 queet1.0ns
,

required them to demonstrate an understanding of geometric coircepts. As shown in.,_
Table 8, the oyetaIl average percent,corretf score in geometry was 58.5, which
was slightly (.3 percent correct) ldwer'than the score in 1975-76. A breakdown
Of'theloverall percent correct score revealed that ,a typical recall qtAstion was
marked correctly by...68.4 pertent Of the students and that a typical understanding-
of-concept qhesfion was marked correctly by 51.9 percent Of the students. An

, item -by -item examination of the results by the members of the Mathematics Assessment
Advisory Committee revealed that sixth-grade students performed "exceptionally .

well" on-probleslinvolving similar triangles, identification of radii, and.units
used to measure as angle. The committee also noted that. scores were "high" on
xoblems in recognition of geometric shapes. The committee recommended additional

tractional emphasis in the folloWing skills or concepts in grades one through

, N

.
.

Identification- of,quadrilaterals, ,ediaMeter Of a circle, and
.corner,of a l quarg as a righeahgle

'

The,.-pd of the-interidr angles of a triangle is 18,0

/

"' .twa notroincidentr/ strarght ause intersect in a point

0

< . -
One exaMple'ob recall (Example M) and One-on concepts (Ex ple N
below. .['

,

.
4

%

) %

..!

:
ti

.Example M'.

"4

.

4

a

4

are pro ded

I
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Example N

r

y

4, Student Achievement in California Schools.

If two different lines intersect, their intersec-
tion is:

(46) - j line segment
(10) 0 a line
(35) . a point
,(6) © a triangle

sp a square

$1.

J/1
The proble m in Example N involves a relatively difficult- ,geometric concept.'

,..Because of the,small percent of correct responses; the committee recommended
increased instructional emphasis on the skills inv4wed in such problems.

Measurement and Graphs.

,The Survey included,32 qUestions in the area of measnremAt and graphs. Fourteen
estions were recall or computation questions that' required students to demon-
rate their ability to estimate; convert one unit to another unit;' and perform
18'thmetic operations related to length, mass, volume, and time:. The remaining .

questions were word probl s dealing with the measurement of length, area, mass, r

volume,'and time. Some of th questions required the students' to interpret graphs.,
t-

As shown in Table 8,,the'av4rage percent correct score in measurement and
graphs was 53.5, a marked increase of 1.4 percent correct over the score in 1975-76.
A typical recall question was-answered correctly by 47.2 percenlIf the students,
which was'2.4 percent" higher than in 1975-36. A typical word pro lem question
was answered correctly by 58.4 percent of the students, which represented a slight
(.6 percent). increase over the percent in 1975-76.

i
The'math aticS Assesdment.Advisory Committee noted that 1976-77 Baas the second

:'consecut e year in which the students made gains in the area of measurement;
over a two-year period, the sixth7grade students registered a gain of 5 percent

. correct in the knowledge of measurement facts. The committee believed that there
is an increasing awareness of metric notation and terminology in kindergarten
through grade six as recommended in Mathematics Filsmewuk for California Public

i Schools. An item -by -item analysis'of the results the committee indicated that
the sixth-grade, students.could satisfactorily-read ferent kinds of measurement

' scales. The committee also dqsrmined that the students were weak in workit?g kith
. denominate numbers. Furthermore, two areasin which the committee noted some,

. but insufficient, imprvement were: .

Conversion of area m asures from one unit to another unit within
the same system

Computation of.areas and perimeters of simple geometric figures*

S

A

a

. 1.
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The committee recommended that increaed instructional emphasisisbe. placed on

these two skill areas.
/

Examples 0, P', Q, and R are typical questions on meas4rEiment and graphs.

Mathematics Results, Grade Six,

4

Example 0

.

4

How long is the!nail?
.

2

0 2 cm
2.5 cm0 4.5 cm0 5 cm

I

4

1'.

I I=

5 6

. *1

P4

The above/ question required the students to reed the ruler to the nearest one-balf
qentimetre. Ten percent of the students were not able to infer the Middle point ,-

between the second and third centimetre marks and percent ignored the centimetre,
marks on the ruler.

Example P

2

(48)

(42)

(6)

(4),

4\hours 30 minutes
X3'

O 12.hours.130Minutes:
,13 tiour's,30 minutes
0 7 hours 30 minutes ,

O 7 hourS 33 minutes

The committee noted that 4 percent !fSwer stud6ls ansWered, this question correctly
in 1976-77 than in 1975 -76. .

The question in Example P called for:Students to mul iply a denominate number.

1 se
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Example Q

.

..-
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Stopping Distance in Feet

What is the top safe speed indicated for stop- ,

ping within a Maximum distance of 120
feet?

.

(18)0 30 miles per hour 0 50 miles per hour(23)
(53)0,40 miles per hour 0120 Miles per hour(6)-

0

If Mr, Smith is traveling at 60 miles pet hour

when he sees a car backing from a driveway

_ into his lane, in how many feet can Mr. Smith
'stbp his car?

(28) 0
(20) o .

023,0 (21)
260 \ (31)

A
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,/
As shown by Examples Q and R, the performance of the sixth-grade students on'
appliCation of measurement arldreadinfOf graph-questions varied withdthedif-

, . .-ftgulty o tht questions.'
'ck=

89

7Probabilit and tics.

The sixth- grade- Su included 121TUestiont on probability and stat4.stifCs. Six
of the questions wer- atedto-simple statistical computation or were based
on an intuitive approach tq probability. The other six questions required the,
students to use concepts in probability and statistics to solve word proW.ems.'

As shown in Table,,8, the overall average percent correct score in probability and °.

statistics was 40.9, which was,slightly 5 percent correct) higher than the:score
in 1975-76.'' A typicarcomputation questicip was.marked'correctly by,42.3'percent
of the students, and_a typical application-type question was marked correctly by
39.6 percent ,of the students.

The Mathematics- Assessment AdVisory Committee noted that
in the area of probability snd statistical terminology:"_

remarked.;-asthey did in 1975-76, that since probability
and- terns -m?e used so 'frequently, in everyday life (e.g. ,

averazes7"'Ahd 1J-mediati salary"), students should:1)e able
particular, the committee recomme4-,ca-the following:

. i_,,4

I. Probability and statistical terminology should be introduced and
emphasized in the curriculum before thsixth=grade levJt.

!- 4
li. '

, , , ,
.

oP"In'the'S'ileciibil-and evaluatIon of IOW instructional materiali'
i1/44,11 mathematics, attention should be given to the presence of

students were still -weak
The committee members
and ktatistics.concepts
"Chances of rain," "batting
to understand. them. In

prObibility,,and statistical terms, and concepts.

Two examples-(Examples S and T) of problems in probability and statistics

-
arc presented below:

Example" 5 .Find the>averagt of the following set of

r}dmbers:

25, 45, 20, 30

(13); 25

-(40) 30,

(22) 0 35
(11) 0 46'
(12) 0 45

, ri
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The qdesiion in Example S and a similar question in which &he word "average" 3as
replaced by the word "mean" were Includsd in the test to find.out how much
statistical term nolOgy students learerby.the end of the sixth grade. FoAy
cent of the stud is marked the correct answer for the question in Example S, but '-

only 20 percent ed the correct answer for the question in whieh the wotd "mean"
,

yes replaced by "average:" Thus, 20 percent of the students may. have answered
the first question correctly not because they underst* "average" as a statistical
concept, .but because of their day-to7day familiarity with t'pe_wOrd,,"average.", It *

is noteworthy that 65-percent of the sixth-grade'students knew the meaning of the __?ky

word ';average" (see page 31) indicating, perhaps, that 25 percent of the students
'did not know how tQ compute the average of four numbers.

(--Example T

,°-

Thereare.4 apps, in, a, b'asket. One of-the
,-;'-pples is green ons5 the 'hit are red. If one of

the apples fall out, the probability that it is a
preen apple is:

(1f 0 1

(23):0

(14)o
64,

. ;

. ..-e in Example T is teased upon an intuitive approach to probability.
. . , 0 ' .n ,

AO.

.16

e

4

N

y.

_ -
-or.,

,-

40. ktf



Mathematics Results for Grade Twelve
I

Scope of the Grade Twelve Survey

The Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12 was developed to assess.the degree to which
student& have acquired "b ic" matheMatics skills by the end of the twelfth grade.
A statewide committee compi d objectives and reviewed questions for inclusion in
the test. The 198 'question on the Survey were designed to assess students'. skills
in the areas of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, measurement and graphs, and pro-
bability and statistics. Figure 6 illustrates ehe emphasis given each skill
area in the total' test. In the figure the skill area of arithmetic is subdivided
into the areas of number concepts, whole numbers, fractions, an0 decimals. A
complete description of the skills assessed in the Survey is given in Test Content
S ecifications for the Surve of Basic Skila: Mathematics Grades Six and Twelve. .

Additional descriptions of the major skills assessed in the Survey and example
test questions are included in Appendix G of this'report.

Number
concepts
(28 items)

Whole
numbers
(22.items)

Fractions

Proba-
ility
and
statistics
(14 items)

Fig. 6 . Skill area emphases in the Survey ofBasic Skills: Grade 12

7

t.
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Mathematics Results for Grade Twelve

Table 9 shows the achievement results of California twelfth-grade students

on the total test and in the skill areas for 1975-76 and 1976-77. The table also

shows the increases or decreases in scores from 1975-76 to. 1976-477. A detailed

breakdown of the skill-area results is given,in.Appendix G.

In Table.9 the scores and score changes are expressed as the "average percent
correct"'Asore, which is the average number of quesitons answered correctly by

Californialstudents as a group. The percent correct score can also be thought
of as the percent of students who answered a "typical" test question correctly.
Therefore, an increase of 1 percent from 1975-76 to 1976-77 means that in 1976-77
1 percent more students were able to answer a typical test question correctly
than were able to do so in 1975-176. (j

Table 9

Mathematics Performance of California Twelfth-Grade Students
on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12

.

Skill area
Number of
questions

'

Aver9e'percent
correct Gain(+) or loss(-)

in score

-4 -2 0 +2 +41975-76 1976-77

TOTAL MATH

Arithmetic

Number concepts
Whole- numbers

Fractions
Decimals

Algehra.

Geometry

Measurement

\
PrA.,ability

and statistics
N

1

(198)

(98)

28

22

' 26

22

32

24.

30

14

'

'

,67.0

72.9

74.3

,' 80.1
66.0
78 t'

64.9

62.7

.

60.5

57.2

66.3

72.1

73.5
80.1
64.5
71.2

62.1

-62.1

59.5

56.9

- .7

.8

1 .8
0.0

-1.5
.6

- .8

-' .6

-1.0

.3

.

.

....,

,

.

t

N

As, shown in Table.9, the overall average, percent correct score in 1976 -77 was

66.3, which was .7.percent correct lower than in 1975-76. A comparion of the

skill area scores across years showed that students performed'at the same level
% in whole numbers, but'that their performance in all other areas declined. The

________greatest_decline-(1.5 percent correct) was in the area of fractions.
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Skill Area Res is for Grade Six

/n the following ragraphs student performance is described for a variety of,
. ,. questions in each s 11 area. The performance of,students is indicated by the

percent correct scor . For each'examPle question presented, the percent of the
students who chose ea response is indicated in parentheses before each answer,
and _the answer space c responding to the correct response has been shaded. A
judgment as to whether e performance on a question was poor, satisfactory, or
good 'must be based upon t e difficulty of the task involved. For example, a

).

Score 'of 80 percent correct on one question may not be superior to the score of-
50 percent correct, bn another question unless the difficulty of the tasks involved.
'in the two questions is judged'equal. Althevghthe 'fancying paragraphs contain
the conclusions of Mathematics Assessment AdiriOry Committee, the reader should
be able to draw his of her own conclusions regarding the students' performance.

Arithmetic

'The arithmetic oition of the test coneistedsof 98 questions in four skill,arefis:
. number doncepts,,whole numbers, frhctions, and decimals. As sh6wn in Table 9,

in 1976-77 the aierae,percent correct score on the total arithmetic portion of
. the test was 72.4which wag .8 percent correct lower than that in 1975776. The
Terforplance of the \students in 'each of the arithmetic skill areas is discussed

. below.

Number Concepts. The average percen score on the 28 number concept questions
was,3.5, which' was .9 percent correct lower than the 1975-76 score. The number
concept questions included problems on numeration, number theory, and'number
prOperties. In 1976-77 the greatest decline (1.1 percent correct) was on- questions .

inVolving number properties; the least, dabline (.3 percent correct) was on questions
Artaining to number theory.

The 14 numeration questiOns involved the recall of names of whole numbers, fractions,
and decimalS;ridenefficationlof place value; and such skills as recognizing points
on a number line.: In 1976777 a typical numeration question was answered correctly
by 70.1 percent of the students. tuPexample numeration question (Example A) is -

given below. ..
,a

Example A
Which is' the numeral for seven thousand six,
hundred thirtyfour?

(96.7,634
('1) (-)70,634

0 7,643 (2)
'0700,634, (1)

.
1

The.question in Example A was marked correct by' almoSt,all the students. It is
interesting to note that this question also appeared on the sixth-grade test and

'Ithat'91,Percent'ofthe sixth-grade students marked the question correctly. ,

' ' 1 ,
4' ..
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,The eight number 'theory questions required students to recpgnize odd, even,
prime, and composite numher. Several questions required computation of the lowest
common multiple or the greatest common factor of several numbers. A typical
number theory_ question was answered correctly by 75.9 percent of the students*
The ques'tion,in,the following example (Example B) also appeared on the sixth-'
grade mathematics test. '

Example B If n is ; odd number, is:

(9) 0 always.od
(76) 0 always even
(14) 0 even or Odd depending upon what n is

(1) 0 None of these

.

The question in Example B was marked correctly by 76 percent of the twelfth-grade
students. In comparison, only 36 percent of the sixth-grade students answered

I this question correctly.
. \

1 . .

The six number properties questiO)s on,the twelfth-grade test required students
?'. to recognize commutative, associative, and distributive properties. A typical

%Amber properties ques'tionwas marked correctly by 78.5 Percent of the students.
,A number properties question is shown in Example,C.

Example C x 8 = (4 x 8) + (5 x 8)

What number goes in the Q above?

02 (s) 9 020
(7) (6) (83) (4)

. es

0 A °
o

#

4,

. 1

Although the question in,Example C could be answered by se+4ral different methods,
for example, by solving as an algebraic equation, it was assumed that stuS4nts
would use the distributive property; that is, they would add "4" and 55 tp,get
the answer "9." .4

Whole Numbers. Of the,98 questions on arithmetic, 22 questions could be ,ela eified
as whole number questions. Fourteen of the whole number questions were,pUre com-
putation problems that required the students to perform add4tion% subtrAdtio
multiplication, or division of the whole numbers.' The remaining eight. quest ons
were word problems that required ,the students to apply ariametic operatiOng.
As shown in Table 9, in 1976-77 the overall average percent correct score.On hole
number problems was 80.1, the same score as in 1975-76. .Also, a typical comO-
tation question'was marked correctly by 87.7 percent of'the students, and a typical
word problem,was marked correctly by 78.5 percent of the students. The comptitation,

4- 1111

1 G 0 ,

to
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and word, roblem scores remained essentially the same as in 1975-76. Two examples--
if one in computation.(Example D) and one word problem (Example E)Jollow.

'
Example D 64(386

(1) 0 2 remains 6 6 remainder 2 (92)

(2) r:D 6 remainder 1 0 6 remainder 4 (5)

Examp lie E. If t ,111 ft ()In Ni(410 to Perse costs 35
cents for die first 3 minutes anti 1,0 cents for
each aildition;11 minute, rhen a 6-minute tele
Phone call from 1).1ede to. Perse costs how many
cents? 1.

(18) ' )(3 Y Ati) c ( 3 x.10)
(3) ' x ,3!) x 10

(5) (3 x .3',1-4 10

(74) 35 4.(3 x 10)

The first problem in Example D--a relatively simple long division question--was
marked' correctly by 92 Peieght of the twelfth-grade students. This question also
appeared on the sixth-grade test; 78 percent of the sixth-grade students marked
the question correctly. The question in Example E requiredAhe students to com-
prehend a word problem and formulate a mathematical expression to use in solving
the problem. ,

/ ..
,

Fractions. Of the 98 questions on arithmetic, 26 dealt with fractions. As with
whole numbers, 14 of the questions on fractions involved pure computation and

t
12 were word problems. The word problem plestioas equired students to solve
questions involving fractions, ratios, andspercent . As shown in Table 9, in
1976-77 the overall average percents correct score. in fractions was 64.5, which
was 1.5 percent correct lower thanthe score in1975-76. The decline (2.1 percent
Correct) on the computation questions was greater than the.decline (.9 per"C'ent
correct) on the word problems. In 1976-77 a typical computation question was
marked correctly ty 68.3 percent of the students, and a typical word problem was
marked by 60.0 pelcent. Two'examples--one in computation (Example, F) and one
word problem (Example G) are given below.

Example F. 4x5

35 0 45 0 5

(8) (67) (14) (11)

8
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Example G

.4

-Studnt Achievement in Californ a Schools

A bar of Candy was divid6d:among three pedble,

so that Mildred had 3 of the bar and Abby had

1 What fraction of the bar was left for George?

0 of .61.
(78) (3) (12) ,(7)

, ,

Both of the above questions also appeared on the sixth-grade Survey.., For the
problem in 'Example F, the students were required to multiply a whole number and
a common fraction. Sixty-seven percent of the twelfth-grade students marked the
question correctly. 'By compaison, 46 percent of the sixth-grade students marked
the, qUestion correctly. It is informative'to note that 5 percent fewer sixth -
graders and,3 percent fewer twelfth graders marked the question correctly in .

1976-77 than marked it correctly in 1975-76

The question in Example G was,designed to assess skills in the area of fractions
in the context of everyday situations. Seventy-eight percent of the twelfth-
graders and 52 percent of the sixth-graders marked, the question correctly. In
comparison to t results in 1975 -76, 1 percent fewer sixth graders and-2 percent
fewer twelfth graders marked the question correctly., b,1/4

Decimals. The arithmetic Part of the test contained 22 questionson decimals.
Fourteen, computational, questions required students to perform addition, sub-
traction,multiplication; and division of numbers in decimal form. The eight
word problem questions required the students to solve word problems involving
decimals. .As shown in Table,9, in 1976-77 the percent 'correct score on decimal
problems' was 71.2, which.was .6 percent correct lower than the 'score in 19F5-76.
The score was much low r on application questions (1.2 percent correct lower)
than it was on com ation questions (.3 percent correct,lower). A typical
cdmputation questi was marked correctly by 84.0 percent of the students, and a
typical applicationhquestion was marked correctly by 66.8 percent of the students.
Twaaexamples (Examples H and I) follow.

Example H
:6 x .5:

.25- 0 1.0 (..) 2 5 025
(84) (3) (12) (1)

o

102
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Example I
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Miss. :Jones. has $158.62. She makes purchases
,of.,$5'.25,,*$49.88, and $10.35 and receives a

chea for'$51.64. How much money does she
now have?

(6) ' ;$172 46 (10) %.-.D$11 50,

(82) e$144:78 (2) 0$13.84°

97

Both of the above questions also appeared on the sixth-grade Survey. The
..,

computational flues ion (Exa4
Ckgle H) whidh involves multiplication of two decimal ..

;-e .fractions, was marked correctly by 84 percent of the twelfth-grade students,'
, ?-

which was an increase of 1 percent over the score in 1975-76. By comparison,
.

76 percent of the sixth-grade students marked the correct answer, an increase 7\°
of 2 percent over the percent in'1975-76. The question in Example I, which
involves working with decimal numbers to solve a word problem, was marked,correctly N.
by 82 percent of the twelfth-grade students. Fifty-one.percerft ofthe sixth-
grade-students marked the same question correctly. On this question the scores
of both the sixth- and twelfth-grade students showed a slight decline from the
1975-76 scores.

.
.

Algebra .

`4

Of the 32 questions on algebra, 14 ques.tions required the students to sollie:linear
algebraic equations and recall basic concepts of coordinate geometry. Eighteen
questionsrequied the, students to solve word problems and tm, interpret tables,
charts, and graphs. AsNshoWn in Table 9, the overall averagg percent co*rect
score in alggbra was 62.1, which was. slightly lower',4.8 percent correct, lower)
than the score in'1975-76. A typical equation- solving question was marked cor-
rectly by 61.9 'percent, of the students; and a typical question related to tables,charts, or graphs was 'marked correctly by 59.2 percent of the twelfth-grade students.An item -,by -item examination of the results by the committee members revealed th4tel
the students read graphs well but experienced difficulty in drawing conclusions
from graphs that contained multiple factors. The Ommitteellelieved that increased'instructional emphasis upon these, kinds of problems will equip graduating twelfth- 'graders with life-coping skills. The following three gtgstions (Examples J, X, andL) illustrate the types of skill§ assessed in algebra.

Example J
If 4 then the value of v is:

r
0

,(2) 05 (85) 6 (4) 0 9 (2)024
(7) (--",None oflhese

103
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Example K

Example L
. .

(46)

(7)
2

(29) 0
1-

vy

f- v
(18)

1'

. .
Refer to the graph and answer the related questions.

30?

20°

10°

0°

-10°

TEMPERATURE READINGS ON A
- WINTER DAY IN MIDDLETOWN.

UM

I _200
lam

30

4am 7agi Warn 1pm 4pm 7pm lOpm night

At what hour did the lowest temperature
reading occur?

(1)01 a m.
(4)r)4 ant

(60)11 p.m.
(35)( )Midnight

*A.

411
Example J involves an equatickn in one variable. Students generally master
stalls in solving equations by die end of the eighth grade. Example K is a
relatively difficult question. Although manipulation of an algebraic expression
in two variables is introduced by the end of the eighth grade, the skill is re-

° inforced for only those students who choose to take a course such as Algebra I
in high school. Student performance on Example K should be viewed in. light of

the fact that only 14 to 18 percent of high school students take Algebra I.
The'graph problem (Example L) shows how students typically performed on'questions

,of this type.

.1Q
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Measurement

99

Of the 30 questions,dii-Measurement, 12 can be categorized as recall or computation
questions that assessed the 'students' ability to estimate and convert' quantities
froth one unit to another unit. A.few questions in this category required students
to perform operations involving length, mass, volume, and tip. The overall
average percent correct score in measurement Was 59.5, percent correct lower
than in 1975-76. A decrease'of 1 percent correct was also noted on recall and
word problem questions. A typical recall question in measurement was marked cor-
rectly, by 70.5 percent of the twelfth-grade students, and a typical word probletn
was marked cortectly by 52.2 percent of the students. The committee observed that,
in,general, student performance in denominate numbers remained at a satisfactoiy
level. The committee found that the students were weak in division of denominate
numbers. Students' understanding of the appropriate uses of common units of measure
(both metric and U.S. customary' units) continued to be satisfactory. The committee
recommended increased instructional emphasis in the area of unit pricing and in
the use of measuring instruments to find lengths rounded to the nearest indicated
unit. The following three questions (examples M,' N, and 0) illustrate how students
perfbrmed on measurement qUeetions:

Example M

Esample N

Which one of the following units would be
most appropriate for measuring the area of a
basketball court?

O square inches (2)

0 acres (1)
(94 )0 square feet`
(3) OsquarP kilometres

1

---
10 decimetres = 1 metre

1000 millimetres = 1 metre..
The length of a pencil is 1 decimetre. What is

"its length in rnillimetretd

( )1 )10 ^0100 cD1000
(4) (14) (69) (f3)

C-
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Example 0
r

How many squa're feet of are needed
to cover a rectangular floor 15 feet lonw'and
12, feet wide?

180 090 0521 .0. 27.
(78) (5) (W) (10)

4

O

The questions in examples N And 0 also appeared on the sixth-grade Survey. The
question on estimation (ExampltM) was marked correctly by almost all tweltth-
grade students. The question on metric conversion (Example N) was marked correctly
by 2 percent fewer twelfth-graders in 1976-77 than! in 1975 -76. However, 3 per-
cent more sixth-graders marked the questiOn correctly in 1976-77 than did so in
1975-76. Forty-one percent of the sixth-grade'students marked the question in
Example N correctly. ,

To solve the problem in Exapple d, requires the knowledge of the formIlla for the
area of a rectangle, Seventy-eight percent of the twelfth-grade students and 51
percent 45rf the sixth-grade students marked the question correctly. The percent
of tixth-grade students who answere4,this question correctly in 1976-77 dropped
1.1 percent. The percent of twelfth-graders who marked the question correctly in
1976-77 was the'same as in 1975-76.

Geometry'

Of the 24 questions.on geometry, 12 required the students ,ia'identify basic
geotetric sets and figures, and 12 required them to apply basic geometric know-
ledge and concepts. As shown in Table 9, the overall averagercent correct
score in geometry was 62.1, a decline of .6 percent correct from the score it
1975-76. The score on application questions declined by 1.4 percent correct,
and the score on recall questions increased A percent"correct. A typical recall
question was marked Correctly by 75.5 percent of the twelfth-graders, and a typical
application question was marked correctly by 48.7 perceht of the students. The
committee believed that student performance remained satisfactory since these
results include the. performance of noncqllege-bound and college-bound students.
In the opinion of the committee, the students scored high on items requiring
knowledge of facts and identification of geometric objects and parallelism. The
committee also observed that students aid not do aswell on problems about the
similarity of triangles and those involving the Pythagorean theorem. The committee
recommended that increased instructional emphasis. be given .to basic geometric
concepts and skills at all grade levels because a weakness in.the ability to per-
ceive and use geometric relationships scan affect students' problem-solving ability.
Many practical problems start with and involve geometric figures as models of real-,
life situations. The committee also recommended that the study of spatial geometric

relationships,be strongly emphasized. Examples P, f, and R illustrate student per-

formance on..geometry questions.

r
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Example P

Example Q

Mathemati Results, Grade Twelve , 01
\., .

4 .
1

r

'
The gebinetric figure above is:

(97, an angle (2)0a triangle
(0 :5)(-) a square (0.5) Oa ciicle

3

..
Triangle ABC atiove has a right angle at.B. Two
of the other rides have lengths of 3 jAnits and 4
units as shown. How long.is the hypotenuse h?

(6)(-)3 unit
(8)( '4 units

(45,5 units

(13-)C .)6 units .

(28)(..) 7 units

1 7

4

4

1
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Example R

,

r

0

In the figure above, the lines
perpendicular to AC What
from A to E?

AE and CD are
is the distance

(26) (34) (17) (A)

040 ft. 052 ft. 060 ft. 0 65 ft.
01\rOne of these

(19) I

Example P also/appeared on the sixth-grade Survey,. ElAtty-seven percent of they
sixth-grade students marked,the questionlcotrectly; in co4parison, almost all
twelfth -grade students ma the questiohcorrsctly.

...
2-- .-., ,

Exampl,Q involves applic n of the ?ythagOrean theorem, and Exampl

b

*inYolvest
application of the relationships. of similar triangles. ,Forty-five 'percent of the
twelfth-grade students marked theicorrect,answerfor Example Q and thirty four
percent marked the correct answer for Example R."

,/

4
Probability and Statistics

.The Survey included 12'quetions on'pbbability d statistic?: $i of,yhe..

questiOns required the students to compute the bability of simpl- events and -

.suCh statigtics as the mean, mode, andmediatt of a set pfgiven.number . The
eight application-type questions requited ithe-Students'tp relate concep
probabtlity or- statistics "'to solve word Aroblem0% As ;shown in Tab/e,9, th
Overall average percent correc.t score' in pr6tability and statistics was 56.9,
which represented a slight"dedline (.3 EercenCsprrect)' tromithe results in ,

1975-76v The decifice- was uniformly reflecteg-in 'computation questions and appli-1"
cation-type prOblema. ,A1:ypical computation question was marked correctly by
57.6 percent £ the students, and .a typical aPplicatio,illuestIon,was lerked'cor-
rectly by-56.3 percent of the students.

in
I

Olt

. 1
,In thc opinion of ehe committee, the students appeared to billogiliar with.the

N.,,

intuitiveaPptoaeh to-proVability. Also, there wesan improvement-of:2.percent
-in 1976-77 in such skills as finding the, "median" of A given se't,ofinumbers:
Hbwever, the committee believed that the vercent of students who cbuld find'the
median and other simple statistical me'aslfres was still less thah, sa,tisfactory.

1'2 "p.
b.

Ilk'

tea
fe r

D.
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,
The committee observed' that the terms and concepts in probability and statistics

are used__commonry sometimes even daily;:and thaian understanding of-such terms

and concepts is essential in today's world:

Examples S and T illustrate student performance in tirobabjlity and statistics.

ExampleS
a

G

The fade of this spinner is divided into 6 equal
regions. 'What is the probability that the
pointer will stop on Region 5 if you.spin it one
time

(5) 0 0 (71) s (8) 0

(11)C' 5
r

(5)( 1

s'

J

Example T
Find thn median of the following set of num.
bers 68, 92, 84, 72, 84, 75,=78

CD84
(-23)

0 80

(19)
0 79
(32)

78
(10)

0 75
(4)

Example S involves determining 'the probability of the occurrence of 'an event

Thi§ quest* also appeared on the sixth-grate test. Fifty-two percent of the
'six -grade students marked tyre answer correctly as compared to 71 percent in
grade twelve. Example T involves *dering numbers and f inding, the middle `number;
10 percent of the twelfth-grade studentleArked the question correctly.

OP.
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\ VII. Analyses of Athievement by SubgrOups of Pvpi Is,
Schools and Districts

Introduction,'

In this section of the report the statewide achievement findings are analyzed
accordihg to,§ubgroups of pupils, schools and, districts. In the pupil level
analysis, sores are averaged across all schools for different groups of pupils
divided according to sex, English language fluency, mobility level, and socio-
economic level. In the school and district analyses, all schools and districts
are divided into several groups according to mean Entry Level Test score,
percent of pupils who speak a language other than Englishl'percent of pupils
from homes receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), number
of Students tested, type of-district organization,, location of school, and
level of achievement for, the previous year.

Pupil level analyses are available for four factors at grades two and three,1
two factors at grade six, and,only one at grade twelve. Schbol level analyses
arp presented for test results at all grade levels tested.

'Results are iresented in sequence according to grade level; information for
grades two and "three first, then grade six and twelve. Within a.grade
analypes.are presented first for the pupil level on all factors, then for the
school and district levels.

Some Important Cautions

This chapter presents the relativ.e achilvement level and progress since last
year for various types of'pupils, schoolsand districts. The findings must
be read with extreme care to avoid drawing conclusions which appear sound on
the surface, but can beshown to be misleading when additionll informption is
added to the analysis.

The findings presented in this section are simply descriptive. It is easy
.to see for example,' how small schools ccompare to extremely large.schools.
.Looking at the information presented, one might easily conclude that "largeness"
is a handicap - =since students in.small-schools typically do better. The real
cause (or more likely, causes) for the difference may not be size at all, but
other variables Which are related to,both size and achievement. We know, in
this example, that large schools are more likely to be in large cities which,
in turn, means ttat they are much more likely to have a disproportionate number
of students from economically and educationally disadvantaged backgrounds.
Thi's makes it appear that size is related to achievement in a causal sense,
when it is probably only correlated; because of its relationship with a more
achievement-related variable--socioeconomic level. ,pot that one ever can be
sure of the "real" causes of achievement test differences, but- the first step
in the process is to sort out those variables which are most directly related
to achievement from those which are indirectly or only coincidentally related.

11.©.
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The factors used in this report fall into two broad categories: (1) those
variables bearing a direct, strong and well established (but not necessarily
causal) relationship to achievement such as achievement level of students when
entering school, socioeconomic level and percent of pupils on AFDC; and (2) those
variables having either a weak relationship to achievement or a strong., but
obviously non-causal, relationship, such as mobility rate, size of school,
and type of district organization. One has to be especially careful in noting
the trends according to this second group of factors not to treat them as

ilcauses when the patterns aserved are more likely attributable to the powerful
socioeconomic factor represented in the first group. In most cases, the
reader's attention will be called to the possibility of alternative explanations.

A second and even more subtle type of trap awaits the realer. In interpreting
the changes across years, one assumes consistency of all ,background factor
data;, i.e., hat'all pupil and school attendance patterns are stable. This
often is an incorrect assumption to make in California today. For example,
the analysis will show'that school's in the bottom 10 percent of the state had
Reading Test scores of 47.4 in 1975-76, and 47.6 in 1976-77. Unfortunately, it
is not known whether the bottom 10 percent of schools in the two years are
comparable. Were some schools closed, while others reopened? Were the pupils
in Some of the bottom 10 percent schools sent to other schools? Without
the answers to such questions, precise or sometimes even approximate inter--

retations of the data are impossible.

. The process o$ determining_ the direct and indirect relationships of oackground
variables with achievement test data is complex and time consuming; more so
than could be completed in time for printing in this report, Nevertheless,
with proper alertnest to the problems, it is useful to inspect the achieve-
ment differences and trends for various types of pupils and schools. This
section may raise more, questions than it settles. That, too, is progress.
In learning how to'ask better questions, which in turn can be answered with
new data or different analyses of existing data, one gets. new insights. This
evolutionary process holds promise for determining which types of educational
approaches are most effective for different typeii of pupils. The prescriptions,
for improving school programs will follow naturally from that information.

-s,



A Pupil-Level Analysis-of Achievement' and Background 1'actors,
Grade" Tw6 and Three

As pariof the administration of the Reading Test, teachers provide significant,.
background information about each pupil. When-used with the test esults,
these data make, it possible to compare the test performance of groups of pupils
iffering on background characteristics. ,This'section contains an analysis ,

of effect on pupil performance of four significant background factors:
(1) the sex of the:pupil; (2) the pupil'i"Engliph language fluency;'(analyzed
separately according to second language spoken); (3) the socioeconomic level
of the pupil's family (the occupational status of the breadwinner in the pupil's
family); rand (4) the pupil's mobility rate (the year in which the, pupil was,
first-enrolled in the school).

r,

Summary'of Findings

The following is a summary of the pr
described above on pupil performance

cipal

n gra es
ects of the background factor
wo and three:

1: Girls outscored boys on the'Reading Test) and the margin by which
the girls lead the bgys increased bet n grade two and grade three'.

2. The achiev4ment of both boys and girls roved in 1976-77, 'and
both made greater gains in grade two than they did'in grade three.

3. dhe percent of pUpils(who spoke only English declined slightly
between.1975-76 and 1976-77. The percent of pupils who spoke
limited English phis a second language increased slightly.,

4'. The highest Reading Test scores were made by those pupils wh6_
spoke fluent English plus a second language. (As a group they
scoredhigher than those who spoke only-English. Thoge pupils
who spoke limited English plus S'second language" scored substan-
tially lower than those-in the two,gropps mentioned Above. Of
the pupils in the two categories Of (1) fluent English and other
language and (2) (limited gnglish and other language, those whose
other language was Spanish scored the lowest.

<

5. The occupation of the'breadwinnerin-the pupil's familywas More
closely related to Reading Test'scores than any other faCtor
except the pupil's Entry Level Test score. On the the
pupils from the highest sOcioeconomie:level families hieved the
highest iscores on the Reading Test; tfie pupils from families at
they second highest'socioeconomic level achieved the Second highest
scores; and so forth. The,same pattern prevailed--with regard to
percent of pupils who Scored below the first quartile; the pupils
from,families in the highest socioeconomic group were the least

t.

f12
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represented in that group,- and the pupils from families in the
lowest socioeconomic' group were' the most represented.

6. The achieliement gap between the pupils in the highest and Lowest
socioeconomic groups narrowed slightly between 1975-76 and 19/6-77. '

= .

7. PuPlils were more mpbile (had a _greater tendency to change schools)
in 1976-77 than im075-76.

8.. The more mobile ptipils,(i.e:, those who enrolled in the school'
after grade one) scOrdEl lower than those who enrolled in kinder-
garten or grade. one and.stayekthere through grades two and. three.
Thus, it appears that stability of.enrollmentis'related to higher
Reading Test achievement, However, since it is also true that
pupils Irom higher socioeconomic-level families tend to be more
stable than those from lower economic strata, the true impact of
mobility per ''se was probably very minor.

9. The relationship of mobility to reading achievement appeared to
be lessening. Between 1975-76 and 1976-77' greater gains were
made by the more mobile pupils.

A

Method of Analysis

5

The figures in this section show;the achievement of pupils in grades two'and
'three in 1976-76 and in 1976-771 The achievement scores are further broken
down to show the comparative scores of those having different background
characteristics. For instance, in Table.10 the achievement scores of pupils in
grades two and th ee in both 1975-76 and 1976-77 ate .further broken down into
the scores of boys and girls.

Pupil achievement s expressed in two ways. The "mean Reading Test score" is
the average percent of correct test answers for a group: The "percent scoring.
below first quartil on the Reading Test" is the percent of pupils within a
grouvwho scored in t e bottom 25-percent ofyll pupils. Table 10, for instance,
shows that in 1976-7 boys in grade two had a 79.5 mean Reading Test score;
which meangthat the averaged 7.9%5 percent correct answers on ,the test.
Table 10 als6 shows t 28.5 percent of grade two boys in 1976-77 scored
'below the'first.quart e on the Reading Test, which means that 28.5 percent
of boys in grade two e in the bottom one-fourth of all the second -grade
pupils who were tested Both of these achievement-reportingmethods are neces-

to make the comps sons reported in this section. S

')
Percenta e Below First I artile. The figures showing the percent of each gr6up

. that scored below the li t quartile are included in the annual report for the
first time this year. Th se figures make ie possible to compare achievement
between. grades two-and th ee, which was not possible when only mean percent
correct scores were report d.

Any group of pupils can bg ivided into the fourths that scored highest,
second highest, third high t, and .lowest. The, first quartile is the scare.
that marks the border betwee the lowest and next-lowest fourths of the pupils

1 13
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tested., The pupils'who score below the first quartile on a test represene,the
lowest scoiing,one-fourth of the pupils who took the test, In an abiollitely'
equal distribution of test scores, 25'percent of each group would score below
the fiist quartile. Thus, if more'than.25 percent of a'particuiar group scores
below the first quartile,that group is represented more.heavily than average
amoqg the'lowest-Aoring pupils. The opposite is true if .less than I5'percent
of the members of a group score below the first quartile.'

The'following examples show how both the mean score and the,percent of pupils'
' scoring below the first quartile.are used to make comparisons. The mean scores
_,in the examples are from.the"MRan Reading Test.Score" column in Table 10.

Example 1: . Since grade-twoiboys had a mean score of 65.2 in 1975-76
and 66.1 in 1976-77,'it can, be said that thefr achievement improved
by .9 percent correct between the years. This use of percent correct.
scoreCX2yides avalid comparison. .

Example 2: Comparisons across grade levels are accurate only when
the number of pupils below the first quartile is'used. Percent correct'
scores cannot be used to ansOler the question, "Did the gap between boys'
and girls' scores lessen between grades.two and three?" They would
provide the following answer. In 1976-77, the grade-two boys' shore
was 66.1 and grade-two girls' score was 70.9 (a difference of 4,8
percent). In grade three the scores'were 79.9 for boys and 83.5 for
girls'(a difference of 3.6). Does this mean that the gap between boys
and girls narrowed from 4.8 to 3.6 percent correct? No. Such an
interpretation would be incorrect because pupil's in both grades two
and three take the same test. This causes scores of the older grade-
three pupils to be more closely grouped at the top of the range than
those of the grade-two pupilg- With scores distributed differently
over the range of percentages, a change of a Lew percent correct points
has a different significance in grade two than in grade three. Using'
"Percpnt below the first quartile" provides for a better comparison.
Thus, 28.2 percent of the grade-two boys and 28.5 percent of the grade-.

-three boys (+0.3 percent) scored below the first quartile. For girls,
21.7 percent in grade two and 21.4 percent in grade three scored
below the first quartile (a decrease of the same .3 percent). There-

,- fore,..since grade-threetboys make up a greater portion of the lowe t=
scoring quarter than-do grade-two boys (and the converse for girls
'it may, be cnneludedthat boys' and girls' scores are less equal in
grade three and that thegap'between the two sexes widens somewhat
as pupil T becone,older.

Sex of 'upi.

Teachers were asked to designate the sex of each, pupil on the pupil's test
booklet as follows:

SEX

BoY

Girl 0

114



Subgroup Analysis, Grades Two and Three

Slightly more boys than girls were tested in 1976-77 in both grades two and
three (see Table 10). 'The numbers tested were more nearly equal in grade
three, as they Were tile previous year. The percentage of nonresponses (no
sex indicated by teacher) increased somewhat in 1976-77: This may have been
caused by the moving of the esponse grid for this factor, which the teacher

i)rfills in, to a less noticea le position on the test booklet.

Both sexes in both grades.showed improvements in mean percent correct. The
girls in grade two answered an average of 70.9 percent of the questions cor-
rectly, an increase of .9percent correct over 1975-76. The'girls in grade
three answered 83.5 percent of the questions' correctly, an improvement of .3
percent. The improvement of the boys was about the same; in grade two they
averaged 66.1 percent.correct, an increase of .9 percent over the previous
year. Those in grade three answered T9.9 percent'of the questions correctly,
an improvement of .4 pdrcent..'. X .

More boys than girls scored below the first quartile, and the percentage of
boys in this group increased between grades two and three. Of the grade-two
girls, 21.7 percent scored bel w the first quartile; in grade three the figure
was 21.4 percent. Boys showed \just the opposite result, going from 28.2 per-
cent in grade two to 28.5, perceno in grade three. This increased percentage of
boys in the first quartile indicates a widening of the gap between boys' and
girls' achievement as they moved front grade two to grade three.

English Language Fluency

Teachers were asked to designate the language(s) that the pupil spoke as follows:

2

ENGUSHLANGOAGEFLUENCY V(

0,Enulish Only

,

0 fluent English and

0 Limited EngItch and

Q NonEnglish spe.'.;,113

(was nOt tested)

Ch,nese

O Jar 'nese

,(Th Pho ppme
1/4-1 Dia' ;els

Spa..Ish

0 004.r

Amongthe grade-three pupils tested, 78.8 percent spoke English only, 13.9
percent spoke fluent English Plus a second language,'5:7 percent spoke limited
English plus a second language; and 1.1 perdent spoke nq English (see Table 11).
Spanish, was the predominant second language as shown in-Figure 7.. A similar -

distribution was found among grade-two pupils. From 1975-76 to 1976 77 changes
occurred mainly in the number of English-only and limited-English speakers.
The numbers of English-only pupils'declined .5 Percent in grades two, and three,

'rand those of limited-English-speaking pupils,increased .8 percent in grade two
., and .7'pertent in' rade three. The percentsof fluent-English-speaking and

non-English-speaking pupils, remained virtually the same.
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The scores of English-oidy'pupils were substantWly above the statewide
averages (see Tabrell). Secandlgrade pupils who spoke only English answered /
72:0 percent of the questions correctly (68.4 percent was the statewide

.average), and tbira7grade pupils Who spoke only English answered 84.3 percent
of the questio0 correctly,1A7 was the statewide average): The pupils who
spoke 'fltipotlenglish plus a*,:aind language other than Spanish achieved even
higher, scores'as.showniinligure 8. Particulswlystligh achievement was,shown
by childrenwho spoke fluent English plus Chinese or Japanese. The average
score of:decond-grade,4hildren in those categories exceeded the third-grade
statewide average. Pupils who spoke fluent EngliSh plus Spanish had scores . .'

i
well beraW the Statewide averages--59.1 percent correct in grad two and 75.0
Percent correctAn.grade three. The average scores of limited- glish speakers
also were below the statewide averages. Those pupils who also spoke Spanish
scored lower than,those who spoke other languages.

- 4 .

At both gtade levels pupils of all categories of English fluency improved . -

from 1976-75 to-1976-77. The greatest gains were made by the Chinese-speaking
pupils, and the,,smallest gains were regAtered by the Spanish-speaking pupils.

Occupation of the Breadwinner in the Pupil's Family

Teachers were asked to designate as follows the occupational category of the
breadwinper in each pupil's family:

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

O Necutives, Professionals. and Managers

0 Semiprofessionals. Clerical and Sales

Workers. and Teotmicians

0 Skilled and Semiskilled Employees

O Unskilled Employees (and Welfare)

O Unknown

The occupational'informatio* permitted a comparison of pupils' scores by the
socioeconomic' status of their parents. The results are shown in Table 12 and
Figure 9.

In both grades two and. three, moreparents were ltsted'as executive/professional
and fewer as semiprofessional and skilled/semiskilled than in 1975-76. Thirty-
eigktpercent of the parents of third graders were classified aS'executive/
professional and semiprofessional compared to 36.6 percent of the parents of
grade-two pupils. This may reflect the upward occupational progress of parents.

Table 12 shows the considerable achievement difference between children of
different socioeconomic backgrounds. Grade-two children of parents in the
executive /professional category scored higher than the,statewide average fbr
third graders. Grade-three Children of parents-in the unskilled/welfare
category scored below the statewide average for second graders. There was
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,
a difference of more than two years' achievement between.pupils of the highest
and lowest socioeconomic groups of the same grade level.
.

,

.
,

. .

Similar differences were noted in the percents of pupils who scared below the
.

first quartile. In ,grade three, less tban6-2-2percent ofthe pupils whose
parents were classified as. professionals scored below the tirst,quartilt.i Ins.

/ contrast, almost half (49.4 percent) of those whose parents were claftified in
the unskilled/welfare category scored below the first quartile. Thus; a grade-

: three child from the lowest socioeconomic group 'Wag about eight times as likely
,.

to score below the first quartile than one from the highest socioeconomic group.

Pupil Mobility I
. . .. . .. .

Teachers wefe asked to designate..asfollows the grade at which'ealth child
first enrolled in the school:

1011. .11001=1110.
MOBILITY

.
, KO

AT VIHAT W.1S THIS PUPIL 10
FIBST ENROLLED AT THIS SCHOOL' 2 0'

30.
.1

HAS THIS PUPIL aE1,-N ENROLLED yes 0
IN THIS SCHOOL covriNuousIN Na
SINCE THAT' 'RIME?

2

4

4,

The'information permitted a comparison of pupils' scores by the pupils' length
of time at their school; 'The results are shown in Tables 13 and_14 hnd Figure
10.

Approximately half the pupils tested \.lad.not changed schools since thei
enrollment in kindergarten. As shown in Table 13,'the children in thi, cate-
gory included 56.1 percent of the grade-two pupils and 47.7 percent of the a

grade three pupils. However, about one-fourth of the pupils-tested ha mover
to eir current. sch 1 during the year of testing (25.6,percent of th second
gra rd and 24.1 ent of the third graders). The lower figure for g e-
three pupils probably reflects a tendency of families to become less mobile
as their children grow older.

The mobility rates increased in both grades between 1975-76 and:1976-77 (see
Table 13). The percent of second-grade pupils who remained inthe same school
since kindergarten decreased from 57.1 percent in 1975-76 to 56.1 percene,in,
1976-77. Third=grade pupils showed ?similar decrease-in enrollment stabi1fiy',
from 48.4 percent to 47.7 percent fn the same two years. Similarly, more
pupils in 1976 -77- had been in their current school less than one year at' the
time of testing than in 1975-76. -For second -grade pupils. this n ber4ncreased
from '24.7 percent in 1975-76 to 25.6percent in 1976-77. For 'tbir raders,
it rose froM 23.2 percent in 1975 -76 to 24.1'percent in 1976-77.
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Pupils with stable enrollffients.(that,ld, with longer enrollmentsat thesame
school) generally had higiet test scoresthan those with less stable-enroll-
ments. Among grade -two pupils thOse who wereenrolled in the,same-school :Aince,
kindergarten°scored 70.2 percent correct; those enrolled in the-same school
since grade one scored 67.3 percent Correct and those who were enrolled in
the same school since grade two scored 655 percent? l'he patterns were siMIlar
for third graders.' Grade:three pupils who were in the same school Aince/kinder-
garten scored 83.6 percent correct; those in the same school since gradebnegp
scoredi.81-.3 percent correct;'those,in the same school since grade two spied
80.4, perOent correct;-and those in the same tChoolsince grade three scored
78.8 percent correct.

Part of the pattern of higher achievement among the pupils with*more stable
enrollments can be attributea_to the Iact°that children from families of, ,

higher socioeconomic level, whose. enrollments ere- generally more ,stable,421so
tend to score higher. is can be sein-in Table 14, which includes figures for
both socioeconomic status the occup4ion of pthe breadwinner in the upij's -

family).and mobility: Table 14 and Figure 10 show that mobty is on1Tmildly
related to pupil achievement. 'It is true that the children of the highest,
mobility group within each socioeconomic cagetory hSd both the lowest mean
test scores-and the largest representation among pupils who scored beldt; Ehe
first quartile and that achievement usually is directly proportiOnal to the (-7
time that a child is' enrolled in the school. Aowever, the scored of children
in different socioeconomic groups are profoundly -different;. they do not even
overlap.. For example; the most mobile children (those who enrolled in grade'
three at their present school) of-parents classified as executive /professional
still outscored the most stable pupil's (those in the same schooTtince kinder-
garten) of the next lower socioeconomic group (children of parents in the
semiprofessional category): jhe,same holds trim for the,oiher socioeconomic p
groups. Furthermore, the gap i*ween any two socioeconomic grOups was great
than the spread of scores within each group. For example, the difference

.

between the most and least mobile pupils in the unskilled/welfare group was
5.7 percent (the difference between 71.4 percent And 65,7 percent). This Was
still less than the 8.5 percent gap between the least mobile pupils in_the
unskilled/welfare-group (71.4 percent) and the most mobile Pupils in the
skilled/semiskilled group (79.9 percent). These data show that whilg mobilit,),-",
does affect pupil scores, its impact is almoSt trivial do comparison to that
Of socioeconomic levelcof the pupil's family. ,

.1
. .

From 1975-76 to 1976-77 the chtldren of higher mobility made great' r-
ment gains than did the children of more stable enrollments, as:shown in
Table13. This narrowed the gap between the scores of the'two'groups.
grade two the children who were enrolled in the same school since kindergarten
gained .8 percent, those rolled in the same school since second grade
gained 1.2 percent. In grade thr the children who-were enrolled 4n the same
school since kindergarten gained . percent, while those,enrolled in the same"
school since third grade gained .9 percent.
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Table 10

Reading TeseScores by Sex
r975-76-and 1976-77

Sex

Percent of
.Population

,

Mean Reading:
w

Percent Scoring
Below First Quartile
'on the Reading Test

Test Score

Grade 2 Grade,,e- Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 3
.

Boys .1975-76

1976-77

Difference (1977-76)

Girls 1975-76

1976-77

Difference (1927-76)

,

1

..

`----0.3,

4
50.0

(-0.3*

, 49.3

49:1
,

(-0.2). .

N.*

.

49,9

49.8

(-0.1)

49.6'

40.5

(-0./)

,e

A

65.2

66.1

(+0:9) ,,,

70.0

70.9
Ir

(+0.9)

.

79.5

.79.9

(+0.4) '

83-.2

83..5

. (+0.3)

28.3

28.2
,

, (-0.1)

21.6

21.7

(+0.1)

.

28.5

28.5

(-0-)

21.4

21.4

(-0)

.

s

O

14
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Table 11

Reading Test Scores by English Language Fluency and Other Auage Spoken.

Percent of Population Mean Reading Test Sboie
Percent Scoring Below the 1st Quartile

on the Rqading Test
English
Language
Fluency

Other
.Languaggs

Spoken
Grade 2' Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2

75-6 76-7 .75-6, 76-7 75-6 76-7 Difference 75-7 76-7 Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference

State Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 67.7 68.4 + .7 81.4 81.7 + .3 25.0 25.0 ` -0-

English Only 79.2 78.7 79.3 78.8° 70.9 72.0 +1.1 8*.3 84.3 -0- 19.8. 19.3 - .5

Fluent English Chinese :5 .5 .6 - .80.5 81 .9 +1,4 89.3 91.1 +1.8 8.4 5.9 -2.5

l

Japanese

Philippine

.4 .4. .4 .4 82.3' 82.8 + .5 91.7- 91.8 + .1 .5 5 1 .4

Dialects .7 .7 .7 74.5 75.6 +1.1 85.6 87.5 ±1:9 11:7 .11.7

Spanish . A.2 9.2 20.3 10.5 58.1 59.1 +1.0 74.5 75.0 .+ .5 36.8 36.8 -0-

Other 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.6 73.0. 74.2 +1..2 85.5 801 '+ .6 16.0 15.1 - .9

No Response .2 .2 .2 ,2 62.8 63.3 + .5 79.1 78.3 - .8 30.9 33.9 +3.0

TOTAL 12.4 12.4 13.8 13.9 62.5 63.5 +1.0 77.5 .78.1 + .6 30.8 30.6 - .2

411.

Limited Engfish° Chinese .2 .7 .2 56.5060.2 +3.7 70.7 71.9 +1.2, 38.3 35.9 -2.4

Japanese Air .1 ..1 a .1 65.9 66.1 + .2 77.2 78.3 +1.1 22.8 23.6 + .8

Philippine
Dialects' .2 .2 .2 .2 57.0 60.0 +3.0 70.4 71.6 37.8 34.0 -3.8 '

Spanish 54 5.8 4.1 4.7 42.1 42.3 + .2 54.5. 53.8 67.3 '468.0 +

Other .5 .6 .5 .6 50.4 53.3 :4+2.9 59.5 63.6 +4.1 4Q,9 45.7 -3.2

,No Response .1 .1 .1 .1 46.4 42.8 -3.6 57.4 58.3 .9 62.1 68.7 +6.6

TOTAL 6.2 7.0 5.0 5.7, 44.1 44.6 + .5 56.4 56.2 , .2 63.3 .63.6 + .3

ti

I

Non-English

Speaking 1.4 1:5 1.1 1.1 29.1
b

29 1
b

- 29.1
b

29.1. -0- 100.0
b
100.0

b
-o-

Non-Response .8 .4 .8 68.6 68.9 + .9 81.1 82.5 +1.4 23.2 22.8

Grade 3

75-6 76-74 Difference

25.0 25.0 -0-

19.7 19.2 ,7,5

9.9 7.4

6..4. 6.2

2.5

16.6 13.3 --3.3

38.3 ,38.6 °I- .3

17.3 16.6 - .7

30.5 33.1 +24

3,2.6 3.2.5 - .1

45:9 46.2 + .3

34.1 '32,1 -2.0

46.6 45.5 -1.1

74.3 76.6 *4-2:3

68.0 60.7 -7.3

68.1 69.7 +1:6

71.3 72.6 +1.3

100.0
b
100.0

b
-0- .

25.4 23.4

a
Value less than 0.05 percent

The computed chance score for pupils -Who Were unable'to take the test.
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Fig. 7. Distributi

Non-English speaking ./
(11%)
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Other languages
(.*
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Fig: 8. Reading Test scores by English language fluency and other language spoken, grade three
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Table 12

Reading Test Scores by Occupation of-.Principal Breadwinner in Pupil's Family

Occupation of

'.'
Principal

Breadwinner.

1

Percent of Population .

.
Mean Reading Test Score'

Percent of Pupils, Scoring Below

First Quartile

Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2, Grade 3 Grade. 2 Grade 3

75-6 76-7 75 -6 76z7 '75-6 76-7 Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference
v

75-6 76,7 Difference

State Total .

f ,

Exefutive, '_. -
Professional or '

Manager - , °

. .

Semiprofessional,
Clerical or Sales r.
Worker, r Technicitno

r .

.11.

) '17"

Skilled or Semiskilled ,
Employee

/#.

. .,.

0

Unskilled Employee \

(or eme 1 f are)
, . '

lt

Unknown °

v
,.....

No Responsq fir:

1.00.0 100.0
, 0 4

15.3 15.7

0

.. . r.

21.3 ;0.9
-i

' '

36.5 36.1

i

19.1 fl

.
* %

6,2.16

.-

4
V

-1.3 1.4

400.0 100.6.

/

15.9 16.5

-,/
21.8 21.5

,

.

I

36.8 36.4

.

18.1 18.2
1 ......

. '
5.9 6.0

0 1
. >

1.5 1.4
- 1

67.7

83.0

75.8

.

66.0

.

52.9

.

.

56.6

#

65.9

68.4

83.7

76.6

67.1

_

53.8

,

56.8

(

65,6

r

+ .7

4..7

.

+,,8

, .

41.1.

-r-c4.9

+ .2
__

- .3'

,

\

81.4

91.9

87.8

81.0

p

68.1

71.45

0

80.3

81.7

92.1

88.1.

81.4

i.

6877

71:5

79.2

.

I

141

+ .3

+ .2

+ .3

'

+4.4

.

+ .6

.

-0-

r.

-1.1

-

,

e

i

..

25.0

6.1

12.5

25.4

47.6

41.9

1

27.1

25.0

.

6.0

12:4

.

25.2

.47.6

43.0

. .

28.8

.

4

-0-

- .1

- .1

-

- .2

-0-

'+1.1.

+1,7

.

25.0

6.1

.

12.8

25.4

. '

49.7

42.7

26.7

25.0

6.2

12.6

25.5

491-4

43.2

v.

29.5

-0-

.

+ .1 ,

- .2

+ .1

- .3 .

.

+ .5
.

.

+2.8

a

1

1

a

.
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Occupation of
principal

breadwinner

Percent correct, 1976-77

30 46 50 60 70 80 90 100II I 1

Change from 1975-76'
to 1976-77

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4

GRADE 2
State total

Executive, profes-
sional, o manager

Semiprofessional,
clerical or sales
worker, or
technician

Skilled or semi-
skilled employee

Unskilled employee
(or on welfare)

GRADE 3
State total

Executive, profes-
sional, or manager

Semiprofessional,
clerical ar sales
worker, or
technician

Skilled or semi-
skilled employe

Unskilled employee
(or on welfare)

U

.,
Fig. 9. Reading Test scores by occupation of principal breadwinner in pupil's family, grades two and three
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Grade of enrollment

13'Y

socioeconomic index
(occupational

category of principal
breadwinner 41 child's

famlly)k

Executive, profes-
sional or manager

Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2 -

Grade 3

Peieent correct, 1976-77

Semiprofessional,
' clerical or tales

worker or technician
Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade '3

Skilled or semi-
skilled employee

Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

Unskilled employee
. or on welfare

Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 :100

ti

Fig. 10. Reading Test scores by socioeconomic index and giade
of enrollment, grade three, 1976-77
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Table 13

Reading Test Scores by Mobility Rate

.

Grade in Which
Pupil Was
Enrolled in

School of Testidg

Percent of Population Mean Reading Test Score
Percent of Pupils Scoring Below

First Quartile

Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 2

-

Grade 3
.

Grade 2 Grade 3

75-6 76-7 75p6 76-7, 75-6. 76-7 Diffeience 75-6 76-7 Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference

State Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 67.7 68.4 + .7 81.4 81.7 + .3 25.0 25.0 -0- 25'.0 25.0 -0-

.:

Kindergarten 57.1 56.1 '48.4 47.7 69.4 70.2 + 18 83;4 83.6 * 2 22.0 22.3 + .3 21.5 21.7 + .2

_ Ltd 4

Grade 1
. ,

17.1 17.5 13.1 12.6 66.2 67.3 +1.1, 181-.3 81.3 -0- 27.1 26.6 - .5 25.0, 25.9 + .9

Grade 2 24.7 ,25.6 14.3 14.8 64.E 65.5 +1.2 80.2 80.6 +, .4 30.3 2g.7 - .6 27.0
.

27.0 -Q-
.

. .

Grade 3

.

- --

. /

23.2 24.1 -- -- -0- 77.9 78.8 + .9 -- -- - 30.8 29.7 -1.1

No Response ,

.

1.1 .8 .9 .8 64.4 65.6-
.r....

+1.2 76.5 78.6 +2.1 '28.8 30.1 +1.3 34.0 31.5 -2.5



Table 14

Reading Test Scores by Socioeconomic Status and Mobility Rate
Grade Three

1976-77

'Grade in Which
Pupil Was Enrolled
in School of Testing

Kindergarten
Grade ,1

Grade 2'
Grade 3

Kindergarten
Grade ,1-

Grade 2
Grade 3

'Kinderiarten
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

Kindergarten
Grade 1
Grade
Grade 3

Percents of

Occupational
Category

53.5
12.9

13.9
19.7

49.5
12.5

23.1

50.1
12.4
'14.5

23.0

41.6
13.4
16.1

28.8

Mean
Reading
Test
Score,

92.6

92.3

91.6

90.9

88.8
88.1
87.7.

87.1

82.5
80.7
-80.8

79.9

71.4
68.4
67.3
65.7

Occupational Category
of // .

Principal' Bre4Owinner
in Child's Family

ExecutiveProfessional
or Manager

Semiprofessiohal,
Clerical or Sales
Workei or Technician.

Skilled orSemiskilled
Employee

Unskilled Employee
or on Welfare

Percent of Pupils.

Scoring Below
First Quartile

11.4
12.6,

13.7
14.5

5.4
5.6

7.0
8.1

23.5
26.9

26.7

28,0

45.4
50.2
51.7.

53.1

8
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A SChool-LeveAnalysis of Achievement and background Factors,
Grades Two and Three

This sec ioncontains an analysis of Reading Test results for grades two and
three. In the analysis, the average achievement levels of entire schools are

-., considered. In this way comparisons can be made of changes that occurred
among.schools' with different background characteristics. This school-level

.

4.analysis complements the pupil-level analysis, in which test results were kI
considered on the basis of individual pupil characteristics. The reader is
reminded of the need for caution in interpreting the findings presented in
this section;; as pointed out in the beginning of this chapters

The following is a summary of thd findings in the school-level analysis:

Summary of Findings

1. Schools at all achievement levels, that is, those in the lower, Middle,
and upper ranks, gained over last year. In 1975-7.6 only the upper half
of all schools had higher scores than the year-before. All schools
except those with thevery lowest stores regained-the losses suffered
in 1975-76. The greatest gains, appeared to have been made by those
schools around the averagl,for grade two and .those in the lower.middle
range for grade three.

2. Scores on the Entry' Level Test, a school-readiness test given to children
as they enter grade one, were, closely related to the Fade two and grade'

three Reading Test scores. The,substantial achievement gap between
schools with the highest and lowest average Entry Level Test scores did
not appear to be,widening.

,/
111%

3. Schools with low average 'socioeconomic levels did much more poorly on
the Reading Test than schgols with high average socioeconomic. levels.

. Although the gap bet44en such schools was about the same in grades two
and three, it increased for both grades between 1975-76and 1976-77.

4. The size of a school appeared to have minimal impact on reading achieve-
ment level.

5. The schools with the lowest concentrations of bilingual students scored
better than did those with the highest concentrations of bilingual
students. The schools with the fewest bilingual students Made greater
achievement gains between 1975-76 and 1976-77 than those with the most
bilingual students.

I
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Subgroup Analysis, Grades Two and Three

6. The sCho is with large percentages pf chil ren from families receiving
Aid to F ilies with Dependent Children ( ) scored more poorly than
those wit small percentages of such children: Further; as children
movedfr grade two to grade three, those in schdols with large per-
centages f children from AFDC families fell further behidd in reading
achieveme t.

7. The schools in elementary school districts s'cored higher than those in
unified school districts and showed greater achievement gains between
1975-76 and 1976-77.

Method of Analysis

Just as in pupil-level analysis, figures ar presented in this section for
grade-two and grade-three pupils.in both 1 75-76 and 1976-77. School achieve-
ment levels Are expt'essed in mean percent c ect scores.in Table 15 and in
percent scoring below the first quarti'e in Ta le 16. Schools are divided
into five groups of approximately equal numbers, for each background factor.
The distribution of pupils.among these five equal g6ups is shown in the
'"Percent of Pupils" column of Table 17. One can see where there exist greater-
than-average concentrations of pupils with each background characteristic.

Percentile Level Analysis

School percent correct'scores increased from 1975-76 to 1976-77 in both grade
two and grade three, as one would expect from the rise in pupil-level achieve-

. ment.' However,. the gains were more pronounced when viewed at the gchool-level.
While the, mean pupil percent correct score increased .7 percent in grade two
and .3 percent in, grade three, the scores of the median school, in the state
increased 1.4 percent in grade two (from ;,0.2 to a.6) and .7 percent in grade
'three (from 84.4'to 85.1). All schools, however, did not gain equally. Table
18 shows that the lowest-scoring schools in both grades two and three (those
at the 5th percentile). reversed the downward trend of the previous,year and
made small gains in 1976-77. However, these schools,still were below their
levels of 1974-75. In both grades, the greatest gains in 1976-77 were made
by schools of somewhat below- average achievement. In grade two the schools at
the 30th and 40th percentiles each gained nearly 2 percent from-1975 -76 to
1976-77. In grade three the schools at the no and 20th percedtilesgained
1.3 percent and 1.2 percent, respectively.

These scores differed somewhat from the results'of 1975-76. At that time low-
scoring schools showed losses from the previous year, while high-scoring schools
showed gains: This. led to concern over a "widening of the gap" between high-
achieving and low-achieving schools. -The results for 1976-77 indicated that
in grade three this gap did not increase. In grade two in L976 -77, the lowest-
achieving schools did not gain quite as much as those above them; thus, the
gap increased slightly.

Entry Level Test Score

The'Entry Level Test is a school-readiness testgiven to all grade one pupils ,

I
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122 Student Achievement in California Schools

'in the state duAng their first month of school. It provides baseline data
against which gradetwa.and grade three Reading Test results ar'e,compared.

,

le 'Table 17 shows that, with schools distributed in five equal groups,.pupils"

\\
. beginning reading ability was unevenly ditributed. The lowest 20 percent of

schools in 1976-77 contained nearly 25 percent'of all pupils. This ipdiczated
`; that the lowest-scoring schools had large pupil enrollments, a finding discussed
in more detail in the section on school size.

7 4.

The number of schools achievin t the highest and lowest levels on the Entry
Level'Test increased between 1975 76 andj976-77. This is shown in Table 17
by the greater percents of scho s that scored above 29.50 or below 25.42.in
1976-77 than in 1975-76.

The scores made on the Entry Level Test were closely related to achievement on
the later'Reading Test in grades two and three/ In fact, the Entry Level .Test

\
scores and a school's socioeconamic'level were the two highest correlates of
Reading Test performance. Tables 15-and 16 show the relationship between
Entry Level Test scores and Reading Test achievement. Figure 11 portrays this
relationship graphically. For instance, in 1976-77, theschools'within the

, highest one-fifth of Entry Level Test scores had average grade three Reading -

Test scores of 90.4 percent correct. In contrast, the schools in the lowest
one-fifth of Entry Level Test scores averaged only 69.2 percent correct oti the
Reading Test. .Likewise, among the schools inthe highest one-fifth on the Entry
Level Test, less than 10 percent of the pupils were below the first quartile on
the Reading Test, as shown in Table 16. In contrast, in schools in the lowest
one-fifth, almost 50 percent of.the pupils scored below the first quartile on
the Reading Test. Thus, seemingly small differences in Entry Level Test scores
were reflected as substantial differences on the Reading Test.

4

Table 15 also confirms the greatest gains between 1975-76 and 1976-77,were
made by schools just below the statewide average. Here, schools.in the 25.43
to 27.22 and,27.23 to 28.46 groups gained the most in bath grades two and three.
The gains of the lowest and highest groups were similar. .

Table 16 shows that the percents of pupils.deho scored below the first quartile
on the'Reading'Test remained about the same for each group between grade two
andgrade three in 1976-77. This,indicated that there was no widening of th?'
gap in achievement between the highest-aporing and lowest-scoring.mils as they
progressed from grade two to grade three and that they remained in about the
same relative position. IK

4

Socioeconomic Index

A school's socioeconomic status was determined from information, proviiied by
teachers regarding the occupation of the principal breadwinner in thPpupil's
family. For the school-level analysis, the data were averaged across each
school to produce al school sociptaconOmi index. The index ranged from 4,low
socioeconomic level of 1.0 to a High Of 3.0.

4
Table 17 shows that a school's socioeconomic le/el,and its size were not directly
related. Thus white the schools of the lowest socioeconomic level had a dis-

ID
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Subgroup Analysis, Grades Two zandThree 123

proportionately large number of pupills, so did, those of the highest socioeconomic
level. The schools in the middle of the range were'smaller. Additionally,
the discrepancy'between the percent of schools in a socioeconomic-Category and
the percent of low socioeconomic level pupils in them (for example; ,t4e lowest,'
19.5 percdnt of schools in 1976-77 contained 21,4 percent of all upils) was
less than the discrepancy for Entry Level Test scores (where the -lowest 20.0
percent of schools contained 24.7 percent of the pupils),

Statewide, the socioeconomic le ea. increased from 1975-76 to 1976 -77, as'noted.
earlier. In 1975-76, 2000 perdedt of the schools had socioeconomic indexes of
1.76 or below. - This figure decreased to 19.5 percent in 1976,-77. Similar*,
schools in 'the highest status category increased from 19.9 percent to 20.3
percent.

'Like the Entry Level Test score, the socioeconotic status of a school had a
high correlation with grade two and grade three'reading achievement. Most of
the findings about the effect of Entry Level Test scores, reported in the last
section; also held true for socioeconomic status. Tide schools near-the state-
wide average in socioeconomic status made the greatest gains between 19.75 -76

.

and 1976-77. In-the schools in the lowest 20 percent in socioeconomic status,
more than five times as many pupp.s scored below the first quartile than those
of the highest 20 percent in socioeconomic status. The achielfemeat gap between
schools of high and low socioeconomic level remained about the same between
grades two and three. The only observable difference between dividing schools
on the basis of socioeconomic index and div ding them on Entry Levet Test score.
is that-the achievement gap between high and ow socioeconomic schools widened'
between 1975-76 and l'976 -77. No such widening was report between schools
with the highest and lowest Entry Level Test scores. In erc t-correct scores,.
the loweit socioeconomic status schools gained..i.percent in both grades two
and three. The highest-level schools gained .7 percent in graft two And .3
percent in grade three. While this widening bf the gap was email, it wat sic)
nificant that it appeared when scores were Analyzed by socioeconomic level but
not when analyzed by Entry Level Test scores. 4'

School Size

School size was reported ... terms of the numberC pupils who took the Reading ,

Test at each grade level rather than the overall;enrollment,of aschbol.
In Tables 15 and 16, these schools are divide into five categorieb of size;
each having approximately. the same amber of schools.

4 The smallest schools had the highest test scOres5 asreported in. Table 15. As/
'larger and larger schools were studied, only gradual declines inscoreswere
noted (see Figure 12). However, the largest schools scored substantially
below the others.. The smallest schools also achieved the greatest gains be-
tween

-.

1975-76 and 1976-77. Their percent correct scores increased1.2 percent
in grade two and .7 percent in grade three. The'largest schools gaihed .5
percent in grade two and lost .1 perpent 4,n grade three. C

.
.

411 ,The,reiationship between school size and Reading Test achievement was rot ,

7! entirely clear. .Large schools, which scored lower than swall schools; generally ',
also had lower Entry Level Test scores and greater numberPof pupils from

131 4.
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4
4

families receive Aidto Families with Depe94ent Children. Both'of these last.
. .

,

two factors are associated:with lower xeadink achievement. However, it is not
accurate to characterize large schools only by 'these two background factors;
schools of both.the lowest and highest socioeconomic levels tended to be large
schools, as reported fn the section on socioeconomic status. Therefore, the
impact of school size per se on .reading achievement probably was minimal, or
at least considerably less than the Entry.Level Test scores or socioeconomic
status.

English Fluency

Information on the puRils' bilingualism was pr:ovided by teachers at the time
they administered the Reading Test. All pupils who spoke Engliskand a second
language and those classified as not English speaking were characterized as
bilingual for the purposes of this report. Tables 15, 16'and 17 show the
schools divided into five approximately equal groups and the concentration of
bilingual pupils in each. -

The schools with few bilingual pupils tended to be small in size, as shown in
Table 17. The percent of schools having low concentrations, of bilingual
pupils (0 to 3.5 percent) decreased between 1975-76 and 1916-77, while the
pertent having sigh concentrations (29.7 percent and above) increased. This
is consistent with the pupil-level figures, which showed a decrease in the
percents of pupils Alps spoke English only.-

The schools with the fewest bilingual pupils scored highest on the Reading Test,
as shown/in Table 15 and Figure 13. Thire were_ substantial differences in
scores between schools having=the highest and lowest percents of bilingual'
pupils, although these achievethent differences were-not as prono ced as those
betweeh the,highest and lowest schools in either Entr Level scores or ,

socioeconomic level. The pupilsin the 20 percent of schoo s with the greatest
bilingualism were three times as likely however, to. score below the first
quartile than the pupils in the 20 percent of schools with the least bilin-
gualism.

The schools with the fewest bilingual pupils achieved the greatest gains In
reading scores between 1975-76 and 1976 -77. School' gains becathe less as the

iconcentration of bilingual pupils increased. However, the relative achievement
levels of schools in the five bilingual categories remained fairly'constant,as
pupils progressed from grade two to grade three. This is shown in Table 16.

Percent of Pupils from Families Receiving Aid to Families with Dependent
Children

During the 1976-77 year each school reported the number of its pupils that
were froth families receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).
An AFDC rate was computed by dividing that number by the school's total enroll-
meat. Tables 15, 16, aq17 show the schools divided into five apReoXimately
equal size groups and the relative concentration of pupils from AFDC families.

Schools with high AFDC rates tended to be larger schools, as shown in-Table 17.
The AFDC rate decreased from 1975 -76 to 1976-77, which was reflected in an
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Subgroup Analysis, Grades Two and Three

increase in the p4rcent of schools having low (0 to 5.5 percent) AFDC rates and
a decrease in those with high (24.6 percent or higher) rates.

AFDC rate was the third highest correlate of Reading Test scores, after Entry 4
Level Test scores and socioeconvic status. As one would expect, the cor
relation of the AFDC rate with etch of these latter two factors was high.
HOWever, an analysis of the AFDC bfeakdown provided two additional 41ndings
(see Figure 14).' First, test scores dropped sharply between 1975-76 and 1976-77
among schools having a fairly high AFDC, (the, 14.6 to 24.5 percent category),
as-shown in Table 15. Grade two scores fell 1.1 percent and grade three scores
dropped percent. In grade two all otHer groups made moderatV progreeen
In grade three, however, there was a trend for the schools with the highest
concentration of, pupils from AFDC families to make less progress.

Second, the achievement gap between the schools with the greateiconcentrations
of Pupils from AFDC families and the other schools increased somewhat as children
moved from grade two to grade three. Table 16 shows that the pe'rcent of pUpils,

,scoring below the first quartile increased between grades two and three for the
schools with the-highest percent AFDC (those with rates of 24.6 Of higher),

ile the percent either declined or increased at a lower rate in the other
f ur categories. This finding is just the opposite of that in the analyses
using Entry Level Test scores or socioeconomic status. While these other
factors showed to evidence of widening the achievement gap, the AFDC figures
show that'children in high peicent AFDC schools-were slightly farther behind
their peers at'the end of the third grade than at the end of the second grade.

(25

Elementary or Unified School District

In California, elementary schools belOng to one of two types of school districts:
elementary or unified. Elementary school districts include kindergarten through
grade eight (at which time the pupil moves up tea high school district).
Unified school districts include kindergarten through grade twelve. There is
a very general trend for unijied districts to be in urban and suburban areas
and for elementary districts to be in rural areas.

/-

More than two-thirds of the grade two and gray three pupils tested were enrolled -,
in unified districts. Readkng Test scores were higher for,second- and third -
grade pupils in elementary districts than for those in unified districts in
1976-77. .Additionally, the scores.of pupils in elementary districts increased
more from 197.6-76 to 1'976-77 than those of pupils in unified districts.

,ov
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Table 15 ,

0

Reading Test Scores for All Schools According to Entry Level Test Score, 9ocieoeZonomic Index, Size,
Percent Bilingual, Percent AFDC and Type of School District

Grades Two and Three, 1975-76 and 1976-77

Subgroups
Grade 2 Grade 3

1975-76 1976-77 Difference 1975-76 1976-77 Difference

Mean Entry Level Test Score

10.00 - 25.42 53.4 53.9 + .5 69.0 69.-2 + .2
25.43 - 27.22 64.4 65.8 +1.4

' 79.6 80.1 + .5
27.23 - 28.46 70.7 71.9 +1.2 84.6 85.1 4 .5
28.47 - 29.49 75.8 76.'3 + .5 $7.6 87.9 4 .3
29.50 - 35.00 80.0 80.6 + .6 90.2 90.4 + .2

SocioeConomic Index

/!

/ 1.00 - 1.76 53.2 53.3 + .1 68.6 68.7 + .1

1.77 -,2.03 63.3, 64.0 + .7 78.5 78.7 + .2
2.04 - 2.25 / 69.0 e 70.8 83.4 84.0 + .6
2.26 - 2.t5l 74.0 75.2 +1.2 86.6 87.1 + .5
2.52 - 3.00 80.1 80.8 4 .7 90.3 90.6 + .3_/

Number of Pupils Tested per Grade

1- 39 70.3 71.5, +1.2 83.4 84,1 + .7

40 - 57 70.0 +1,3 83.6 84.1 i .5

11. . 58.- 74 69.6

,71.3

70.3 + .7 83.0 83.4 + .4

75 - 95 68.3 68.5 4 .2 82.0 81.8 .2

96 - high 62.2 62.7 + .5 76.9 76.87 .1

Percent Bilingual Pupils

0.0 - 3.5 73.9 75.2 +1.3 86.0 87.0 41.0

3.6 - 7.7 73.3 74.8 +1.5 85.7 86.7 +1.0

7:8 - 14.2 71.3 72.5 +1.2 84.6 84.9 + .3

14.3 - 29.6 67.1 67.9 *08 81.2 81.3 + .1

29.7 - 100.0 56.0 56.7 + .7 71.5 71.9 + 04

Percent of Pupils Receiving Aid to
Families with Dependent Children

0.0 - 3.5 79.4 .80.0 + .6 89.8 90.0 + .2

3.6 - 8.3 74.0 74.7 + .7 86.8 86.9 + .1

8.4 - 14.5 69.6 70.1 + :5 83.8 83.3 - .5 4,4

14.6 - 24.5 , *63.7 62.6 -L.I 78.5 77.6 - .9

24.6 - 100.0 55.1 55.6 + .5 70.6 70.5 - .1-

Unified 66.5 67.2 ,,+ .7 80.3 80.6 + .3

Elementary ,69.8 70.9 +1z1 83.4 83.9 '+ .5
.
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P Table 16,

Tercent.of P ils in California Scoring'Below First Quartile
'-con Iteadiog lest, 1.976-77, Reported6y Categories of Schools

.

Mean gntry Level Test Score

10.00-25.42

25.43-27.22

27.23-0.46

28.47-29.49

29.50-35%00

f

Grade Two Grade Three

48.4 48.3

27.9. 28:4

19.2 18.8

13.3 11.3

8.4 8.8

',Socioeconomic In x

1.00-1.76

1.77;2.03

2.04-2.25

2.26-2.51

2.52 -3.00

49.3'

\30.8

20.6

14.7

f 8.4

20.9

A' 14.9

8.4

Number Pupils Tested per Grade c

1-39'

.40-57

58-74

75-95

96-high

Percent of'Bilingual Pupils

0.0- 3.,5 /

3.6- 7.7

7.8- 14.2

14.3- 29.6

29.7-100.0

f4

Percent of Pupils Receiving Aid
to Families With Dependent Children

o.of 111!

3.6- 8.3

8.4- 14.5

14.6- 24.5

24.6-100.0

at

)

Unified

Elementary

20.7

20./

22.0. '

25.1

34.5

15.3

15.9 . 15.7

19.4 19.1

25.3 26.1

43.5 43.1

.9.2 9.4

15.6 15.4

2f:8 22.3

33.8 - 32.8

45.12 46.1

27.4 ,

21.2 21.1
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Table 174.

I

Perdent of Schoola and Pupils in Various Categories,
Grade Three

'Category

Perce.nt of Pupils Percent of Schools

1975-76 1976-77 1975-76 197.6-77

Mesan Entry Level Test Score

10.00 - 25:42
25.43 - 27.22
27.23 - 28-.46

28.47- 29.49
29,50 -

Socioeconomic Index

1.04 - 1.76
1.77 - 2.03
2.04 - 2.25
2.26 - 2.51
2.52 - 3.00

) .

Number of Pupils Tested per Grade

1 - 39
4Q- 57
58- 74 _
75 - 95'

95' - high

Percent Bilingual Pupils

0.0- 3.5
3.6 - 7.7

7.8 - 14.2

14.,3 - 29.6

29.7 - 100.0

Percent of Pupils Receiving Aid to
,Families with Dependent Children,

0.0 - 3.5

8.4 14.5
14.6 - 24.5

3.6 8.3

24.6 - 100.0

4

24.0
29.7

19.9

18.5.
,16.8

24.7

19.4
19.0"

19.1

-17:8

21.1 21.4
19.9 19.7

19.5 ' 19.1

18.9 19.2

20.6 20.7'

.9.0

18.7
23% 5.

22.4 .

26.3

16.0
20.3

20.0
20.5

23.1

9.7

20.0,

22.7**

23.6
24.1

14.8

20.0
19.6

'21:2

24.3

19.8 20.9

18.0 19:0

18.5 19.1

20.4 20.6
23.3 "20.4

19.8

21.4
21.2

18.9

18.7-

20.0

20.5

19.9

19.7

19.9

24.3

-23.3
2 3

1 5

13.5

20.1

20.2

20.0

20.0

520.2

19:8,

20.0
19.9

20.1

Unified
Erementary

67.2

- 32.8

20.0
20.0
20.1
19.9
20.0

19.5

20.6
19.8

19.8

19.5
19.8.
19.1

20.7

20.9

21.5
21.0
20.5
19.7

, 17.3

61.7
38.3

. 1 3 G
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Table 18

Reading Test Scores for Schools at Various School Percentile Ranks
Grades Two and Three, 1974-5 Through 1976-77

hool
Pe centile

Rank

Giade 2
Grade 3

5

10

20

60

80

90

-95

1974:45 '1975-76 1976-77 Di'fference* 1974-75 1,975-76 1976-77

48.0. 47.4 47:6 + 64.9 63.9 64.4

52.9 52.5, 53.1 + .6 . 69.3 69.9

58.5 .58.4 00.1 +1.7 75.2 74.8' 76.0
.

6-7.3 66.7 68.6 +1.9 82.3 82.2 82.7

73.3 73.5 74.5 +1.0 86.6 86.6 87.1

79.2 79.5 80.5 +1.0
S

90.1,, 90.2 90.7

83.2 83.4 84.0 92.1 92.3 92.7

85.9 86.2 .86%7 + .5 93.8 93.8 94.1o

Dilference*

+ .5

' +1.3

+1.2

*1976-77 score minus 197,546 score

. ***

,J

# )

4

4
'`)
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Mean Entry Level-
. Test score

Percent correct, 1976-77
Change from 1975.76

to 1976-77

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

GRADE 2
10.00-25.42
25.43-27.22
27.23-28.46
28.47-29,49
29.50-35.00

GRADE 3.
10.00-25.42
25.43-27.22
27.23-28.46
28.47-29.49
29.50-35.00

-4 .-3 -2 -I 0( +I. +2 +3 +4

Fig. 11, Reading Test scores for all schools according to Entry Level Test score, grades two and three,
1975-76 and1976-77

Number of pupils
tested per grade

7 ....k

.

Percent correct, 1976-77
Change from 1975.76

to 1976-77

30 40 59 60 70 80 90 100I:III-4 3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3l tI+4

GRADE 2
1-39,

46=157
.

58-74 1

75-95
96high

GRADE 3
1-1

40-57.
58-74 ...

75-95 ,

96high

!IIIIII

.

. I

,

_

.

)

,

.

.

.

Fig. 12. Reading Test scores for all schools according to number of pupils tested per grade,
grades two and three, 4975-76 and 1976-77
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?ercent bilingual
pupils 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 .100

GRADE 2

Percent correct, 1276-77t

Change frOm 1975-76
to 1976 -77

0.0- 3.5
3.6- 7.7

- 7.8- 14.2
14.3- 29.6
29.7-100.0

GRADE 3
0.0- 3.5
3.6- 7.7
7.8- 14.2

14.3- 29.6
29.7-100.0

-4 ;-3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3. +4
I ; 1 .

Fig. 13. Reading Test scores for all schools according to percent bilingual pupils, grades two and three,,
1975-76 and 1976-77

Percent of pupils)
'keiving Aid

to Families with
Dependent Children

Change from 1975-76
to 4976-77

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4

GRADE 2
0.0- 3.5
3.6- 8.3
8.4- 14.5

14.6- 24.5
24.6-100.0

r

GRADE 3
0.0- 3.5
3.6- 8.3
8.4- 14.5

14.6- 24.5
24.6-100.0

'" Fig. 14, Reading Test scores for all schools according to percent of pupils receiving aid to families
with dependent children.(AFDC), grades two and three, 1975-76 and 1976-77'
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A Student-Level Analysis of Achievement and Background
.

Factors, Grades Six and Twelve
5

As part of the administration of the Survey of Basic Skills.: Grade 6, teachers
. provided information on the English language fluency of each student and about

any second language that each student spoke. The test results were analyzed
to determine any differences among the groups of students.

Summary of Findings

1. -Reading and math ,test scores were higher for students who spoke +English
Only than for tho ;se who spoke fluent English and another language.

'However, thd scores of the students who spoke fluent English and a
language other than Spanish scored higher than those students who spoke
English only.

2.' The reading test scores of the studentS whop spoke English Okfy did .not
change, whereas the reading scores of the students who spoke fluent
angligh and limited-English declined.. The mathematics test scores of ..

students who_spoke English only and those who spoke fluent English and
another language improved,more than those'for limited-English speaking
students.

3. Girls score higher than boys in reading and boys perform better than
,girls in mathematics, at both'grades six and twelve. The relative
differences were about the same as in 197'6. :

Analysis of Findings

English Language' Fluency. The grade-six teachers indicated on each pupil's
booklet the pupil's fluency in English and any other language that the student
spoke. Figure 15 showi the pqrcents of pupils that fell within the various
eertegories of fluendy in English and the percents of the students who spoke '

other languages. The reading and mathematics scores,by fluency in English and
language spoken, are presented in Table 19 and are shown graphically in Figure 16.

There was an overall decrease of .2 percent,correct in the reading scores in
1976777 from that of'197576. The data for reading show that all subgroups
did not follow the statewide trend; the scores of the students who spoke only .

English ,did not Xange. Although the scores of the students who spoke fluent
English and another language decreased overall, the scores of those whose
other language.Was Chinese or a,Philippine dialect increased. This means that
much of the drop inthe scores of the students who spoke fluent English and
notherlanguage wits the result of the scores of those students whose other'
language was Spanish. This was so because of the lower-than-4verage scores of
the'students who spoke fluent English and Spanish, who comprised two-thirds

140
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Subgroup Analysis; Grades Sii and Twelve 133

of the.students'in this category:- The same is true in the limited. English and
other language category--the 'decrease in the scores for those who spoke Spaniih
accounts fgr most of the decline in the category as a whoU.

In mathematics, the overall score iagreased by .3 percent in 1976-77 over that
of 1975-76. The mathematics scores of students who spoke English only and
those who spqke fluent English and another language impr &ed in 197611
However, the scores remained essentially unchanged for limited-Englis -speaking
students. Table.19- shOws that in both 1975-76 and 1976-77, the mathematics
scores of the students who spoke English only exceeded-the statewide averages
and that the )cores of the students who spoke fluent English and another
language were below the statewide average. The brsakdown of scores in Table 19
and Figure 16 reveals that the lower-than-statewide average of students who
spoke luent English and another language was due to the students (77 percent)
whose other language was Spanish. It is also interesting to note that limited- \ _

English students who spoke Chinese and Japanese (a very small number statewide)
scored above the English-only students':

'

Sex Differences. The sex of each pupil was coded on the test booklet at the
time of testing. Table 20 shows the scores for reading and mathematics by sex
for grades six and twelve.

It can be seen that girls do better than boys in.reading, especially at.grade
Six. The statewide average in -reading declined slightly at both grades. Girls
declined very slightly more than boys at grade six and veley slightly less at
grade twelve.

Table 20 also shows that boys do better than girls in mathematics at both grade
levels. Contrary to reading scores, the greatest difference is in grade twelve,
where boys do lknsidernbly better. since 1975-76, scores for both boys and
girls improvein grade pix (boys very slightly more) and declined in grade
twelve (girls very slightly more).

eA
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O

English only
(82.6%) .4.

Non-English speakin

(.7%) Other languages English
(.2%) Spanish (3.2%)

(3.0%)

\\)11
Spanish

uent

(13.5%)
English

Other languages
(

Limited

7.
Fig. 1.5. Distribution of California grsix students according to English Cangudge fluency and o

language spoken, as coded by their teachers

cr.

English langu
fluency

Percent correct, 1976-77
Change from 1975-7,6

to 1974-77

0 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 4 3 . 2 1. 0 +1 +2 +1 +4 +5 +6 +7

State tbtal

English only

p(ent English total
Chinese
Jap
Philippine dialect
Spapilsh

Other

Limited Englishtotal
Chinese
Japanese
Philippine dialect
Spanish
Other

AMMININI

t
,Fig. 16.'Survey*of Basic Skills reading scdres by t nglish language fluency and other language

spoken; grade six, 1975-76 and 1976-77 a
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Table .19 44

Survey of-Basic Skills Scores for Reading and Mathematics by English Language Fluency,A

4

Grade Six
1975-76 and 1976-77

English Language
Fluency

(

...

Other Language
Spoken

Percent Reading Mathematics
of .

Pupils
.

1975-76 1976-77 Difference 1975-76 1976-77

.

Differ nce

State Total . 100.0a 66.1 65.9 - .2 57.4 57.7 + .3

English Only 82.6 68.2 68.2 -. -0- 58.5 59.1 +,.6

Fluent English Total
. 13.5. . 58.6 5a.5 - .1 52.2 53.0 + .8,./

,1

' Chinese .5 73.4 73.9 + .5 69.3 71.0/ +1.7
' Japanese .3 76.6 76.2 - .4 68.9 69.5 +,.6

Philippine Dialect .6 64.3 64.9 ,+ .6 .58.0 59.0 +1.0
Spanish 10.4 55.7 55.5 - .2 49.3 50.0 + .7

4 Other ' 1.7 664, 65.7 - .6 58.8 60.6
,

+1,8

Limited English Total 3.2 38.7 37.8 , - .9 .43.2 43.3 4- .1
40'

-

Chinese
Japanese '

.1

.0
43.9
44.5

43.4
52.3 .

- .5
+7.8

60.0
60.9

59.4
.66.1

-..6

+5.2
Philippine_Dialect .1 44.4 47.2 +2.8 48.5 47.5 -1.0
Spanish 2.6 .38.0 36.7 -1.3 40.6 40.6 '-0-

-... Other .4 39.4 39.1 - ,3 5,2.8 52.A -..3

a
Includes:.7.percent who were identified as non-English speaking.
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Sex

75-6

State Total 66.1.

Boys 64.7

Girlsb 67.5

Table 20

Survey of Basic Skills Scores for Reading and Mathematics by4Sex
Grades Six' and Twelve--
1975-76 and 1976-77 .

Grade Six

Reading 1
.1

-

Mathematics

-grade ITTwlve

76-7 Difference 75-6 76* Difference

. Reading

45-6 76-7( Difference

Mathematics

75-6 76-7 Difference

65.9 - .2

64.5

67.2
,,t

.3.

157.4

57.5,

57.2

57.7 +..3

57..9 + .4

57.5 +

64.1 i63.6 - .5

64.0 63.4 - .6
-

64.3 63.8' - .5

67.0 66.3 -

69.4 68.7 - .7

64. 63.9 - .8

a
Boysppresent 50.5 percent of the students tested in grade six and 49,5 percent of the students tested .

in grade twelve.

Girls account for 49.5 percent of'the
in grade twelve.

students ---4ti?tested in grade six and 50.5 percent'of4he stude tested

.
.
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School-Level and DistAct-Level Analyses of Achievement and Background
FadtdV, Grades Six and Twelve

This section contains an analysis of the test results of students-in grades
six'and twelve in relation to the background factor data available at the
school level. In those cases where the same, background characthristic data
were also available and analyzed zit the student level, the ,school -level
analysis complements the previous student-level analysis.

The reader shoul-d-.be cautious in interpreting the results framthe. alysis in
this section. 'It is not possible to-determine which background characteristics-
caused test scores to be high or low. Any conclusions made abotit'causal rela-
tionships would be erroneous.

Summary of gkndin§s'

4b,

1. The schools in the low percentile rankings generally showed a decline in
scores between 1975-76 and 1976-77a-and those in very high rankings
showed improvement within the'same period.

2. The schools with the lowest coneintration 10f bilingual students scored
higher than those with the highest concentrations of such.students.
General , the schools with the fewest bilinguhl students also made
greate chievement-lains between 1975-76 and 196 -77 than those with the
most bilingual students.

o

3. The schools in urban areas scored the lowest; thoie in small and
( medium -size c niiies scored the h4ghest....

1\P

4. Relativelylarge schools tended to score higher than small schools.

5. S xth-grade stud ts in elementary school districts scored higher than
those in unified school districts; twelfth-grade students in high schools
districts scored higher than those in unified-school districts.

Schools with larger perc ents_of students-whose parents were 'receiving'
benefits under the Aid-to Families with Dependent 4ChildFOTAFDC) program
scored lower than those with smaller percents of such.pupt s. In
general, schools with higher.Tercents of students from AFDC families showed.
a decline in scores between 1975-76 and 1976-77:and the schools with
smaller punts of students from AFDC families showed' an improvement in
scores between the same period.

14l
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Percentile Level Analysis

Student Achievement in California Schools

Table 21 gives the school-level percentile rankings of reading, written expres-
sion, and mathematics scores for grades six and twelve for 1975-76 and 1976-.77.
From these percentile rankings it is possible tollin-point the clusters of-.
schools in which the scores declined, remained steady, or increased over a

' period of two years..

For grade-six reading, for example, in 1975-76 a raw score of 48.2 corresponded --
to the 5th percentile school. In 1976-77,a(raW score of 47.5 'corresponded to
the 5th percentile, indicating a decline.of 1 raw score at this percentile
point. One can see from Table 21 that Scores declined for schools in,the lower
percentile ranges and remained steady or even increased slightly for those in
the higher percentile categories. The written expression scores dropped only'
for the schools in the 5th percentile range; the scores increased for all other
schools. The mathematics scores. increased for schools in all percentile ranges;
however, the increases'were slightly more pronounced'for higher percentile
schools. In summary, those schools that are in the 10th percentile or 'lower,
showed minimal or no growth and those in the upper percentile ranges showed
accelerated growth. One can safely infer thatthe gap between the lowest
achieving schools and the highest achieving schools increased in 1976-77.

The percentile ranN.ngs for reading in grade.twelye shows'that scores declined
for all schools except those in the upper 5 percent category. The percentile /-
rankings for written expression and mathematics show that all schools declined
and that the schools in the lower percentile ranks had.a tendency to decline
more.

Tables 23 and '24 give the percentile rankings of the scores at the district
level. For grade twelve reading, declines Occurred in districts at all ,per-
centile points except those between the 40th,and 60th percentiles. The written
expression and mathematics scores increased fer all rankings, but the greatest

-increases tended to be in the districts at the higher percentile rankings.
For grade twelve the scores dropped in each of the three areas;. the declines
tended to be greatest in the districts at the lower percentile ranks:

Percent Bilingual

The percent bilingual figure at the school level was calculated from .the inflTr=
mation available do n-llother language" for each pupil. The percent bilingual is'.
the percent of stdents in a school who speak any language-other than English
and who may or may not speak English. Table 25 gives the.breakdown'of reading
and mathematics scores, ,by percent bilingual.

4 In 1976-77, 'reading scores declined slightly in schools that had 1.3 percent
of less bflinguat students. In schools that dad 1.4 percent to 11.8 percent .

bilingual students,'the reading scores increased slightly. Therelwas almost --..

ino change in scores in schools that had 26.6 percent or more bilingual students.
In mathematics, there was a slight increase in scoreA in all categories of
schobls; .

,..148'
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Subgroup A;lalysis, Grades Si*and Twelve,

Location of the School.-

139.

Each school in California was placed in one of five categories, on the basis of
the population of the surrounding communitv'(1) city of 300,004 or more
population; (2)-city of 100;000 or more biit less tha&300,000 population;
(3) community of 25,000 or more but less thdn 100,000 population;, (4) community
of 2,500 or more but less than 2.5,000 population;, or (5) rural area, .less than
2,,500 population; The readings and mathematics test scores of schools in the e
communities are shown in Table 26../
As.was found in 1975-76, grade six reading scores were highest for schools in
location categories (3) and (4), middle size cpmmunitieS. The SchOols in
category (1), very large cities, had the lowest test scores.

. \
A comparison of changes from,1975-76 to 1976-77 showed that the schools in a

1P7-

categories of school- 4ocat4on fol ed the overall statewide trends both in
grade six and grade twelve. Stat Glide increases in sixth-grade mathematics
scores, for example, are shown as increases in scores for all categories of
school' locations. Likewise, statewide decreases in score are shown as de-
creases in scores for all categories of school locations.

..-
e .."

a

Size of School

Thenumber of students tested in a grade was used as a'measure of school size;
schools having large numbersof students Losted were considered large schools..
Tables 27 and 28 show the average of school -level test scores,-by type of
district to which the schools belonged ant' by size of school. Tables 29 and
30 give the average of district-level test scores for reading and mash, by type
of district aid by size of district.

Tables '27 and 28 show Nat the scores of schools in elementary school districts
exceeded those in unified school districts and; that the scores of schools in.
high school districts exceeded those in unified school districts. At the sixth-
gradelevel, the, test scores were highest for schools in which the. umber of
ttudents,tested was between 79 and 101 for schools in unified school distriOs
and schools in elementary'f.chool districts. The scores were lowest for schools'
In which the number of 'students tested. exceeded 102.

Tables 206'Iand 30 give the results of the district-level analysis. In the
district-level'analysis,lloweve the differences between the test scores'of
the unified school districts a those of the elementary school districts or .

between those of the unifies hool districts'andiShose of the high siool .

districts werenot ate sha as those revealed inthe school-level-anarYsis. '°

-

The comparison of the re ults, across 1975,176 and 1976-77 at grade six revealed
that the statewide drop n grade six reading scores resulted' primarily from
declines in the large schools, especially those in which the number of students
tested exceeded 102. .Although there was a statewide increase in matheligtics
scores in grade six, the scores actually declined in schools in whiche
number of students tested exceeded .102. The Sixth-grade mathenlatics scores
increased, however, forthe rest of the categories of school size.
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,'
The comparison of school-level results across years-et grade twelve ,(see Table
28) revealed an interesting pattern of growth for-schools in unified districts--
thl verk' small, the middle size and the largest schOols declined in both4re a ing
and math whereas the medium-small stayed about the same, and the medium-larg
actually' improved. No clear pattern emergeci` for 1.1.4.1.,_1sc)ool districts.

The review of the district-level results across years at grade six sloyAd that
reading scores remained the same'in the elementary school districts and that
the 'scores in small and "medium-size unified districts declined the mog. "Slight

increases in,mathematicp scores were noted in elementary districts of all sizes
and in all unified districts_ except thcae of medium size (48 to 138 students
tested), in which the scores declined. The breakdown of the results for high

J
4

school districts indicated that scores increased slightly for small districts
(1 to 87 students tested) and that scores dropped very slightly in the largest
high school districts. A Similar breakdown of scores for unified school districts
showed- that fOr reading the declines in scores were spread across all sizes of
distritiSi; heiever, the largest declines were in the smallest districts--thosi
having 1-xo 87 studgnts tested. For mathematics at grade twglye, the scores Of

mall unified distridts decreased, although more so for small districts: The
trend was reversed for high school districts, with,the smallest districts gaining ./4

the most.

Percent AFDC

Data were available at the school level on the percent of students whose
Q parents were'recipientS of funds from the Aid to Families with Dependent .%

Children 4.AFDC) program. The correlation_of the percent AFDC with achieve-
ment at both grades six and twelve was moderately high. Tables:31 and 32 show
the test scores of schools, by five categories of percent-AFDC. Thefive
categories Of percent AFDC were constructed so that approximately an equal
number of schools fell in each of the five categories.

at

The exah4nation of Tables 31 and 32 showed that test,scores Ore htgligst in
the schools or districts with the fewest students froth AFDC amines. The

.

scores were lowest for seft6ols with a large number of students from AFDC
families. Tables '31 and 32 are particularly revealirig,when scores are comps ed
across 1975-76.And:1976-77 for each category of percent AFDC.

Table 31 for grade six reading shows that scores remained steady forschool 4

in'which the percent AFDC was low (8.3 percent or lower.).a The reading, scores ,.

declined in schools in which the percent AFDC exceeded 8.1 percent. This means
that the statewide drop in reading scores, at grade six was primarily in the
schools in which the percent AFDC was more than 8.3 percent. Similarly,
Table 31 for grade six mathematics shows that the Scores*increased'for approx-

imately one-half of the schools; those for which the percent AFDC wag below
the average;' fbr the other schools with above average percent AFDC, the scores'
remaingd unchanged. The statewide increase in the overall mahemptics score
at grade six was, therefore, attributable to the increased scores in the
schools withthe lowe;t percen; AFDC.

c



Table - 21

PSurvey of Basic Skills Score by School _Percentile Rank
Grade SIX-

. 1975-76 and .19'76 -77
h.

School

Percentile
Rank

Reading \-4, Written Expression.

.

.
Mathematics ,.

.

.
1975-76 1976-77 Difference 1975-76 1976-77 'Difference 1975-76 1976-77 Difference

---,

5

,10

'20

.40

60

80'

.,9*--
90

95

1

4'

4
.

'.69.7

-

48.2

53.0

58.1
,.

.4

65.0

74.4 -

77.5

80.2 -

47.5

52.2

57.9

65.0

69.7

74.6

77.7

80.0
.

.

'

.

- .7

- .8

- .2

-0-

-0-

+ .2

+ .2

- .2

7.,

i

46.1

50.6

I

55.0

.61.3

66.0-

i 70.5
'

73.9

.76.7

N

\

45.8

50.1

55.6'
I.

.62.2

66.9.

71.7

75.0

;78.0'

,

- .3

+ .1

-+ .6

+ .9

+ .9

+1.2
.

.. +1.1

+1.3

.

e,

,43.3'
.

46:2,

50.0

55.4

59.4

64.4

68.4
,

71.6

43.4

46.6 .
Ste-_--------

50.6 __

,,,,.55.9

60.2

65.2
.

e
69.2 '

72.4

+\ .1

+ .4

+4.6

4- .5 ,
.+ '. 8

,
+ .8

+ .8

+ .8

4
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Table 22

Survey of BasicSkills Score by School Pereentile Rank'
Grdde Twelve

197576 and 1976-77

School
Percentile/

Rank

Reading
..

Written Expression
V

.

Mathematics

1975S.6 1976-77 Di'fferefice 1975-76 1976-77 Difference 1975-76 1976-77 Difference

5

10

20

40

60

8Q

90

95

52.9

56.4

59.4

62.8

'65.-2

67.6
_

644

71.1

52.2
,

56.1
I

58.8

62.1

64.5

67.1

49:2

70.7 .

.

.7

- .3

- .6

- .7
1

.7

2.5

- -2

- .4

.

51.4

54.5

57.6

60,8

,63.2

65.8

67.6

69.7

'

50.6

53.7 -.-

57.1

60.1

62.

65.6

67.4

'69.3

-

.8
.

- .5

- .7

.8'

- .2

- .2

- .4

54.2

57.8

61.0

65.0

67.5

70.6
'et

72.7

75.7

.., 53.0

56.4

60.2

64.0

67.0

70,3:

72.8

75.3

-1.2 .

-1.4
,

- .8

:1.0

- :5

- .3

+ .1

- .4,

J

14f



Table 23 -

Survey of Basic Skills Score by District Percentile Rank
Grade Six

1975-76 and 197'6-77
q??

.

School
Percentile

Rank

_ Reading
,

.

.

Written Expression
.

Mathematics
--.

1975-76 1976:77
-

Difference 1975-76 19761.77 Difference 1975-76 15767 Difference

5

10

20

-.:

40

60'

80

90
.

95

.51.4

55.0

59.7

65.4

69.2

73.8i
78.6

,_

-, 81.3

50.4

55.1

59.7

65.3

69.4
.

73,6 ,

. 77.4

80.8

-1.0

-i,' .1

-0- -

.

+ .3
-

+ .2

- :2

-1.2

f-.5J

,

49.0

51.9

-56.0

61.4

65.6

69.8

1'4.2

.

77.7'

49.4

53.2

57.6
.

63.2

. 66.8

71.2

75.5

+..4

. -l.3

+1.6

+1.8

+1.2

...

+1.4

+1.3

.

s,+2.4
A .1

44 :7

47.4

50.7

55.3'

59.1

63.5
.0

68.9

72.4

45.9

48.6

51.7

56.2

5§.9

64:4
(

70.1

74.5

,
=

\-,

-

+1.2

+1.2
-t

'+1.0

+.9
,

+ .8

11116+ .

+1.2

N

+2.1
. . .

1.

153
0
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Table 24

Survey of Basic'Skills Score by District Percentile Rank
Grade Twelve

1975-76 and 1976-77

School
Percentile

Rank

k

Reading Written Exii-6.7ion k

*

Maehertitics

106-7 Difference 1975-7§ 1976-77 Difference 1975-76 1976-77' Difference

5

es IA
i

20
,

40

60

80

90 ,

.

.95

.

55.8

57:5

.60.2

63.1'

65..1

67.1

68.,9

.
70.4

-55:7

'57.0

59,5

62.3

1. 64:3

66.5

68:2

.. .

70.0

a

.

,

- .1
1

- .5,

- .7

- .8

- .8

- .6

--.7
9

- .4

1

54.2

56.0 i

58..4

61.1

62.8
I

65.3

46.9

69.1

53.9

55.9

58.1

60.3.

61.9
,

65,1.

66.9

68.6

- .3

- .1.

. - .3

- cl8

- .9

- .2

-0-

- .5

1

.

56.7

59.1

61.6

65.0

67.2

69.8-

71.5

75.1
.

x

56.1

59.3

61.2

63.8.

66.7

69.6

71.1

73.9
.

j

- .6

+ .2

- .4

.

-1.2

- .5

-, .2

= .4

-1.2

,

I
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.Table 25

Survey of Basic Skills Scores, for Reading and Mathetatics by Percentage
of Bilingual.Pupils* in Each School .

Grade Six
1975-76 and 1976-77

It

Percent
Bilingual,

;Reading

1975,-7§ 1976-77 Difference 1975-76

0.0- 8 1.3 71.0 70.0 71.0 60.9

1.4- 5.,1 69.5 70.3 + .60.0

5.2- 11.8 68.2 + '.5 58.8

11.9- 26.5 65.2 6:5:4 + .2 56:3

26.6-100.0 57.1 57.2 +'.l. 50.7

Mathematics.,

1976-77 /Difference

61.0

60.9

59.9

57:5

51.8

*Includes all pupils who speak a.langUage'other than English, and who may or may notalso speak English.
>,

a

1

15'5
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Table 26.

- c

Survey of Basic Skills Scores for Reading and Mathematics by'School Location
Grades Six and Twelve
1975..76 and - 1976 -77

4. Po\pulation.
of, School

Area

190,000-300,000

25*0-100,000

2z500-25,000

Under 2,500

teading

Grade Six

75 -6 76-7 Dif ereace

67.5., 47.3

67.4 67.4

66.6 66.4 - .2

75-6

60.5

63.5

64.6

1,

63.3

1/63.1

t""

Mathematics

Grade Twelve Grade Six

76-7 Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference 75-6

60.1 - .4 54.9 55.4 + .5 63.3

63.1 57.7 58.1 + .4 65.8

64.2 - .4 58.2 59.1 + .9 67.1

.

63.1 - .2 58.0 58.4 +' .4 65.6

'61.5 -1.6 57.7 5g.2 + .5 65.0

Grade Twelve

76 -7 Difference

63.1 - .2

65.5 .3

66.7 1 - .4

65.4 - .2

63.8s -1.2

1

le?



Table 27

fi

Survey of Basic Skills Scores for Reading and Mathematics by Number Tested in Each School
and by Type. of District

.

-Grade Six , .

i975-76 and 1976-77

Number
Tested

Reading Mathematics

Unified Elementary Unified, Elementary

75-6 76-7 Difference 75-6 76-7 -Difference 75- 76-7 Differepce 75-6 76-7 Difference

1-42 66.3 66.2 - .1 67.2 67.6 +..4 57. 58.1 s+ .3 57.9 59.9 +2.0

43-61 65.7 65.4 - .3 67.2 67.6 + .4 56.9 57.3 ----+4 58.3 59.5 +1.2

62-78 65.4 65.6 + .2 67.6 67.5 - .1 56.7 57.4 + .7 58.2 ,59.2 -1.0

79-101 66.7 66.2 - .5 68.5 68.4 - .1 57.4 57.9 + .5 59.4 60.0 + .6

102-409 63.7 62.8 - .9 66.9 66.1 - .8 55.6 55.3 - .3 57.8 57.3 - ,5
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Table 28

Survey of Basic Skills Scores for Reading and Math by Number Tested in School
/and by tre of District

Gra e Twelve
1975-76 and 1976-77

-

Number
Tested

Reading Mathematics

Unified High School Ufiified High School _

75-6 26-7 Differencw,i 75-6 76-7 Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference '75-6 76-7 Difference.

1-114

115-264

357-469 ,4

470-1,038,

62.0

61.8.

62.4

.63.5

64.3

61.0

61.7

61.7

63.9

63.4

-1.D

- .1
- :7

-

60
62.5

64.4

65.3

66.2

62.0

62.1

63.7

65.2

66.8

-0-

- .4.

.1

63.2

63.8

64.8

66.3

67.4

62,0

63.7

63.9

66.5

66.6

-1.2

.1

+ .2.

- .8

64,1

64.5

66.9

67.8

69.7

64:8

63.7

66.3

68.0

70.3

+ .5

- .8

- .6

+:.2'
.

+ .6 ,

16 0

or

r
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Table 29

Surirey'of Basic Skills Scores for Reading and Math by NUMber Tested in District
and by Type of District!

Grade Six
1975-76 and 1976-77,

Numbet
Tested

Reading
Mathematics

Unified Elementary Unified ,Elementary

5\

1-20

21 7 ''

48-138

139-476

477-41,g33

75-6 76-7

70.5 65.6

66.3 63.7

66.8 67.8

66.6 66.4

Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference

-4.9

2.5

68.6 67.8

65.7 66d--

65.6 65.7

67.- 67.6

67.3 67.1,

-1.0

Si,

+ .1

+.1

75-6 76-7 Difference 75A 76 -7 Difference

55.5 ''58.8 - +3.3 59.3 61.3 +2.0

58.1 58.1 -0- 57.2 57.8 + -.6

57.4 155.5 55.9 56.7 + .8

57:4 58.1' + .7 57. -9 58.7 40- .8

-57.4 57.9
. ,

+ .5
,

58.2 58.9 + .7

162-
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Table 30

%Survey -of Basic Skills Scores fcir Reading and Math. by Number Te'sted.in District

and by Type of District .

Grade. .Twelve

1975-76 and 1976-77

j

Number
Tested

; Reading Mathem atics

Unified ' High School. , Unified: HighSchool

75- 76-7 Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference 75-6 6- Difference 75-6 76-7 Difference

-87 62.8 60.4 2.4 61.5 63.5 +2.0._. 64.8 62.5 f -2.3 64.3 66.4 +2.1

88 -'202 6,3.-2 6 .6 - .6 61.6 61.9 +.3 64.7' 0,74 - .3 63.6:63.8' + .2

203-424 63.8 6"3-...5 - .3 , 62.8 61.9 - .9
Nok

1,66.3 65.9 64.6 64.,2 .4

;i25-897 64.7. 63.9 - .8 ',.65.7 - .6 67.,4 66,6 684 .67.9 .-..2

898-30,481 63.9 63.7 - .2 65.2 64.9 - 3 66:6 66.3 - .3 67.9 fa. 8 - .3.

4-
4

-/

r.

.

.
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Table 31

Survey of,Basit Skills:Scores for Reading and Mathematics by Percent
of Students from Homes Receiving

Aid to Familie's with Dependent Children
Grade.Six.

197-76 and 1976-77

SchoOl 1

Pqrcent
AFDC, 1975-76

0.0- 3.8
3:9r 8.3
8.4- 14.2

14.3- 24.'3

24.4-100.0'

.16

1

67.5

63.5
55.8

)-

r

}

r.

Reading' .Mathematics

197-77 Difference 1975 -76 1976-77 Difference

73.9 + .3. :64.0 64.8 + ,8
70.2 + 60.4 61.0 + .6,
66.8 57.9 58.4 bl-

62.1 54.7 54.6
54.9 (.49.3 49.3

mik

S

Table 32

'Survey of Basic Skilti.Scords for Reading and, Mathematics by Percent
%pf'Seudents from Homes Receiving

Aid to Families with Dependent Children
Grade Tweive

1975-76 and'1976-27' .

0

School
Percent j,
AFDC _-

a

"Mathematics

1475-76. 1'76 -77 Difference 1975-76 197647 Difference

o.d-

2.8- 5.4
5.- 8.6
$.7-15.0

.15:1,91.3

660 '66.8 + .7
6.4 '64./ - .7
64.0 63.2
62.3 L-/' 61.2 j-1.1
57:4 56.2

...

/

f

69.6 70.0. .4
'68.1 67.3
66.4 65.6 - .8
64,3 63.2, -1.1
56.8 57%4



VIII. Comparisons with National Norms

Some of the difficulties in using publishers' national ddrms, to judge the
adequacy-of the performance of California students are discussed in ChapterII.
Briefly, the two main problems are 'tack of agreement, from publisher's sample
to publisher's sample and lick-of timeliness. Any comparison based on a single
publisher's norm group (a national sample-of students tested at a given time)
can be quite misleading and is a tenuous undertaking at best. 'Since no test \,

is given nationwide, one must rely on various publishers' estimates of the
nationwide distribution of test scores. ,These estimates vary from publisher
to publfsher and are clearly "guesstimates." Part of the problem in establishing
norms Is that publishers are dependent upon the toodwIll and coopeiation of the
districts they select to administer their tests.' When the districts that have
been carefully selected as part of a-national sample decline to particiipte,im
the normilfg study, the results become that loch more uncertain, Also, because
of the expense involved, publishers are not able to update their/norms more
than once every five. to eight years. A

To cope with this situation, the Department of Education compares theperfor-
mance-of California students with the norms of a variety of tests and updates

- the comparisons mhenevei the. tests are renormed, jpr new tests become available.
This is'done by giving a sample of Calif9rnia students both the publisher's
standardized tot and the California test: In some cases, no extra *sting is
required. Scores fon a publisher's standardized test are simply collected from
school distiicts which administered that test 'to all of their students in
Certain schools for other purpoe04,/,The statistical techniques used to equate
the two tests are briefly described in Appendix H. -The result bf this type
of "equating. study" is to show how California students would, Have compared,

-' to a national norm group if, in .fact, all Califor4.0 students had taken the
published test. A

This .approach has.sever'al advantages: (1):the,national omparisons are more
timely, sinee. theY can be-updated as new norms become available; (2) the esti-
mates are more stable since they'd() not depend:onthe representativeneis of-a
single publither's sample; and () California students can be assessed with a
test ,that fits the objectiyes ofthe instructional program and simultaneously,*
with almost no additional testing, can be compared to national norms.

'

The new comparisons presented in.this report are based On.the test wi h the
A most recent national, norms available. Several major test batteries are now
i being revised and renorted. Future riports will convey the results of studies

equating the California tests with those tests. This report also presents (

the results of earlier equating studies so'thebreadar can inspect the long-
.

ternt (from eight to twelve years) achievement -Itst trends in California against ti

the backdrop of national norms.

dk
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National Norm Comparisons 1.53

Grades Two and Three . ,8
.

°. .

(---1 Table 33 shows the estimated national percentile ranks of:the median California
pupil'since 19650-66. "the trend over'the years is clearly one of growth, with
the second grade goi0g from a percentile rank of 28 to 38 on the Stanford
Reading Test, from 50 to 53 on 'the Cooperative Primary Reading Test, and now
from 54 to 55 on the Comprehensive Tests of,Basic Skills. Similarly, third;-

. grade performance climbed Irom the 34th percentile to the 56th percentile.
.

Fevre 17 provides a picterial disihay of these trends. The following para-
graphs should help the rehder,more fully nnderstano4the national comparisons.

.

1. The second-grade results for 1965-66'through 19691.70 and the thitd-
grade results for 1966-67 through 1970-71' were based-on the Stanford
Reading Test which was administered to all pupils at thOte grade
levels in California. The norms for the Stanford Reading Test were
'established in 1963. Thus, the gains that occurred each year are
'relative to thqse norms.

2. The second-grade results for 1970-71 through J972-73.and the third-
ade results for 1971-72 an&197.2-734were based on the Cooperative

Primar\Readin Test (CPRT), which was Administered to all pupils
'at thoise grade els in California.! The norms for the'CPRT were
established in 196 . The dramatic increase of scores in the
changeover years was due largely to the great differences between
the norms of the Stanford Reading Test and those of the CPRT.

In.1473-,74 the California Assessment Program developed the -Read in
Test. A systematic sample'of one=ninth.Of 411 students tested in
grades two and three was used in an equating study to estimate
the performance of the'median pupil in California relative to

4 1966 dPRT norms. ,The results indicated little change from those
of the previous year.

4. In 1974-75,the Reading 'lest was'evisei-add-administeted to all
sekcond-and third grade. pupils in California. The siame.test wfs used

'.464 in 1975-76 and 1976-77. The results of an equating study, described
in Appendix H, were,used to eatimate the performance of pupils in
California relative tonorms rtablihed in 1973 for the Compre-
hensive Tests of ,pasic Skills, korm S. As a result of.the modest
increases over the last two years, the median California pupil (in
-grades two and three in 1976=77 was at the 55th and 56th percentiles,
respectively, on the recent norms..

Grade Six' ,,,

The performance of sixth graders in California ideclined in the early 1970s
and leveled cIff in 1974. It has Climbed 'since then. Table 34 shows the, -,

median California sixth-grade'student in 1976-77 wast slightly above the na ional ''

average (of a sample taken in 1973).in.reading, maEhmatics, and language
.,

Figure 18 presents these-trends, graphically. Reading performance, with a
percentile rank of 3, continued to be slightly higher than that of language
and mathematics. kmore tomplete description of these findings'ds given below.

8



154 ,student Achievement inICa1ifornia Sdhoo1s

l.. From 1969-70 to 1973-74 the Comprehensive Teets of Basic Skills (Form
Q, 1§68 'norms), was administered to' all California sixth-grade students.
During this period the performance of Californta students declined

, from four to nine percentile ranks on the basis of the 1968 norms,

2. In 1974 -75 -the first version of the California Assessment Program'
test, the Survey of Basic Skills, was administered statewide. An
equating study that was conducted that year showed that scores bad
imprbved, and that if the Comprehensive Tests of hvasic Skills had been
administered statewide, the percentile ranks would have gone up to
483 43, and 44 for reading, language, and math, respectively.'

3. A revision of the Survey was administered in 1975-76 and 1976-7.7.
An equating study, described in Appendix H, showed that on the basis
of the 1973 version of the CTBS, California students improved enough
in 1975-76.to equal or exceed the national average in reading and
math. In 1976-77 the,reading score percentile rank remained at
53, and the improveMents in language and math achievement boopted
the percentile rank to 51 for both areas.

Grade Twelve

The` performance of California twelfth graders declined in 1976-77 to the extent-
that most of the gropn4 that was gained in 1975-76 was lost. The performance _

of twelfth graders had declined sharply in 1974,-75. Prior to 1974-75 the scores
had been gradually but steadily declining ,(see Table 354. In 1969 the median ,
'California twelfth-grade student was scorinA at the 52nd., 42nd, and 48th per-
centile, ranks for reading;' language, and. math, respectiv'ely (on the basis of
1962 norms). In 1976-77 the median twelfth-grade student was at the 42nd,
33rd, and 43rd percentile ranks for reading, language, and math, respectively
(on the basis of 1962 norms). California students continued to, do most poorly

_
,. in language skills. .

F,

4 Figure 19 shOws the n ational'percentile trends.described abqve. The equating
study that produced-t e Iowa Tests of Educational DevelooMent equivalents for
the Survey of Basic Sk lis also compared the California result's with two tests
with more recent norms: the Tekts qf Academic Progress (1970 norms) and-the

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress; Series II, (1970 norms). The .

California students compared less favorably on these tests, although the pat-
tern was t4e samel'language achievement was lowest).and.mathematics achieve-

.

/ment was, highest. .

a

I
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Table 33

National Percentile Ranks of,Medtan Califirnia Pupil Performante
.1965-66'through 1976'47
Grades Two and Three

Grade
.4

. Test Administered \

N

StanfOrd Reading Test .

Cooperative Primary Reading Reading Test
Reading Test Testa (Revised)

,....

1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-.7.0 1970-71 1971-72- 197 1973-74 1974-75 197-76 1976-77

Grade 2
,

Grade 3

28

NA
c

30 '32 36

34 34 36

N
8

.

.6

50 53

...

52

. 53 53'

52

54 .

,

'55

54 55
t

.

55 56
38 , 52

Norms: Stanford, 1963 Norms.
.
'

.

. CPRT, 1966 Norms
k

CTBS, 1973 Norms

a

wThe new California test, the Reading'Test, as administered in 1973-74. The,peicentile ranks .are based upon anequating of the Reading Test and the Cooperative Primary Reading Test, Forms 23A and 23B, domed in 1966:,

r

b
The revised Reading Test ,was administered to all" California pupill.in 1974 - 75,1975 -76, and 1976-77. The percentileranks are based upon an equating study of the,revised Reading. Test and the Comprehensive Tests of Basic *ills,

.Form S, which was normed in 1973. ,.b .

c Testing Ild not begin t.n grade three until 1967.

11,;/

o 4
a

17.1
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.99"
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I

7,4

c9
90-

Z 80

70'

60e

LI 40-
c7 30*

Jr 99

90-

80

70
ajo

,1:30 50

ao -

30-

20 -

10-
a

65-66 66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73

0

-o

20

73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77

x

t

0
I

0 0 0 0

4

Key:

o Stanford Achievement Test (1963 'tams)
o Cooperative Primary Rea,ding7g7111166 norms)
x Reading Testequated to CPRT (1966 nor s)

keaaing Test (Reviseequated tp CTBS ( 973 norms)

Fig. 17. National percentile ranks of Median Califorpia pupil perforilnance,1,965-66,through 1976-77,
grades two and three
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Table 34

-. National Percentile Ranks of Median California Student Perform
1969-70 through 197647

Grade Six

ce

Content
Area

Test Administered

Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills

,Survey,

of
Basic

Skillsa

Survey of pasic
Skills

(Revised)

Reading

Language

Mathematics'

1969-70 1970-71

48 46

43 43

47 43

1971-72 1972-73 1973 -74

44 Z.4 k 4

39 39' 37,

38 .38 -38

'19741-75

TtO

48

43

44

Norms: CTBS, 1968 Norms

l975a76 :1.976-77

53 53

49 51

50 51

CTBS, 1973 Norms

a
The new California test,the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade Six, was administered
to all California pupils in 1974-75. The percentile ranks are based on an equating
o e Survey Of-Basic Skills and the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (212E),
Fo Q, thigh' vs normed in 1968.

_

-.--

- The revised version of the Survey A Basic-Skills: Grade Six was administered in
* 1975 -76 and 1976,-77. The percentile ranks are,based on an equating of the revised
.6 . ''Survey of Basic Skills and the Comprobenilve.Test4 of Basic Skills (CTBS),.Form S,

1973 edktion the test for which the most recent norms were available.'

173
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. 69-70 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75.76 76-77
99

90-

so -

70

6°-
1 50
4 -

30 -

.1

0
4

10

I

20 -

10 -

O

99

44

80 -

70

6°
50

40-
O

0

30 -

20 -

10-

90

80

70

50

4.

.1

40'-

20 -

10:

0
O

Key:

o Cpmprehepsivi Tests of Basic Skills (1968 norms)
o Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (1973 norms)

Fig. 18. National percentile ranks of miedjan Calif}rnia pupil performance, 1969-70
throngh 1976-77, grade six
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Table 35 . ,e

National Percentile Ranks of Median California Student Perform .-
1969-70 through-1976-77.

,

Grade Twelve
x'

C9ntent
/Area

Test Administered

,Iowa TeAts of Educational Development

-11Irm X, Normed, in 1962
---

Survey
of

Basic
-Skillsa

1969-70 1970171 1971-72 19727.73 1973-74 1974-75

Reading,

el

ITED,1962 Norms
TAP, 1970 NOrs
STEP, 1970 Norms

anguage

ITED, 1962'Noims
TAP, 1970 Norms
STEP, 1970 Norms

athedatics .

ITED, 1962 Norms
TAP, 1970 Norms
STEP,, 1970 Norms

52 49 49 47 47

-e-/
.42 40 36 .

48, ;'48

v

48 48 48

41

. 33

34

32

25.

27

38

41

Survey of Basic
Skillsa

(Revised)

1975-76 1916-77

Nft

43 42
35 33
38 36

34 33
27
29

28

44, 43
43 41.

44 43

The new California test; the-Survey of Basic Skills : _Grade Twelve was administeredeto allCalifornia students from, 1974-75 through76-77. The percentile ranks are based on equatingstudies of. the Survey of Basic Skills and three other-q.sts with national norms: (1) Iowa .4000rTests of Educational Development, Form X, Normed in 1962; (2) Tests of Academic Progress, 'Adinormed in/1970;,and (3) Sequential Tests of Educational Progress, Seri II; normed,in 197p:`gr

175.
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Sae 69-70

V

70-71, 71-72 7243
99

90-

80-

70-
6O-.50 O

O
.49 740

30-

20-

10-

I

I

Is

./
73-74 74-75 75.76 .76-77'

O

e

O
0 0

OA

90-

80 -

4.

0
.

el

O
0

70-

r

e

A

U

9

-
Key:

o Iowa Tests of Educational Developmenr(1962 norms)
p Sequential reds of Educational Progress, Series II (1970 norms)

Tests of Academic Progress (1970 norms)

Fig.,19. National'percentile ranks of median California pupil performance, 1969-70
through 197647, grade 12
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APPENDIX' A

1

Reading Performance, by Skill Area, of California Second- and ,

Third-Grade,Pupils, 1974-75, 1975.76, and 1976-77

v

Skip area Description of skirts assessed No. of.

Items'

Average percent of questions answered correctly'

Grade two

1974-5

TOTAL
,

I, OORD IDENTIFICATION

-.!

A. Sight words

B. Phonetiepnalysis

1. Consonant

2. 'Voltels
%re

/

..

3. Spelling
pptterns

1

J

1
The only values presented in this column are averages.

2
These sample test items are presented for illustrative
poSsess all the qqalities of good test items.

ft,

READING TEST

(Tdt,i'l and averages for word

"identification skill areas)

The 1,411.1-must choose the. wn(d

that names the bbject which is
pictured. 1 »

(Total and averages for phonetic
analysis skill - "area, a subc'atel-

gory of word,identificaAon)

The pupil must chOille the word.,

that has a letter'that is 'not
0sounded.

L.744c

. p
The it must choose -the '

prin ed word that has the same
vowe sound as the oral stimulus
word.

."1

The. pupil mu st chose the
pr toted wood that rhymes with

the octal stimulus word.
C->

(250) (67,6)

(60) 4. (75.4)

5

(45)

.
15'

20

*

197)e(--197617"

Grade three

1974-5 ' 1975-6 ;1976-7

Illustrative test'question2'

o

(67,7) (68.4) (81.3), (81.4) ($1.7)'

(75..5) .(76.2) (85.8) (85.6) (85.9)-

83.9" 84.5" 485.4 92.7 92,6 92.9

(76.5) (76.5) (77:1):.(86.1) - (85.9) (86.2)

73.9

to

10,. ;72.9

. /1

73.9, 74.8

I

84.5

'..

80.3 81.0 87.8 -

1' r

72.7- 72:8

1

83.8 ,84.2

88-1

84.84.9r

88.2

Teacher says: "Mark the word that goes
best with the gicture." '

o spool
o spoon
o stool

t

.

Teacher says; "Mark the.word.that has
a letter that is not sounded."

t V

o right
o lift
o spent

4 */

Teacher says:. "Mary the word that has
the same vowel sound in its middle as
the vowel sound in the word run."

o out
o Kea
o fin

85.1 Teacher days: ,','Mark the word that

rhymes with the underlined word;"

. o' blow

o down
Q cqw

The perbintages for indiVidual items variedpfrom the average value by 20 or more pant,.
purposes only; therefore, they do not cover all of the Skills .tesred, nor dothai necehsarily

I

.!
, 1
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Skill area /-Description of skills dsaessed

C. Structural .Thepupil must Identify roBt'
analysis words, suffixgh, cdmpound words,

'and contractions.

16e-

IT. VOCABULARY 4

A. Denotation

B. Relational

1. Synonyms

6

2. Antonyms

3: Homonyms:0 *

I t,

(74a1 and averages fat voca-- %
bulary skill areas) ' ..

The pupil must choose the
response word that best fills
the blank in the sentence.

(Total and ave gesfor rela-
tional skill ar s, a sub-'

.category,Of vocalaulaty),

The pupil mu/choose am' re-
'sponse word that means the same
as theunderlined word in the
phrase.

The pupil must rhoosa the re-
spdhi4-wqrd that means the
opposite & the printed
sttmulus word.

Although the foielatlof this test
item is,the same as that` used for

denotation, the pupil must chooso
the response word from among
three 'having the seine sound.

4

Average percent of questions answered correctly'

11% bf
Items

10

(60)

22

.0rade,two

1974-5

65.8

1975-6.

66,.3

1976-7

67.5

0

Grade three

1974-5,

80.9 I

1975-.6 1976 -7

'

Illustrative test question 2

o

11111i81.1 ' Teacher says... liark the )1bination
of

letters that is the corre t division
-.of the undepli$ed w

firehouse o fi,'+ rehousea
- o fire + house-

o fireh +.ouse
C.

(67.7) (67.6) (68.6) (82.6) (82.9) (83.4)

68.8 68.9 69.6 84.0 83.6

dfi

84.6 ' Tea s ysP 'Nark the word that goes
in t bfank'In the sentence."

(38) ' (67.0) (66.8) (68.0) (81.8) (82.5) (82.7)

24 67.6

100 65.7

4 - 6.6.5

67.0

65.7

67.2

68.3

67.2

66.6r

83.2 83.5 83.'9

,Father told Pat to
door,

,oAtlelve

o fast
.

.

. -o close.
.2*

the back

TpaCher says: "Mark the word that means
the same as the word that is underlined."

a small dog q,cute
o little
o happy
o funny

78.4 80.4 80.1 Teachtr says: "Hark the.Word that means
the opposite of theundeclined word.t

light -.,,,o evening

o dark
14 'ofOright

82.4 81,5 81.9 1 Teacher says: "M4k ale word that goes
fn the blank in the sentenct."

We have dogs. to
6 o too

0 two

18-1



Skill area *

4

III COMPREHENSION

At Literal

ir,
IV.

o

B. .Interpretive

.

STUDY-LOGATIdNAL
SKILLS

.

, .
A. Alphabetizing

.1

O

is

Description of skills assessed No. of.
Items

. . e 1

(Total and averages foj compre- (110)
het4sion skill fareas) \.

. .

Given a.passage of printed ' Cip. 77

material: the pupil must choose
the correct response td a *mitt
question that requirevidenti-'
fying or remembering element{ in
the passage which were explicitly
.
stated.

. "
,

q

. o
Giv a passage of printed
mat ial, the must choose
the correct reskose to a written
question that requires using
ideas and information, explicitly
-stated, to paraphrase, infer from,
relite, or generalize from ele---
'ments in the passage.:

1

a

(Tdtar arld'ave'ages fdr study-

locational skillareas)
41,

The,tpupil Must choosy which
tetter or i.ord comes first,in

alphabeticalorder.{
,

to

Average percenOf questions answered correctly'

Grade two Grade three' .

1974-5. ,1975-6.° .1976,F7 100-5 1975-6 1976-7

Illustrative test question 2

33,

(61.3) (61.3) "(62.4) (77.0) (76.7) (77.1)

62.5 62.3 .63-.4 77.9' 77.5

)

58.7 59.1 60.0 74.9' 74.9
. 9

78.0

4

4

Dear ChilAren,

I hope that you are having a good
time and weiking hard, I have missed
the whole clasS very much. Miss'Smith
has been telling me that you have been
very helpfdl to her.

Thank youfor all your cards and
flowers. I have even had.a few sur-

prise visits,from some of you!
-I hope to be back as your teacher,

soon. Until then, your get well cards
made me think of you.

Your teacher,.
Mrs. Black

What have the chil¢see sent Mrs. Black?
a

o cards and telephone c alls
o cards and flowers
o flowers and'cloehes
o f16d.and catties

75..O 'Where-has Mrs. Black been?

(20) (75.5) (77.2) (77:9) (88.0) (88.0) (88.8)

10 73.8'

a

75.5 76.3 87.8 87.3

o on .1, trip

o teaching in another class
o sick
o vi§iting out of town,

87.9 a Teacher says: 'Mark he word that copes
first in alphabetical ABC)Order."

o dent
o drive
o dart'

,

o dog

41111
440.

I
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Skill area
A,

Description of skills assessed No. of
Items'

Average percent of uest us answered correctly 1

Grirde two Grade three

1974-5 1975-6 1976-7 1174-5

i ' B. Table of contents '

of

,r.

. . 184

Given a table of contents and a
page number, the pupil must
choose the story that begin3On'
the given page. .

.

Ato

I

.

o

10 77.3

.'

79,0 79.6

1975-6 1976-7

88.8 89;7

4

.5 .

.2Illustrative test question..

Teacher says:,"A page number'ii under-
lined. Look at the tabje'of contents
and.thervmark the title.of the story
that begins en the page that is under-
lined."

TABLE OF C NTENTS

The Happy Pupp 6

John's Pet Frog . . 12

The Little Horse . 19

Moles 28

The Lost Turtle . . 32

Page 19 o The Happy Puppy
o John's Pet Frog
o The Little Horse
o Moles

185

I
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Skill area

I

APPENDIX B

Reading Performance, by Sk Area, of California Sixth-Grade Tupils
.for and 1976-77

Average percent off quescions
.answered correctly'Deperiptton of skills assessed No. of

Items
1975-6 1976-7 Change

. Illustrative-test question 2

7

.

;IDENTIFICATION 4

II. VOCABULARY

2
,these sample test items are presented for illustrative purposes only; herefore, they do noo'cover all of tH! skills tested, nor do they,necessarilypossess all the qualities bf vioS test iteps.4

III: aOMPREHENSION

A. Literil

1 'r,

'

1
''the values'preseuted in this Eolbfan are averages of the'percedtkof questions answeredicorrectly.
the averige value:by.20 or, more.polats.

TOTAL READING TEST

...,The pupil must identify correcs pronn-

i:

ciation of words used p. context, r of
'words, the meaning of tffixes,and c -

tractions.
.. ,

(128)

18

The pupil must identify the meaning of a 25
specific word in context.

Skills asseaset'in categories A and B. -

Illepupil must identify or remember
'eleMents whiCK ha4e beeexplicitly
stated. These eLObedts include main
ideas, details, and cause-and effect

'relationships.
/

,

,

7

d 1

(66.1) (65.9)

74.3

67.1

,

(69$ (64.9),

39

74.2

66.3

yr&

..

(-0.2)

-0.1

-0.8

(4)-)

-0.2

.

The percentages

Sin

o

The ding of the wort tallest makes the
word mean:

II 6

o as till as
o less 11

o taller than
o most tall

'The boys made a hasty decision.to go%
camping over the weekegd. '

The word "has1y" as used here means:

o hurried '

o wrong
o thoughtful
o hard

V

Travelers say our roads.would be safer
if we changed present road signs to
picture symbols, or 4plymphs. With these
picture signs it is not necessary for 3
travelers t learn the language of a 9

country to nderstand the directions. No
words ar sed on the sigds. *se who
favor u ng glymphs in the United States
admit th t drivers,would have to learn
the pic re syMbols first. 40

A glymph
. 0

' o traveler

o road
o picture

rowword
/K.

for indittdual items may vary from
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4
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Skill area

01

Description of.skills assessed No: of
Items

Average percent of questions
'answered correctly

1975-6 1976-7 Change
Illustrative test/question 2

C

I
B. Interpretive/Critical

IV. STUDY-LGCATIpNAL

111

Thm pupil must use ideas and information

explicitly stated to infer from, relate,
or generalize from elements in the
materials read. These elements include
main ideas, decails, cause-and-effect,
and authoesipurpose.

Tfle pupil must identify which reference
:book to consult and be able to use parts
of al:took such as an index and table,of
contents,

1,

30 61.8

16

2

60.0

62.0

59.8

S

+0.2

-0.2

.

Glypphs will probably help '

o preventAccidents--
o the blind C
o 5;ou lear;to read

o.you learn, other languages

If you wante4 -6 know the meaning of the
word candid, the belt book to use would
be:

f

o a dictionary

o anencyclopedia
o an atlas -

o the card catalog

4

15a
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' APPENDIX C

Reading,Performance, by Skill Area, of Californiejwelfth-Grade Students
for 1975-76 and 1976-77 A ',

Skill area Description of skills assessed-
,

7.

N?. of

Items

-Average percent of questions
answered correctly'

1.05-6 1976-7 Change
Illustrative test question2

I. VOCABULARY

*II. COMPREHENSION

Literal

TE,6114G-TEsT s.

1

Interpretive /Critical

III. STUI:011446TIONAL

C-

e student dUst'ideritify the Meaning of
a -pecific word in context; given's
definition, the student will select from
a list the word most, nearly oppostte
meaning.

(Skills assisse4 in categories A and B)

From a paragraph or passagt,the student
must identify or remember elements Which
have been explicitly stated, These
elements include main ideas, details,
sequence, and cause-and-effect relation-
ships.

\

From a paragraph or passage, the student
must use ideas And information explititly
stated to paraphrase, infer front: relate,
or generalize 1%10 elements. .These
elge!epts include-main i4e9s, detail ,--

and author's purpose.
' e

,°1die student mist idlittilywhi4horefience
book tq.consult andle able to'bse parts
of a book, such as an index and table of
contents.

P'
/...--"-

. , , lia
, . .

s'
..

1
Th ,e values presented, in this column are ayerages of -the percets of questions answered correctly.
the averagt,value by 20 or more points.

r

2
These

*
, inese sample test items are-presented for illustrative purposes only; therefore, they do not

' possess all thequarities bf gobit test items.
''' , ''

_

(141) -(64.1) (63.6)

31 61.3

`r

(97) (64.5) (63.9)

47 60,2 68.9 -0.3 the current reform described in
paragraphs was begun.by:

(-0.5)

-0.4 The word "peers'' inthe last sentence
441,means;

o qther congreismen
43 the voters

o Speakers of ,the Nouse
o committee chairmen

(- 0.6) -'

56.

_13

60.1 59.3

68.4 67.2

A

o.Republican Congressmen
o Democratic Congressmen
o "Uncle Joe" Candon
o ;pbmocratic Senators,

$

f
In the future,
'probably

these

committee chairmen yill

oppt for a cleaner system.'
o. have. -gyp 1pmore responsible.
o be selected by "Uncle Joe.",
ofaxaminesthe effeOts of the earthquake.-

4

-1.2 - To discover last year's Gross National
Product for the United .States, you

'should consult: 4

o a dictionary,-,
o athesaurus
45-an almanac

o an encyclopedia

The percentages for individUal.items may vary from

cover all of the skills tested, nor do they necessarily

S
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APPENDIX D

Written Expression and Spelling Peiformance, by Skill Area,
' of California Sixth-Grade Pupil's for 1975-76 and 1976,77

$

Skill area Description of skills ssessed No. of

Items

Average percent of questions
answered correctly'.'.

1,975-6 1976 -7 Change
Illustrative test questIon2

TOTAL WRITTEN EXPRESSION TEST

I. WORD FORMS (see Morphology, The pupil musi select the appropriate
Test Content Specifications) suffix (-e0, -ing, -s, -ly, -er, -est,

's) for a word in a given sentence.

II. STANDARD USAG§ '

III. LANGUAGE CHOICES

IV., SENTENCE RECOGNITION
t,

11.'1)pupil.must select the verb or pronoun
in a sentence which reflects standard
English usage,

The pupil must select the most vivid
verb or specificnoun for 1, given
sentence.

The pupil must recognize complete

sentences, fragments, run-ons, and normal
English word order in sentences.

(128)

16

16

26

22

(62.5) (63.6)

82.4 82.3

.75.3

54.4

,
.

62.3

75.3

-0,1

.

Fill in the oval next toathe word thatbest, fits each sentence.

The children were still in the
pool.

o play -

o plays

o playihg
o had played

-0- Ffll in the oval-next to the word that
best fits each sentence.

Leroy - the movie yesterday.

o saw
o seen

56.5 +2.1 Pretend that you are writing a story.
Fill in the oval next to the word that
will give your reader the best picthre
of what's happening.

The snake across the grass.

..o moved
o slithered
o wtnt

'

Fill in the oval next.to,the group of
63.0 +0.7 words which needs more to ,make it a

complete sentence.

o Thry bought a house
o-Sfie is hungry.

o Pedro is not there.
o In the heat of the day.

The percentages for individual itemI%ay Vary from
-
e. The values presented in this column are averages of the percents of questions answered correctly.,

the overage value by 20 or more points..

2 These sample test items are presented for illustrative purposes only; 'therefore, they do not cover
possess all the qualities of good test items:

. 192

all of the skills tested, nor do they necessarily
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Skill' are

*
V. SENTENCE MANIPULATION

1'

VI. CAPITALIZATION

VII. PUNCTUATION

""i\,, -\
c

VIII. PE L L I NG

""..

A. Relationships

1(1

Descriptilom of skills assessed
No. of
Items

Average percent of questions
answered correctly)

1975-6 1976-i t. Change

The pupil.must select the most effective
sentence or sentence element.

The pupil must.recognize words in-a
sentence which should be calrftelized,
such as the beginning word of a sentence,
names of persons and places, days of the
week, and months of the, year.

)

The pupil must identify errors in the use
of the period, question mark, exclamation
point, comma; apostrophe, and quotation
marks..

1

From a list of'3 or 4 words, the pupil
must identify the incorfect spelling
relateonship for vowel and consonant
sounds.

16

14

184

(64)

35

61.7

57.4

52.4

(63.6)

58.1

62.6

58.4

52.5

(63.6)

58.I

ti

Illustrative test question2

+0.9 The following sentences say the ssiMe
thing differently, Fill in the oval
next to the best sentence. ,

+0.1

ohy brother went and broke the new
clock.

o The new clock was broke, by my.

brother. '

o The new clock was broken because of
my brother.

o My brother broke the new clock.

Fill in the oval next to the line with
the mestake in capitalization. If there
is'no mistake, fill in the fourth oval.

o In, social studies we are
,o learning about many countries.
o my favorite is Israel.
o (No mistakes)

Look at the underlined portion to'see if
there is an error, If you find an error
in punctuation, fill in the oval next to

' the letter of that, error. If there' is

no error, the answer is. D.

"I dont mean to refuse the doctor's
A -B

advice, but I still believe that sunshine

is the best cure for a cold said Aunt(
C

No error.
D

oA bB o C o D

Fill in the oval next to the misspelled
-0- word in each group. If there isno mis-'

spelled word, the answer is "all correct."

o steam
o hcreem
o sleeve
o All correct

1 c)



Skill area 'Description of skills assessed No. of
Items

B. Word Forming

196

Avetage percent of questions
answered correctly'

1975-6 1976-7 Change '

Illustrative test question2

The pupil must select the correct spelling Pairs of words are given below. In each
pattern used in a variety of common word 29 70.2 ' 70.3 +0.1. pair, one word is spelled incorrectly.
formations. Fill in the oval next to the correct

spelling. '

r

,

it

.r.

o steped
o.stepped

1.0



XPPENDIX E

Written Expression and Spelling'Performance, by Skill Area, of California Twelfth-Grade Students
for-7g5-76 and 1976-77

Skill area
.

Description of.skills assessed No. of
Items

Average percent at questions
answered correctly'

1975-6 1976-7 Change
Illustrative test question2

TOTAL WR'ITTEN EXPRESSION TEST

I. WORD FORMS (see' Morphology, The student must select the appropriate
Test Content Specifica- inflectional suffix (-ed, -ing, -s, -1y,
tions) -ery -est) for a given sentence, must

_discriminate between form class words
(such as nouns and verbs) and structure
words (such as prepositions),.and must
demonstrate dictionary skills for g
.variety of purposes.

II. LANGUAGE CHOICES The student must identify attitude-

. conveying words and phrases, must dif-
,,ferentiate between spedific and general
lets'of words, and must identify the

audience of aprose passage.

III. SENTENCE RECOGNITION

IV. SENTENCE MANIPULATION

'

The, st4dent must recognize cotplete
sentences, sentence parts, sentence
patterns, and appropriate subject-verb
relationships.

The student must select the-most economi-
cal., effective sentence and must be able
to recognize effective coordination and
subordination within sentences.

24.

32

20

12

(62.3)

72.6

66.9

67.3

42.9

(61.9)

'72.1

66.7

67.7

42.9

ea.

, 2

+0,

-0-

N4.

The.clogs had the long trek.

o survival
o survivors
o surviving
o survived

Which of the following is most specific?

o plant
o redwood
o tree
o living thing'

Identify the 'group of words-which is
incomplete or needs'additional words to
complete the meaning.

o Mack and Sonny skipped school.
o The rising clouds of dust.
o The day was hot and clear.
o 410Flve o'clock is lunchtime.

Mark the sentence below which eXpresses
the thought most EFFECTIVELY and
ECONOMICALLY:

o -He spoke to me In a very %,,,rmArnantler

when we met each other Tuesday.
o When we met Tuesday, I was spoken to

in a.very wvm manner by him.
o His manner,was very warm when meeting
and speaking to me Tuesday,

o Tuesday:he greeted me warmly.

.)

1 . -4 -

The walues presente0 in this colUmn'are averays of the percents of quest )6ns answered correctly. The, percentages for individual items may vary

from the average value by'20 or more points. .
.

. -.

_ .

. ,
2 These sample test items.are presented for illustrative purposes only; therefore, they do not cover all of the sk)As tested, nor do they necessarily
possess all the qualities of good test items.
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Skill area .

V. PARAGRAPHS

VI. CAPITALIZATION AND
PUNCTUATION

VII. SPELLING

200

Description of skills assessed No. of

Items

Average percent of questions
answered correctly

1975-6 1976-7 Change
Illustrative&test question2

The student must identify irrelevant
material in 5 paragraph, recognize incon-
sistent time development, select the
logical sequence of a group of sentences,
select the sentence which beit summarizes
the ideas presented in one or'more re-
lated parapraphs, and identify transi-
tional elements within a paragraph.

The student must recognize capitalization

and/or punctuation errors in sentences.

26 59.4 59.1 -0.8 Which of the following phrases is used
'to indicate a connection between the
two (given) paragraphs?

o Could not know
o Even so
o They lead AppoW

" o They shape

28 54.6 54.3 . -0.3 Identify any capitalization of punctu-
ation errors in the underlined parts
of the following sentence.

The Hills who have just returned 1 .

A

from lake Tahoe, are already planning
B

nextOinter's trip.

The student -must decide if an underlined 72 68.0
word in a given sentence is spelled
correctly.

66.8

C
No error.

o A o B o C oD

Fill in the oval next to "right" if
the word is spelled correctly or next
to "wrong" if the word is spelled'
incorrectly.

Carme6 steped on my toes.

o right
a

o wrong

6
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APPENDIX F

themSticsrPerformanee, by 'Skill Area,,of California Sixth-rqde P
for 1975-76 and 1976-77

1"

Skill area
1

Description of skills assessed
No. of

Items

Average percent es ions
answered orrectly

1975-6 /1976-7 Change
Illustrative test

TOTAL MATHEMATICS TES

I. ARITHMETIC

A. Number concepts

1,, Number and numeration

.P`
s.)

2. Number theory

9r

4

3. Number properties'

(Skills assessed in categories A, B, C,
and D in I. Arithmetic)

(Skills assessed in categories 1, 2, aid

3 in A Number concepts)

The pupil must ideRtify whole numbers,
fractions, and decrnals, 'identify place
value;, and recognize points on a number

lihe.

The pupil must recognize odd, even,
prime, and composite numbers and choose

the lowest common multiple or greatest
common-factor of several numbers'

'..,,

The pupil must recognize commutative,
associative, and distributive properties
of operations on numbers.",

1
The values presented in this column It averages df
the Average vsllue by` 20 or more.points.

2 These sample test items are presemted fOr illustrative purposes only,
possess all the qualities of good test items.

(160)

(96)

(28),

13,

9

(57.4)

(61.0),

(65.4)

75.'0

56.1

58.6

(57.7)

(61.0)

(65..5)

75.6

36.1

57.8,

the percents orquestions answered correctly.

(+0.3)

(- 9- )

0

+0.6 What digit is in the tens' place 1n
4,263' ,

-0-

,

o-2

o 3

o 4

o 6

o None 01 these

What is the greatest_common divisor of,
8, 12,and 147

o 4

o 12

Name the missing, number(

S.'

6 x 15 =Q x6

o 9

o 15
o 90 z-

o 54a
o Noneof these

The percentaggs for individual items maTvary from

thereforI, ttiey do not cover all Of the skills tested, .nor do they'necestarily

.
2ir

t
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Skill area Degtripgfon of 'skills assessed No. of
Items

Average' percent of Nuesiions
answered correctly

1975- 19.76-7 ' Change
Illustrative test question 2

B Whole numbers'

I. Computatio- n

LS

2. idtpplication'

-at

C. Fractions 9

,

.1.-0mp;ftation

ft tr,

2. Application

AtiD. ecimals

1. Computation

)

20404

(Skills assessed in categories 1-and 2 (28)
in-B. Whole numbers)_

e pupirmust'perform addition, sub-
ractions multiplication, and division
nvolving whore numbers.

, .

the pupil museapply the'four arithmetic
operations on whole numbes,solving )
problems presented in a.daillife'
context.,

r

(Skills assessed in categories 1 and 2
in C. Fractions)

The-pupil must perform addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division
involving fractional numbers.

. va

The pupil must Use he four arithmetic
operations on fractions, mi d numbers,
and fractions to demonstr e comprehen-
sion or ability to solve roblems in a
daily lire context.

(Skills assessed in categorieg 1 and 2
in D. Decimals)

The pupil must perform,addition, sub-

traction, multiplicaticp,'-old division
involving decimal numbers.

a

16

12

"(66.9) (67.5)

,'77.4 ' 7179 j

52.9 e 53.6

7

(204 (49.6)

A 4',P

13 50.5

(49.0)

49.8

'48.0 /''-'47.5

I

(20), (56.3)

12 56.6

(0.8)

58.9

(40:6)

+0.5

+0.7

(-0.6)

-0.7

-0.5

(41.5)

+2.3

6003 o 6,794 '

-209 0 5,894
o 5,804
o if*

Joe packs tomatoes 4-to a box. If he
has packed. 18 tomatoes, which Box is he
now packing?

o the fourth
o the fifth
o the sixth
o the eighteenth

4 x 4/7 = o 1 2)7

o 2 2/7
o 4 4/7
o 7

Jack's spelling test had 60 words. He
spelled 3/4 of /the words Correctly. How
many words did' Jack misspell?

'

o 80
--or 45

o 15
o 4

62.1 - 41.4 = o 10.7
o 207
o 21:7

oo.5i7on:6of these

205
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Skill area Description of skills assessed No. of
Items

Average percent of questions
answered correctly'

1975-6 .1976-7 Change

&
52. Application

44IWETETRY

The pupil must use the four arithmetic 8

A. Knowledge of facts

B. Application

.0%

III. MEASUREMENT AND GRAPHS

A. Knowledge of facts

206

operations on numbers in decimal form'to
demonstrate understanding of principles
and ability to solve problems in a daily
life context. , , .

44

(Skills assessed in categories A and B
in II. Geometry)

The pupil must be able to identify basic

geometric figures:

The pupil must be able to comprehend and
apply basic geometric knowledge and

concepts.

ze

` V

0

(Skills assessed in categories A and B

in III, MeasureMent and graphs)

The pupil mtirt be able to estimate length
and volume; convert lengthi: mass, volume,
and time from one unit to another unit;
perform arithmetic operations on quantities
of length, mass, Volume, and time,

(26)

8

(32)

55.8 56.2

08.8)

68.7

52.2

44.8.

+0.4

(58.5) (-0.3)

6.8.4

51.9

(53.5)

47.2

-0.3

-0.3

."9%.

+2.4

Illustrative test 'qrstion2

The Wards' total expenses during the 8
days at the ranch were $491.60. What
was the average costper day?

o

o

o

$61.45
$61.32
$60.20

o Norie,qf these

This figure i
called .

o 'pyramid

o prism
o cylibder
o cone

Which.of the following figures is
divided by a line of symetry?

o

0

3 yaxds 1 foot.=

e.

o 4 feet
o 7 feet
o 10 feet

,o 13 feet

20?



Skill area
i.

6

B. Application

1.1

Description of kills assessed No. of

IteAs

Average-percent of questions
answered correctly'

1975 1976 -7 . Change,
Illustrative test questiod2

The pupil must be able to solve problems
related to measurement of lbngth, area;
mS3s, Shd volume. -

IV. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

A. Computation

5

B. Application..

4

208 .

(Skills assessed in categories A and B
in IV, Probability and Statistics)

The pupil must be eto compute
probability of sim e events and compote
the mean, mode, a median of a set of
given numbers.

The pupil must be1able to solve prbblems
related'to elementary' concepts in
probabi,lity and statistics.

"to

A

18

6

6

57.8

(40.4)

42.4

38:5 .

58.4 +0.6

(40.9) (+0.5)

39.6

- O. 1

HOW MANY FEET BEFORE YOU CAN STOP?

FTRev...

O2,0.1 0.."

Vogge,0..g.lhw

Use the above graph.to find the
top safespeed for stopping
within a maximum distanpe of

14 feet.
o 30 miles per hout.:.

o 40 'miles per,hour:.`

o 50 miles per hor._
o 120 miles per hour

If an event is cettain Co dccur, then
the probability ofth:ltvenris:

o 1%2

o 1
o 100
o zero

A bowl contains one white marble, two
red marbles, and three blAp marbles.

If you were blindfolded 'And then re-
moved one marble from the bowl, what is
the probability that thd marble you
removed Would be red?

o zero
o 1/3

o 1/2
o 2/3
o None of these

209



APPENDIX G

Mathematics Performance, by Skill Area, of California
Twelfth-Grade Students for 1975-76 and 1976-77

Skill area Description of skills assessed
No: of

Items

Average percent of questions
answered correctly'

1975-6 1976-7 Charge

TOTAL MATHEMATICS.TEST

I. ARITHMETIC

A. Number concepts

1 Number -and

numeration

211pumber theory

3. Number propeities

-J

B. Whole numbers

(Skills assessed in categories A, B, C,

and D in I. Arithmetic.)

(Skills assessed in categories 1, 2, and

3 in A. Number concepts.)
o

The student must identify whole numbers,

fractions, and decimals. identify place
value; and recognize points on a number
line.

The stude t must recognize odd, even,
prime, in composite numbers and choose

the lowest on multiple or greatest
common factor of several numbers.

^

The etude t, must recognize commutatiVe,
associative; ind_distributive properties
of operations on numbers.

e .

"(Skills assessed in categories 1 and 2

in B. Whole mumb6rs. )

4,98)

(981

( Z8 ).

14

8

(22) ,

(67.0)

(72.9) -

(74.3)

71.0

76.2

79.6

80.1)

(66.3)

(72.1)

*(73.5)

70.1

75.9

78.5
o

(80.1)

1 The values presented in this column are averages of tie percents of questions answered correctly.

average value by 20 or more points.

2 These tempi...test items are presented for illustrative plirposes only; therefore, they do

2 :CO
possess all the qbalities of good test items.

21 1

(-0.7)

(-0.8)

(-0.8)

-0.9,

1.

Illustrative test question2,

In which nameral is the digit 7 in the
tens' place?

o 976.3
o 97.63
o-9.763
o 0.9763

If d is an odd number, what can you say

-0.3 About n + I?

-1.1

-0-)

o It is always odd.
o It is always even.
o It is even or odd depending
upon whit m is.

o None 'of these

0 X 7 (4 X 7) + (5 X 7)

What number goes in the 0 above?

o 2
o 8
o 9

o 20

The percentages for individual items vary from the

not cover all of the skills tested, nor do they necessarily

(I
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Skill area Description of skills assessed No. of
Items

Average percent of qiirsTT--
answered correctly'

'

1975-6 1976-7 Change
Illustrative test question2

-
0

1. Computation

;

2. Application

C. Fractions

1. Computation

2. Application

The student must perform addition, sub-
traction, multiplication, and division
involving whole numbers

The student must apply the four arithmetic
operations on whole number; in solving
problems presented in a daily lifwantext,

a-

j

8

(Skills assessed in categories 1 and 2 in (26)

C. Fra&tions.)

The student must perform addition, su - 14

traction, multiplication, and divisi'n t
involving fractional numbers:

The student must use the four aritbmetic
operations on fractions, mixed fractions;
or, whole numbers and thctions to demon-
strate comprehension or ability to solve
problems in daily life context.

D. Decimals (Skills assessed in categories 1 and 2 in
D. Decimals.)

I. Computation The studeiit mlist_perform addition, sub-
traction; multiplication, and division
involving decimal numbers.

2 1 2

I

12

(22)

80.9 81.0'

4

78.7
lb`

78.5

70.4

60.9

-(64.40

68.3

40.

60.0

('71.8) 's ,p(71.2)

14 ... 74.1
%

A

73.8

a

11.

° +O.

( -1. 5')

-2.1

-0.9

504 o 405
-99 k . 415

o 495
0 505

A parking lot has 25 rows with 18 spaces
for cars in each row. If 3 rows are

.removed. for a driveway, what is the
greatest number of cars which can be
parked on the lot?

o 375
o 396
o 414
o 447

o None of these

4 x 4/7 =

oo 22//77i

o 4 1/7--

o 1

Jack's spelling test has 60 words, He
spelled 3/4 of the words correctly.
How many words did Jack misspell?

_o 80

o 45

o 15*
o 4

786.4 - 34.87 =

o 4.377
o 43.77
o 751.53
o 7,515.3

. 213

.
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Skill area

1 Computation

2. Application ..

C. Fractions

1 Computation

2. Application

D. Decimals

1. Computation,

2111

Description of skills assessed No. of

Items

Average percent ofiquescions
answered correctly'

.4975 -6 ).976-7 , Change.

The student must perform addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division
involving whble numbers.

The student must apply the four arith-
metic-operations on whole numbers in
solving pr.obIems presented in a daily
life context.

-

(Skills assessed in categories 1 /did 2

in C. Fractions.)

The student must perform addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division
invol4ing frattional numbers.

. Or

p

The student must,use the four arith-
metic operations on fractions, mixed,
fractions, or whole'numbers and fractions
to demonstrate comprehension or ability
to solve problems in'daily life context.

(Skills assessed in. categories 1 and 2

in D. Decimals.)

The student must perform addition.
subtraction, multiplication, and division
involving decimal, numbers,

14

8

80.9

78.7

(26) (66.0)

14

12

70.4

60.9

(22) (711.8)

14 74.1

81.0'

78.5

(64.5)

68.3

60.0

+O. 1

-0.2

( -1.5)

-2. 1

-0.9

23.8

p

-0.3

Illistrative test question2 °

504

- 99

o 405

o 415
o 495
o 505

I ,
A parking lot has 25 rows witl4 18 spaces
for cars in each row. If 3 rows.are
removed for a driveway, what is the
greatest number of cars which can-.be
parked on the lot?

. "
o 375
0 396
o 414
o 447
o None of these

4.X 4/7 =

o 1 2/7

o 2 V7

.Jack's sAlling test has60 words. He
-spelled 3/4 of the words correctly.
,How many words did Jack misspell?,

786.4 - 34.87

o 4.3;k7.**"..14,.

o 43.77
o 751.53
o 7,515.3
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Skill area Desdription of skills assessed

2, Application .

II. ALGEBRA

A. Computation

B. Application

III. ,GEOkETRY

C

A, Knowledge of facts

r

216

Items

.Average percent of queStions
answered correatlyl

1975-6 1976-7 Change
Illustrative test questi0h2

".

The student must use the four arith-
metic operations on numbers in decimal
form to demcinstrate understanding of

principles and ability to solve problems
in daily life context. 4

(Skills assessed in categories A and B
in II. Algebra.)

The student Must be able to perform
addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division oflagebraic variables and
identify a point shows on reFahgular
Coordinates.

.

The student must be able to C.baitruct an
algebraic equation to solve a given
problem and be able to interpret tables,
charts, and graphs.

(Skill's assessed in categories A and B
in III, Geometry.)

The student.must be able to identify
basic geometric sets and figures.

e-

8 67.8 1 66:6 -1.2

(32) (62.9) (62.1)

12 a

66.4

60.1

65.9

59.2

a0

-0.5

(62.7) (62.1) 11-0.6)

75.2 ' 75.5

If Besehtcan drive 18.7 miles od,each

gallon of gas, how many miles can she
drive on 7 gallons? ., \

o 126.9
o 130.9 )

o 00.9
o 1309
o1 None' of these'

If 7x - 38 = 18, diem x =

o -8
o -5

.o zero
o 5
o 8

The following fbrraula can Often be used
to approximatejhe Weight for boysL
between the ages of 1 to 7:

W = 8 + 2'2 A

where W is the weight inialograms.and
A is the boy's age in-yews. The formula
tells that for each year older that a
boy becomes, he should weigh:

'Q 8 kilogrgms more
9.8 kilograms lets
0'2.2 kilograms more
o 2.2.kilograms less

v

=

Which of the points are in the interior
of angle RST?

o P only
o V only

o,V and W
o R, S, and T ,217
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;

fr

elr

-.1 4Skill *area

.
B. Application

, &
Iv. lEASTREMTNT

CO

c 1

4

Description of skills assessed.
1

No. of

Items

Average percent of quescions
answered correctly

1975-6 197p-.7 Change

Illustrative test question 2

Knowledge of facts

R.

The student must be able to comprehend
and apply basic geometric knowledge and 12

concepts.

(Skills aslessed/in categories A and B
in IV. Measurement.)

THeatudetit Must bA able to estimate
lengthrendAllume; convert length, mass,
Volume, line time frOM one unit to another 12 71.6

unit; and perform arithmetic operations
on / quantities of length, chits, voymeo

and time. '

50.1

In the plane of a circle with radius
48.7 -1.4 5.04 inches, if a point P lies 5.4

inches from the center of the circle,
then P

o on the circle
,o at the center of the circle
o mitside the circle'

o inside the circle but not at
center

(30) (60.5). ,(59.5) (-1.0)

B. ,Application o

41"

.V. PROBAkILITY \ AND TATISTICS

4 A. Computation:

21 a

41.
0

(

V

Thiorudertt must be,Oble to solve problems'
relied to measurement of length,. aria, 18

mass, and volume!

1. A

1

(Stalls assessed in categories A and,B in'
tt,'Probibiltty and Statistics.)

1

0 .

student must be able to compute the
robability oG simple events and compute

. the Mean, m011e, and median of set of

given numbers,

(14)

6

70.5

5311 L52.2 44:9 1( housewife will, pay the lowest price.

per ounce for rice if she buys it at the
store whiEfi-b4fers:

10 decimetres = 1 metre
1000 millimetres = 1 m e

The length of a piece of chalk is 0.5
decimetre. What is its Length in
millimetres?

o .0.05

o 5
o 50
o 500

(57.2) (56.9) (-0.3)

57.9 , 57.6

o 12 ounces for 40 cents
o 14 ounces for 45 cents ,

o 1 pound, 12 ounces for 85 cents
o 2 pounds for 99 cents

,o None of these

76.
"

-0.3 Tom, Dick,' and Har lined up to enter

their classroom. What is the probability * '

that Tom was the first on in lina3

'o zero
o 1/3
o 2/3
o 1
o None of these
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Skill area Description of skills assessed No. of
Items

Average percent of questions
answered correctly

1975-6 197E47 Change
Illustrative test question 2

H. Application

220

The student must be able to solve
problems related to elementary concepts.
in probability and statistics.

.

8 56.6

k

Three of four boys each weighs 60 pounds
What is the weight of the fourth boy if
the average of the weights of all four
bowl is 70 pounds?

o 130 pounds
o 100 pounds
o'80 pounds
o 65 pounds
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APPENDIX 11.

'A Description of Equating Procedures Used'
in the California Assessment Program

Grade Three

School -level frequency distributibns of the total reading score frbm the Spring,
1977 administration of the Comprehensive Tests of Baltic Skills, Fore S, Level 1,
were obtained from 11 districts: FoIntain Valley, Fullerton, Santee, Pomona,
Compton, South San Francisco, Redwood City, Salina City, Ukiah, Berkeley, and
Ceres. For each school, the number of students tested on the CTBS and the num-
ber tested on the Reading Test, Spring, 1977 administration, were compared.
When the difference in the Amber of pupils tested .,exceeded 10 percent; the
school was eliminated. Nineteen schools were eliminated for that reason. They
Were replaced by 19 schools from San Jose Unified. The total final sample, included
138 schools, with 8,699 pupils tested on the CTBS, and 8,589 tested on the Reading
Test,.after scores of non- lief speaking,pupils had, been eliminated.!

The frequeny distribution for the 8,699 CTBS scores was totalled. The scores of
the 8,58911npirs tested on the Reading 'Test were used to estimate what the mean
and variance of total test scores would have been had all students taken the full
250-item Reading Test.' The obtained mean and variance were used to estimate what
the distribution of scores would have been had all students taken the total tept.
by assuming that,those'total test scores would have distributed themselves a& a
negative hypergeometric distribution.

The hio frequenCy distributions- -the actual' obtained one for the CTBS, -and the
estimated one for-the Reading Test- -were used to develop an equipercentile equating
line. This is done by taking-any point in one distribntion,-computing the percent
of suites lying below that point in the distribution,. and then finding the point
in the second distribution that 'has that same percent of scores lying below it.

The distributions of scores that would have occurred had all,pupils in California
taken the full 250-item Reading Test, rather than a 25 item sample were estimated
for grades two and three,. At'both,grades, this Was done by first computing the
estimated total-testyariance from'a 2 percent Systematic sample of all pupils

4 tested. Again assuming that scores statewide followed a negative,hypergeometric
distribution, the sample variance and population mean then Were used to-estimate
the statewide distribution'of scores.

non: these two distributions,,,it was estimated that if all',, pupils in the state
hgd taken the full 250-item Reading_Test in f977, the median score for grade two
would haire been 182.0, and for grade three, 221.0. .From .the equating line,

'these scores equated to 'CTBS total reading scored of 33 and 53, respectively4

A total reading score of 33 on the CTBS at. the second grade is the 55th percentile;
A score of'53 at the third grade is-the 56th percentile.-.:.

-184-
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Grade Six

Equating for grade six was done in a manner very similar to that for grade three.
District-level frequency distributions for the total reading, total language,
and total mathetatics scores'from the Spring, 1977 administration of the Gom-
prehensive Tests of'usic Skills, Form S, Level 2, were obtained from seven;
districts: South San. Francisco, Turlock, Santee, San,Jose, Ukiah, Ceres, and
Fountain Valley. These seven districts were chosen because they had aamihistered
the CTBS to thpi entire sixth grade population.' This was verified against the
*)tuber tested on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade, 6. .The total sample included
6,876, 6,830, and 6,845'students tested on the CTBS4n\xeading, language, and
math, respectively,' and 6,753 students tested on the Sig:

Equipercentile equating,lines were developed for all three areas using the same
procedures developed for grade three. The statewide.variance was estimated 'from
aione-thirtieth systematic sample of the state. Then, the statewide median was
estimatpd, by content area, for the total SBS by assuming scores.followed a
negative hypergeothetric distribution with the population mean and estimated

,,Opulation variance. The estimated median scores on the SBS were 88.3 (out of
128 items) forreading,'84.1 (out of 128 items) for written eipressidn, and 93.5
(out of 160 items). for mathematics. These equated tok, CTBS raw scores,of 63, 79,
and 74 for total reading, total.languags,'and total mathematics, respectively.

,The corresponding publisher percentile ranks of these scores were 53, 51, and 51.

\

Grade Twelve
I

Prior to 1974-75, Califoxnia"twelfth-grade students had been *tested with the
Iowa-Tests of Educational,Development. In January of 1975, the new state-
developed test, Survey of Basic Skills: grade 12, was introduced. In spri
1975, a special study was conducted to estimate what the statewide perf9rman e
of California twelfth-grade students'would be if they had taken one of the three
standardized tests in January; 1975: Iowa Tests of Educational Development (ITED),
Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEP Series II); and the Tests of Academic
Progress (TAP). Using the estimated geiformance on the publishers' tests and the
data from'the administration of the new atate-developed tests, estimates of
California5 student perforianCes in comparison to national norms wereialso ob-
tained for'1975-76 and 1976-77.

fitimation of National Norm Comparisons for=1974-75. Data from the following '

samples of students were used for estimating,the performance of the state's median
student on selected standardized tests: (1) percent random sample of 25,000_
students drawn from the entire state populati twelfth -graders, with _scores
on the Survey of Basic Skills:'Grade-12, and stratified random sample of
105 schools with about 30,000 grade-twelve stu tsi. All grade-twelve-students
In each of the schools in the stratified sample Were administered one part (content
area) of the following standardized tests,in the spring of 1975: ITED Reading,

,Language, or Mathemitics; STEP,Series II, Reading, English_ Expression,
emetics; TAP- Reading, Composition, or Mathematics. The dation these students were
also available fro& the-January, 1975 statewide, administration of the grade-twelVe
Survey. By matching students within a abhool on the basis of their birthday and,
sex, the data.from the standardized tests were paired with that of the Survey.

Approximately 15,000 students comprised the matched sample.

85-
2 2 3
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The procedure for estimating the performance ofthe median California student

as comparedto publishers' norms included the folloWim steps.

\1/4
a . __.,

1. Linear' Equating,of the Survey Forms, The total number of its in the

Survey were spread over 18 forms in a stratified random sampling fashion.

Each form had an approxiMateiy equal number of items in the three content

areas: reading, written expression, and mathem#tics. Since its were

not exactly equal in each form and since the difficulty value of the item
cluster within tach content area varied from form to form a linear equating

prOcedu e was used to convert the raw scores to a common scale scores., For

eac ontent area the.raw scores on a7 forms were equated to the scale

scor of.the chosen form. The transformation equation took the following

form.

where, a =
SD
X

SD
Y

a% +b
,

and h -

2. Estimation of Median Student Performance. The performance of the state's
twelfth-grade median student on each of the nine standardized tests (three

--
tests by three content areas) was estimated by means of a frequency estimation
procedurel. The purpose of tl*frequency estimation ptocedure wasto estimate
a marginal frequency distribution for each standardized test, given only to a s,

smaller group, using the bivariate distribution of the standardized test with
the Survey given to; the same amall group, and the univariate distribution of
the Survey given to a larger group. The marginal frequency distribution of
the standardized test gave the estimated distribution that would have resulted
if all California twelfth-graders had taken the standardized test. The r .

score correspOnding to the median of the estimated distribution represente
the performance of the median student on the standardized test.. The estim ted
raw score was,then converted to the percentile ranking corresponding to the
publisher's norm sample. The statewide performance on the three standardized
-tests in the three content areas -- reading, written expression, and mathematics--
are.given in Table 35. .

.

Estimation of National Norm Comparisons for 1975-76. Thestuldent performance in
1975-7t on publisher's test was estimated by assuming that the z-score change from
1974 -75 to l975-76.on the standardized test would be equal to the observed z-score
change during the same two years on the Survey. Furthermore, it was assumed that
the performance on the, typical CalifoTnia twelfth-grade student was represented
by the mean statistic bOh on the standardized test and on the Survey. In
particular,.ehe.following equationl,was used to calculate the perforMance of-the -z
twelfth-grade students in 1975-76bn the standardized test in raw score unit:

1
For detail of frequency estimation procedure, see Bianchini, J.'C., "Estimation
of California Statewide Performance on Seleated Standardized Tests at Grades
6 'and 12," ETg, Berkeley, California, 1975.
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SD

Y' = Y + - X)
4 $D

X
whe e,

Y' = Estimated raw score on the standardized'test in 1975-76
Y = Mean raw score on the standardized test.in the year 1974-75

X' = Mean Survey score on common items in 1975-76
X = Mean Survey score on commoitems in 1974-75 ,

SD = Standard deviation of the student scores reported-by the
publisher'

SD' = Estimated standard deviation of the student scores ron
X - the Survey

,

The standard deviation of the student scores on the Survey was estimated hsing,
the following relationship.

Standard deviation of the district
. scores on the Survey

Standard deviation of the student
scores on the Survey

IN

,

Standard deviation of the district
' scores on the ITED-

'Standard deviation of the student
. .

scores on 'the; ITED

The Standard deviations of the student and district scores on ITED were available
from the statewide testing program data for 1973-74. The standard deviation of
the district scores on the Survey was calculated from the data available from the
1975-76 administration of the Survey.

The percehtile rank corresponding to the estimated mean on the,standardized'test,
wab obtained using the test publisher's. norrL,table. The percentile ranks were

linearly, iliterpolkted from the norm tables if necessary, to find the percentile
ranking corresponding to. a-fractional raw score. Table 35 provides the estimated
performance of California twelfthgrade students for 1975-76.

Estimation of National Norm Comparison for 1976-77. The estimation procedure
for 1976-77 was the same as the'procedure for 19:75-76 except that in the 1976-77
estimation, the values of X and X' were based upon allritem-data because the
tests for the two years were exactly the same. Table 35 provides the estimated
performance of California twelfth -grade students for 1976-77.

4.0
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